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Animal encounters as experiences – Animal-based tourism in the travel magazine Matkalehti

The study is on the human dimension of animal-based tourism. There is a growing interest in nature 
and wildlife tourism but also a dire need for more research, especially of tourist experiences and 
expectations. Animal-based tourism is a little studied subject and a rarely used term. Animal-based 
tourism, unlike wildlife tourism, includes the use of domesticated animals and also other types of 
encounters than watching. Wildlife, nature and adventure tourism literature is used for defining animal-
based tourism. Experiencing is another substantial sector of tourism business nowadays, alongside 
nature and wildlife tourism. Instead of services and products, the tourists are seeking experiences. 
Experience is a complex and diverse concept that is comprised of many different elements. The main 
object of the study is to understand the phenomenon of animal-based tourism, to interpret the 
experiences animal-based tourism creates and the elements in the animal encounters that contribute 
to creating them.

The study draws from humanistic geography and uses the hermeneutic understanding of the world in 
the interpretation of tourists' experiences. Travel magazine Matkalehti's destination descriptions and 
travel stories are used as data. The research includes altogether 419 different articles in 111 
magazines over 16 years of time. The articles are studied with content analysis, by looking for the 
typical characteristics of animal-based tourism (presented in the background chapter) and finding the 
various experiences and the elements that cause them (defined in the theoretical framework). The 
study is deductive, leaning strongly on the experience theories and frameworks presented in animal-
based tourism literature. 

It was found that the animal-based tourism presented in the magazines was quite substantial and it 
reflected the definitions presented in the tourism literature. However, some variations were found: 
riding as an encounter had a far greater role than was expected. In Finland, alongside fishing, it was 
almost as important as watching animals. Abroad, watching was clearly the most popular encounter 
type. The destinations of animal-based tourism in the magazines varied greatly and they reflected the 
destinations typically of importance for Finns. However, clear focus points were seen. For example 
safaris (on land) typically took place in Sub-Saharan Africa, and whales and dolphins were watched in 
Iceland, Norway, Canary islands and the Azores, etc. Animals were encountered in many different 
settings but between captive- and wild-settings there was not a big difference, both occurred equally 
often. Captive-settings were usually located near cities or available areas for attracting bigger user 
groups, when wild-settings demanded more effort from the tourists. Species of animals reflected the 
findings in similar studies, and it was noticed that specific types of animals were preferred over others.

Watching animals in captive-settings and in shows did not seem to evoke as many or as strong 
experiences as meeting them in the wild. Rare and endangered species as well as exotic and strange 
ones were preferred over others almost in every case. Some species were found to be icons for 
certain areas and were always mentioned with the same destinations. With certain species like 
dolphins, close interaction was sought after, and domesticated animals were found interesting only if 
there was a chance for touching and feeding them. Especially in fishing, riding and diving the settings 
and the beauty of the surroundings were important, but also the intensity of the activity. Education and 
conservation, which are a part of animal-based tourism according to literature, were not mentioned as 
often as was expected. 

The naturalness of the settings, the well-being of animals and the engaging nature of the encounters 
were the most crucial elements for creating experiences in animal-based tourism. Experiences of 
animal-based tourism were multiple as were the elements creating them.
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Eläimet elämyksenä – Eläinmatkailu Matkalehden mukaan

Tämä työ on tutkimus eläinmatkailusta matkailijan näkökulmasta. Luonto- ja wildlife-matkailu ovat 
kasvavia kiinnostuksen kohteita matkailun saralla, mutta myös tarve lisätutkimukseen (erityisesti 
matkailijoiden elämyksistä ja odotuksista) on suuri. Eläinmatkailu on vähän tutkittu aihe ja harvoin 
käytetty termi. Se, toisin kuin wildlife-matkailu, sisältää myös kotieläinten käytön sekä muita 
kohtaamistyyppejä kuin eläinten katselun. Wildlife-, luonto- ja seikkailumatkailun kirjallisuutta on 
käytetty eläinmatkailun käsitteen määrittelemisessä. Elämykset ovat toinen merkittävä kiinnostuksen 
kohde matkailualalla, luonto- ja wildlife-matkailun ohella. Tuotteiden ja palveluiden sijaan matkailijat 
etsivätkin nyt elämyksiä. Elämys on monitahoinen käsite, joka koostuu useista eri elementeistä. 
Tämän tutkimuksen päätavoite on ymmärtää eläinmatkailua ilmiönä, ja tulkita elämyksiä, joita 
eläinmatkailu tuottaa, sekä niitä elementtejä eläinkohtaamisissa, jotka edistävät elämysten luomista.

Tämä tutkimus on osa humanistista maantiedettä, ja se käyttää hermeneuttista näkökulmaa 
matkailijoiden elämysten tulkinnassa. Matkailun aikakausilehden Matkalehden kohdekuvaukset ja 
matkatarinat toimivat tutkimuksen aineistona. Tutkimus sisältää yhteensä 419 eri artikkelia 111 
lehdestä 16 vuoden ajalta. Artikkelien tutkimisessa on käytetty sisällönanalyysiä, jolla etsitään 
tyypillisiä eläinmatkailun piirteitä (määritelty tutkimuksen taustoissa), sekä erilaisia elämyksiä ja 
elementtejä, jotka luovat niitä (eritelty teoreettisessa viitekehyksessä). Tutkimus on deduktiivinen ja 
nojaa vahvasti elämysteorioihin sekä eläinmatkailun kirjallisuudessa esitettyihin viitekehyksiin.

Tuloksissa kävi ilmi, että eläinmatkailun osuus lehdissä oli merkittävä ja se vastasi hyvin 
kirjallisuudessa esitettyjä määritelmiä. Myös erilaisuutta kuitenkin löytyi: ratsastuksella oli paljon 
suurempi rooli kuin oli alunperin odotettu. Kalastuksen ohella, se oli Suomessa melkein yhtä suosittu 
kohtaamistyyppi kuin eläinten katselu. Ulkomailla eläinten katselu oli selvästi suosituin 
kohtaamismuoto. Eläinmatkailun kohteet lehdissä olivat moninaisia ja ne kuvastivat suomalaisille 
tyypillisiä matkakohteita. Tiettyjä painottumisia oli kuitenkin nähtävissä, esimerkiksi safarit (maalla) 
tapahtuivat usein Saharan etelänpuolisessa Afrikassa, ja valaiden sekä delfiinien katselu taas 
Islannissa, Norjassa, Kanarian saarilla ja Azoreilla yms. Eläimiä kohdattiin erilaisissa olosuhteissa, 
mutta vapaudessa elävien ja vangittujen eläinten katselun välillä ei ollut suurta eroa, kumpaakin 
luokkaa esiintyi melkein yhtä usein. Kohteet, joissa eläin on vangittuna, sijaitsivat usein lähellä 
kaupunkeja ja suurten ryhmien saavutettavissa olevalla etäisyydellä, kun taas luonnossa sijaitsevat 
kohteet vaativat enemmän vaivannäköä matkailijoilta. Lehdissä esitetyt eläinlajit kuvastivat 
samankaltaisten tutkimusten löytöjä, ja tietyn tyyppiset eläimet todettiin suositummiksi kuin toiset.

Vangittujen eläinten ja eläinesitysten katselu ei vaikuttanut herättävän yhtä monia tai vahvoja 
elämyksiä kuin eläinten kohtaaminen luonnossa. Harvinaiset ja uhanalaiset lajit, sekä eksoottiset ja 
erikoiset lajit koettiin kiinnostavampina kuin toiset. Jotkut lajit olivat selvästi ikoneja tietyille alueille ja 
mainittiin aina näiden kohteiden yhteydessä. Tiettyjen lajien, kuten delfiinien kanssa kanssakäymistä 
pidettiin tärkeänä, ja kotieläimet kiinnostivat vain kuin niitä pääsi koskemaan tai ruokkimaan. Erityisesti 
kalastuksessa, ratsastuksessa ja sukelluksessa ympäristön ja olosuhteiden kauneus oli tärkeää, mutta 
myös aktiviteettien intensiteetti. Opetus ja suojelu, jotka kirjallisuudessa määriteltiin osaksi 
eläinmatkailua, mainittiin harvemmin kuin oli odotettu. 

Tärkeimpiä elementtejä elämysten luomisessa olivat kohtaamisten puitteiden luonnollisuus, eläinten 
hyvinvointi, ja kohtaamisten mielenkiintoisuus ja sitovuus. Elämykset eläinmatkailussa olivat 
moninaisia kuin myös elementit, jotka loivat niitä.
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1. Introduction

This study is a Master of Philosophy thesis in Regional Studies. Specialization is in the field of 

Tourism Geography and the title of the thesis is Animal encounters as experiences – Animal-

based tourism in the travel magazine Matkalehti. The thesis is structured out of seven parts. 

These seven parts include the introduction to the thesis which explains the aims of my study, the 

reasons behind conducting it and its central concepts. The background chapter leads the reader 

into the world of animal-based tourism and the deeper backgrounds, the basis for the study. It 

defines the subject of the study, discusses the present situation and the destinations of animal-

based tourism. It also locates animal-based tourism in the wider field of tourism and discusses the 

typical animal encounters.

Experience in tourism chapter builds up the theoretical framework of the study. It discusses the 

relevance of experiences in tourism, defines the concept of experience, and explains the models 

created to describe experiences in tourism. It also includes the production of experiences in 

tourism industry. In this chapter I introduce similar studies of animal encounters and visitor 

satisfaction. Preferred species and animal encounters play a considerable role in the experience 

making and I discuss this reflecting on the experience theories. Chapter four, research 

compilation, defines the method I use in my study and opens up the perspective of it, where it 

stands in the field of science. I also explain my thoughts on the data and the realization of the 

study. Chapter five describes the results of my study, and the results and their applicability are 

discussed in more detail in chapter six. The last part of the study is the conclusion chapter where 

the whole study is reflected upon. After that the references are listed.

1.1 The basis of the research and the aims of the study

Tourism is a growing business and it is spreading its wings across the whole world – to more and 

more distant and hitherto pristine areas. Tourists are evolving into experts in traveling and they 

often demand more than just lying on the beach: experiences, authenticity and the feeling of 

getting their money's worth (Saarinen 2002: 8). Nature-based tourism is one of the growing 

trends in the tourism market alongside adventure tourism and ecotourism. All of these forms of 

tourism include animals as attractions and are tied to wildlife tourism or animal-based tourism 

(Saarinen 1999: 94; Newsome et al. 2005: 20). In this Post-Fordist world of tourism, experiences 
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are sought after. The experience industry started booming in the 1990s and has now spread from 

nature and adventure experiences to various other markets as well (Komppula & Boxberg 2002: 

26). Experiences and the field of tourism that uses animals as attractions are strongly tied 

together.

Animals play a substantial role in our society. They are used as pets, for food, for transportation 

and for science. They are also widely used for tourism's purposes. Animal-based tourism itself is 

not a homogeneous form of tourism but varies a lot. A more often used concept and a lot more 

studied subject is wildlife tourism but I consider it somewhat narrow of a field. Wildlife tourism 

does not include tourism based on domesticated animals and also often leaves out (depending on 

the definition) many types of encounters that still are undeniably a part of tourism. Domesticated 

animals play a role in tourism as well. 

The roles that animals play in tourism are ones given to them by humans. By roles I do not solely 

mean the type of encounter between a tourist and an animal but also the surroundings of these 

encounters, the activities involved in them and the meanings and consequences behind them. 

Tourism business deals with many different species of animals and tourists have versatile 

encounters with them: they can be seen in captivity, as entertainers, in the wild, part of an 

activity, as a means of transportation etc. According to literature tourists seem to seek specific 

types of animals and specific kinds of encounters for gaining experiences. Experience theories in 

tourism literature explicate the types of elements that evoke experiences and also explain the 

possible experiences than can be acquired. Wildlife tourism literature adds to this with studies 

conducted on animal encounters and the experiences they produce. Because of the narrow 

definition of wildlife tourism, I use the general experience theory alongside with theories and 

findings of wildlife tourism literature.

Travel magazines have an influence on people's travel decisions but they also reflect the actual 

travel habits and choices. They discuss traveling, attractions and activities. They sell people 

dreams, destinations and the newest trends. Therefore, travel magazines are an excellent source 

for studying phenomena in tourism, and for this study especially: the magazines I used include 

personal travel stories and experiences of people. They pass the feelings and experiences to the 

reader. For studying the experiences, the travel stories and the articles should provide plenty of 

material. This is why I chose the travel magazine Matkalehti as my research material, and also 
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because of its longest publishing period, 16- years, of all the Finnish travel magazines. 

My study is on the human dimension of animal-based tourism. My personal interest in the subject 

has been stirred by my own touristic experiences with animals and my fascination with wildlife 

but also animal ethics. The topicality of adventure tourism and wildlife tourism pulled me 

towards this topic too. Animal-based tourism, as mentioned above, has mostly been studied from 

wildlife point of view but I am also interested in the roles of domesticated animals and the wider 

concepts of using animals in tourism. Valentine & Birtles (2004: 17) point out the areas where 

research should still be done: “--- sustainable management practices require much more detailed 

information on visitors, notably the kinds of experiences sought, levels of specialization and 

particular settings desired”. The aim of my study is to answer to this need in the research field: to 

understand animal-based tourism and gain knowledge about tourists' animal encounters, the 

experiences they evoke. I also focus on the settings and discuss the levels of specialization. 

According to Shani (2009: 205), tourists' views should not and cannot be the main subject when 

it comes to the use of animals and discussion of animal ethics. Yet, tourists' experiences and 

attitudes should be studied, for this can also help in conveying the animal rights' message. 

Wildlife tourism's one focus point is seen to be the improvement of protection and conservation 

of animals and their habitats, either for example directly economically or indirectly by education 

(Higginbottom 2004: 10; McNeely 2004: foreword; Newsome et al. 2005: vii-ix). I find studying 

visitors' experiences also crucial for the survival of different animal-based tourism sites: they 

have to bring experiences and produce visitor satisfaction for ensuring the attendance levels. This 

again, is needed for the welfare of the animals on site.

The qualities of animal-based tourism, its place in the field of tourism and as a phenomenon is 

revealed by first answering the research question: what kind of animal-based tourism is presented  

in the magazine Matkalehti in the years 1996 to 2011? By answering this question we can discuss 

the contemporary situation and contemplate the trends in animal-based tourism during these 16 

years. After determining the animal-based tourism presented in the magazines, we can move on 

to the experiences. To understand the experience elements in animal-based tourism, my objective 

is to answer the second research question: what kind of elements evoke emotions and experiences 

in animal-based tourism? The elements and the various experiences will be studied relying on the 

theoretical background. The third research question is: what kind of emotions and experiences do 

the presented animal encounters evoke? I will analyze the articles to see which emotions and 
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experiences appear in the texts and which elements seem to produce them. By answering the 

research questions we can see the qualities of animal-based tourism phenomenon and obtain 

knowledge that can be used for the advance of visitor management, ensuring visitor satisfaction 

and animal welfare issues at animal-based tourism destinations. In the discussion part I will go 

through the results and contemplate the existing elements in experience creation as well as 

weaknesses regarding the different animal encounters.

As a geographer I am interested in the spatial patterns of tourism but also the social phenomena 

that occur within destinations. For this reason I will study the destinations that are tied to animal-

based tourism especially from the point of view of domestic and international tourism. I will look 

at the spatial distribution of animal-based tourism to understand the phenomena as a whole and 

also to confirm the reliability of this study. My focus will be on the experiences where settings, 

location and geographical destinations play a role. However, I will also look at the results of the 

destinations, settings and encounters to determine whether the animal-based tourism presented in 

the magazines reflects the definitions presented in the literature. To contemplate this contributes 

to the reliability of the research. I will also look at the questions from the perspective of time and 

change. 

A lot of research has been done about managing the potential impacts of wildlife tourism 

especially concerning the ecological ones and the ethical factors. Also, a few studies have been 

conducted on visitor experiences and expectations, mostly in Australia. I will use the latter ones 

for my study and approach my subject from the perspective of regional geography: how is the 

phenomenon related to the destination and the settings provided? I will also study it from the 

varying, multidisciplinary side of tourism and social sciences: what is the phenomenon and how 

does it happen? My perspective on the subject is one from the humanistic geography and I study 

the subject by hermeneutic understanding and by interpretation. The research itself is a 

qualitative study using content analysis as a method and a deductive way of analyzing the data.

By answering the research questions there is valuable data to be gathered on the little studied 

subject of animal-based tourism, especially in the case of Finnish people and domestic and 

international tourism. The data gives us some idea about the most popular activities concerning 

animals in tourism, the most important factors that create experiences in tourist – animal 

encounter and the types of experiences that are had. By this information one can improve the 
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animal-based tourism destinations and animal encounters to suit the visitor expectations better 

and to provide visitors with versatile experiences. The information gathered also contributes to 

enhancing the animal well-being. All this information needs to be scrutinized understanding that 

this is a study of one magazine only. The results need be contemplated within the limits that the 

data and the theories and the background allow. I will discuss the problems and the possibilities 

the data provides me with and reflect the reliability of the results in the research compilation 

chapter. Generalizations cannot be made and this was never the purpose. The purpose is to gather 

deeper and more qualitative information about the subject but in a wider scale and to understand 

the phenomenon of experiences in animal encounters. Yet, because of the large amount of data 

and the big coverage one can carefully draw conclusions and apply the results for developing 

animal-based tourism encounters, keeping in mind the premises of the data.

There are different motivations and reasons for traveling: in tourism geography, destination pull 

factors are talked about. Destination qualities like climate and geographical attributes “pull” 

people from tourist generating region, home, to the destinations. The destination has different 

attractions that could be seen as “smaller units” of pull factors, these are for example sights and 

events that attract tourists to the specific location. In animal-based tourism animal encounters are 

the attraction. Within the attraction there are many elements and factors that contribute to visitor 

satisfaction. Tourists today are looking for experiences which are in a way the culmination of 

visitor satisfaction, they are something to be achieved. Experiences are varied and so are the 

elements creating them. Starting from the destinations and animal-based tourism's varying 

qualities, by defining the attractions (or the animal encounters), and then by concentrating on the 

experiences they produce and the elements creating the experiences, I try to get a better 

understanding of this interesting phenomenon called animal-based tourism.

1.2 Terminology

First, I want to briefly explain and open some terminology that is central to my thesis. I will 

define the concepts of tourism and attractions from tourism geography's point of view and then 

explain the terms animals and zoos.

Tourism is the world's largest industry with 850 million international tourist arrivals in 2006 

(Conrady & Buck 2008: 3). Tourism has been defined in World Tourism Organization's glossary 

followingly: “Tourism is a social, cultural and economic phenomenon which entails the 
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movement of people to countries or places outside their usual environment for personal or 

business/professional purposes”(UNWTO 2012a). The common conception is that there are three 

main purposes for traveling: 1. leisure, recreation and holidays 2. business and professional 3. 

other (visiting friend and relatives etc.) (Vuoristo 2003: 16). Tourism can be classified as either 

domestic tourism or international tourism depending on the destination region's boundaries. 

Different forms of tourism include for example cultural tourism, nature-based tourism, mass 

tourism and alternative tourism. There are also numerous niche or special interest forms of 

tourism. I will discuss some of these forms of tourism closely related to my thesis in the next 

chapter.

Tourism has ecological, economical and social impacts. The economical part of tourism is 

perhaps the most studied but also the ecological and social impacts are nowadays taken into 

account. As the tourism industry is growing and destinations become more varied, its impacts are 

becoming deeper and more widely spread. Different forms of tourism also cause different 

impacts.

The tourism system consist of three elements, according to Burton (1995: 1). These are:

1. The tourist's home area (the tourist generating region)

2. The places people travel to (the destination region)

3. The routes people follow between the generating and destination regions.

10

The tourist system

Figure 1: The tourist system modified from Leiper (1981, cit. 
Burton 1995: 2)



Figure 1. presents the tourist system model by Leiper. Relevant to my thesis is the “nature of the 

destination region, the pull factors that attract travelers to particular places” (Burton 1995: 1). 

As I shortly explained above, pull factors can be many things, geographical qualities, climate, 

culture etc. The opposite of pull factors are push factors that establish the will to travel 

(Järviluoma 1994: 32-33). “Attractions within the industry are sights, events and facilities 

orientated to experiential opportunities to tourists.” (Leiper 1979, cit. Hall. & Page 2010: 302). 

Attractions are connected to a place or an area (a sight like Eiffel-tower) but they can also be 

connected to time (events like the Olympics) (Vuoristo 1994: 22-29). In this study I will focus on 

destinations with animal-based attractions: destinations that have activities, events or sights that 

offer animal encounters for tourists.

In my thesis I use the term animal to cover the non-human animals. By this I refer to both 

domesticated and non-domesticated animals and vertebrates and invertebrates but not to plants 

nor corals. Zoos are particular kinds of animal-based attractions. I do not merely mean the type of 

zoological gardens named “zoos” but also aquariums, oceanaria, sanctuaries, fauna parks and 

aviaries, different zoological institutions. These differ from each other by their collections of 

animals: mammals, birds, reptiles, fish etc. but all share the same level of confinement: captive-

settings (Tribe 2004: 38). Farms and farm animals are in this case also considered to locate under 

the term of zoos.

 

The aforementioned terms are fundamental to my research and understanding their meaning is 

essential for comprehending the study. In the next chapter I present the background of the study: I 

discuss the animal-based tourism and its attributes.

2. Background of the thesis
This chapter defines the central concepts for the study and provides an understanding of what 

animal-based tourism is, where it happens and where it stands in the field of tourism. This 

chapter also discusses about the recent changes in animal-based tourism according to research.

2.1 Animal-based tourism as a form of tourism

The key literature in this chapter is mostly literature on wildlife tourism. Karen Higginbottom's 

Widlife tourism (2004) and Newsome et al.'s Wildlife tourism (2005) are the central works that I 

use for defining animal-based tourism. Also, Swarbrooke et al.'s Adventure tourism – the new 
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frontier (2003) and Shani & Pizan's paper on Towards an ethical framework for animal-based 

attractions (2007) and some other pieces were used to get a wider understanding of the subject.  

The literature is mostly generated abroad. In Finnish literature animals in tourism are considered 

as a part of nature-based tourism. The literature is more general due to the lack of specialization 

on animals and because of this I prefer to use the foreign literature. Still, I try to combine other 

aspects (from both Finnish and foreign literature) to the abundant wildlife tourism literature for 

sufficiently defining the concept of animal-based tourism.

40-60 % of all tourists are claimed to be nature tourists and 24-40 % are wildlife related, 

according to Swarbrooke et al. (2003: 205). The Finnish Forest Research Institute (Metla 2009) 

claims that approximately half of the Finnish people are interested in nature-based tourism and 

40-% actively attend it. Estimating the economical importance of wildlife tourism is difficult but 

it is clear that it has a big meaning (Higginbottom 2004: 7). Wildlife tourism is of special 

importance because the locations are generally in the rural areas with depressed economies – 

wildlife tourism can greatly benefit these areas. Even if estimates are difficult to provide, there is 

a firm belief that wildlife tourism has been growing, even though the growth has not happened in 

all its sectors: watching wildlife in wilderness is considered a growing form of tourism while zoo 

tourism and hunting are believed to be declining slightly (Higginbottom 2004: 7-10). In Finland 

the Finnish Tourism board has made some research on the possibilities of developing the wildlife 

tourism sector (e.g. MEK 2008). It is believed that the demand for wildlife tourism is rising and 

Finland has the resources to offer quality products on this field (MEK 2006: 40; MEK 2008: 3). 

According to Koivula & Saastamoinen (2005: 46) at least 10-% growth in domestic nature-based 

tourism has been predicted in the fields of trekking on horseback, photographing nature and 

fishing in natural waters (among some other fields). 

Even if economically profitable, the growth also brings worry about the negative impacts of 

wildlife tourism. A lot of research has been conducted on the issue, mostly concerning the 

impacts of wildlife tourism on the environment and the species. However, wildlife tourism has 

also the possibility to contribute positively on these matters by profiting conservation. Using land 

for conservation and establishing national parks is seen as a valid option for using the land for 

e.g. logging or other consumptive forms because of the income tourists bring to these kinds of 

areas (Higginbottom 2004: 10). Tourism's impacts are generally believed to depend on the form 

of tourism: mass tourism is said to cause more ecological, economical and socio-cultural impacts 
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than alternative tourism that includes less tourists and more considerate use of the destination's 

resources (i.a. Honey 1999: 9; France 1997: 15; Newsome et al. 2005: 12-13). Forms of tourism 

are, however, overlapping and the categories are simplified. This is why one form of tourism can 

be in a close relation with others. Wildlife tourism's form and its location in the field of tourism is 

defined by Newsome et al (2005: 13) who write that: “ecotourism is tourism for the environment,  

nature tourism is tourism about the environment and adventure tourism is tourism in the 

environment.” All of these three forms merge in Newsome et al.'s figure 2. where also wildlife 

tourism is added.

“--- wildlife tourism is partly nature-based, may involve an element of adventure travel, 

and shares some of the key characteristics of ecotourism.” (id. 2005: 19). 

Animal-based tourism reaches many different forms of tourism because of its surroundings, 
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Wildlife tourism's position within tourism

Figure 2: An overview of wildlife tourism's position within tourism (modified from 
Newsome et al. 2005: 19)



activities and the experiences it produces. Naturally, the closest link is to nature-based tourism or 

nature-tourism. Nature-tourism is a fast growing form of tourism and considered as of one the 

“trends” in the tourism business (Saarinen 1999: 94; Newsome et al. 2005: 20). “Generalized and 

simplified nature-based tourism is tourism that is based on natural environments and their 

attractiveness” (Saarinen 1999: 95). The destinations and environments of nature tourism differ 

in the levels of conservation and authenticity. Nature-based tourism itself does not include the 

idea of conservation of the destination like ecotourism (id. 1999: 95). 

Ecotourism on the other hand is based on the very idea of conservation. At its worst, it is said to 

threaten the whole ecosystem it relies on, but at its best it offers the principals and practices to 

change the whole tourism industry (Honey 1999: 5). Ecotourism (which itself has many 

classifications) is closely related to animal-based tourism. Honey (2008: 15) cites Hector 

Ceballos-Lascuráin (1988), who says that ecotourism is “travel to relatively undisturbed or 

uncontaminated natural areas with the specific object of studying, admiring, and enjoying the 

scenery of its wild plants and animals, as well as any existing cultural aspects found in these 

areas”. The purpose of ecotourism is the enjoyment and appreciation of nature and culture, 

promoting protection and conservation, minimal negative impacts and production of local 

economic and social benefits. Often the definitions also include learning and some elements of 

adventure (Fennell 2003: 25). 

The third, closely related form is adventure tourism. It is often seen as “a physical phenomenon, 

involving tourists undertaking physical activities in unfamiliar and often inhospitable 

environments” (Swarbrooke et al. 2003: xi preface). Yet, a different, non-physical side is also 

recognized: the intellectual, emotional and spiritual attributes of adventure tourism. It is said that 

the concept of adventure tourism is varying and people tend to relate to “adventures” very 

differently. Still, the core concepts of adventure tourism are considered to include for example the 

following attributes: risk, danger, challenge, excitement, novelty and escapism (id. 2003: xi-9). 

The physical part of adventure tourism has been researched more extensively. It is considered to 

include for example the following activities: trekking, bike-riding, diving, whale watching, 

swimming with sharks, cheetah-watching, dog-sledding and reindeer expeditions, sailing, 

whitewater rafting, surfing, etc. (Swarbrooke et al. 2003: xii-xiii). Of 23 mentioned forms of 

adventure tourism in the book already eight included animals in the description. Some of the 

remaining 15 forms could also include animals. I myself consider that animals in adventure 
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tourism are a secondary attraction since the activity itself and the core concepts are the primary 

ones, but one cannot deny the big role of animals in this form of tourism.

In Finnish literature animals in tourism are almost without exception located in nature-tourism 

and only the newest reports of Finnish Tourist Board use the concept of wildlife tourism 

('wildlife' not translated into Finnish) for studying watching wildlife in the wild, mostly birds, 

and bears and other large mammals. Horseback-riding and fishing alongside wildlife watching 

are the forms of tourism most discussed in the Finnish tourism literature. In the research, 

horseback-riding tourism and fishing tourism are often considered as their own fields though both 

belong to either nature-based tourism or rural tourism. Tourism with farm animals is included in 

rural tourism or countryside holidays (Hyrsky 2007). In my study I mostly use the definitions of 

wildlife tourism from abroad because of their accuracy and specialization on animals. Nature-

tourism and other literature in Finland on the subject is abundant but more general (except for 

some Master's theses and other theses of very specific forms like horseback-riding tourism).

There are many classifications related to wildlife tourism which I use in my thesis to define and 

describe animal-based tourism. Yet, to these I also add the domesticated animals as mentioned 

above in the terminology chapter. Destinations, environments, types of animals and types of 

activities related to animal-based tourism vary greatly but the one connecting thing is the 

encounter with animals. According to Higginbottom (2004: 2) ”wildlife tourism is tourism based 

on encounters with non-domesticated (non-human) animals”. There is plenty of literature on 

wildlife tourism but animal-based tourism as a term is not so commonly used. It is as a wider 

term and covers more than wildlife tourism since it also includes for example farm animals and 

encounter types like riding. Before it has been used by for example Shani & Pizan (2007).

In the following quote Hughes (2001, cit. Shani & Pizan 2007: 683) defines multiple roles of 

animals in tourism.

“They [animals] can be sought out in the wild, hunted or captured and displayed in captivity 
–  zoos, safaris or other tourist attractions – or utilized as a form of transport (horses, ponies, 
elephants and camels, literally or for entertainment purposes). In many cases, they become 
symbols of places (e.g. camels in Mediterranean countries or kangaroos in Australia), or 
consumed as part of the exotic cultural experience, in the form of regionally distinctive 
foods.”
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There are different levels or hierarchical scales to the roles that animals play in tourism. Animals 

can be the main purpose of a trip or they can be just a component of a travel product at the lowest 

hierarchical level. On the highest hierarchical level are places which can be called purely wildlife 

tourism destinations. There the main attraction is wildlife without much competition of other 

attractions. There is also a classification between “wildlife-dependent” and “wildlife-

independent” tourism as an equivalent concept for hierarchical scale. The dependency on wildlife 

is established by the motivation of the tourist to see wildlife. The encounter with an animal can 

be sought for or it can be an unintentional but a value adding experience (Higginbottom 2004: 4). 

I consider all the possible hierarchical levels but I ignore the unintentional encounters.

A popular way to classify the encounters in animal-based tourism is to describe them either as 

consumptive or non-consumptive. Consumptive animal-based tourism means killing or capturing 

animals (hunting and fishing) while non-consumptive tourism refers to types of encounters like 

animal watching. According to Higginbottom (2004: 4) this classification is specious, for 

consumptive does not necessarily mean unsustainable. In my research I do not use this 

classification but in relevant literature it is often referred to.

Bulbeck (2005: 10) presents a wildlife-tourist spectrum by Orams (1995). It categorizes wildlife-

tourism by level of confinement: from captive to semi-captive and feeding wildlife to wild. 

Table 1. Classification of animal encounter sites by Orams (1995, cit. Bulbeck 2005: 10)

Wild Semi-captive Captive

National parks, migratory 
routes, breeding sites, natural 
feeding/drinking sites, whale 
watching sites, turtle 
watching sites etc.

Wildlife parks, rehabilitation 
centers and programmes, 
dolphin pens, feeding wildlife 
etc.

Zoos, aquaria, oceanaria, 
aviaries etc.

These are presented in table 1. Orams' table simplifies the different encounter sites by their 

naturalness and level of confinement. Wild or wilderness settings are the natural environments of 

animals and their living habitats while semi-captive settings have some artificial features. 

Captive-settings are fully man-made and artificial. Farm animals are naturally located in captivity 

and are in this thesis put under the captive-settings. All kind of riding is considered captive even 

though it often locates in wild-settings. The settings and differences between the many specific 
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forms will be discussed later.

The most comprehensive classification for recognizing animal-based tourism (or wildlife tourism 

originally) is by Higginbottom (2004: 4-5). She classifies wildlife tourism with the following 

criteria:

1. Level of confinement (captive – free-ranging continuum)
2. Environment (or simulated environment) where interaction occurs (land, coastal, marine 

not in water, marine underwater, freshwater not in water, freshwater underwater)
3. Principle type of encounter (view natural or simulated natural activities, view performing 

animals, view non-living animals, feed animals, handle animals, kill or capture animals, 
research or conservation work, view and learn about wildlife farm production, indirect, no 
'real' animals) 

4. Degree of emphasis of tourism experience on wildlife (continuum from a minor 
component to the emphasis of the whole experience)

5. Dispersion (fixed site attraction, dispersed activity, mobile attraction)
6. Type and range of animal species (e.g. in free-ranging settings: whatever species are 

encountered, fish, mammals, birds, whales, seals; in wildlife farms: ostriches, alpacas, 
crocodiles)

7. Type of supplier: none (independent travelers), private tourism operator, non-profit 
organization, government nature conservation or wildlife agency, local council, 
educational institution 

This model simplifies the different attributes of wildlife tourism. Level of confinement refers to 

the different settings for encounters with animals and I presented Orams' model (table 1.) for this 

part. The degree of emphasis of tourism experience on wildlife classifies the meaning of the role 

of animals in the destination: if animals are the focal attraction or a part of an attraction. 

Reynolds and Braithwaite (2001, cit. Newsome et al. 2005: 18) study wildlife tourism from 

another perspective: as a product. This is presented in table 2. 

Table 2. Wildlife tourism product by Reynolds & Braithwaite (2001, cit. Newsome et al. 
2005: 18)

Wildlife-based product Description

Specialist animal watching Birdwatching or whale watching

Habitat specific tours Usually diverse and/or rich in wildlife

Nature-based tours Which focus in part on wildlife viewing

Eco accommodations Located in wildlife rich habitats

Thrill seeking tours Where large or dangerous wildlife are 
encouraged to engage in spectacular behavior 
by tour operators
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Artificial wildlife attractions Viewing of species kept in captivity

Hunting/fishing tours Consumptive use of wildlife

Table 2. classification covers the different ways of using wildlife tourism products and also refers 

to the different motivations of tourists. Specialist animal watching product requires high interest 

in animal watching unlike nature-based tours were the focus is only partly on watching wildlife. 

Artificial attractions require less motivation than habitat specific tours because artificial 

attractions are more easily available. Hunting and fishing differ from the other classes by the 

activity, the animal is not an object of gaze only but that of catching or killing. The visitor 

motivations and types are discussed by Moscardo & Saltzer (2005: 177). They present a table 

showing the results of five different studies about the wildlife tourism market. According to these 

studies, wildlife tourists are considered to be younger (except for one Canadian study which 

showed them to be generally older), to have higher education, to spend more, to travel longer and 

further and to be mostly independent. Because of the studies and the activities one could claim 

that wildlife tourism is more for the physically skilled. 

Newsome et al. (2005: 18) define wildlife-tourism as follows: “Wildlife tourism is tourism 

undertaken to view and/or encounter wildlife. It can take place in a range of settings, from 

captive, semi-captive, to in the wild and it encompasses a variety of interactions from passive 

observation to feeding and/ or touching the species”. Newsome et al. (2005: 20) do not “condone 

or accept” the practice of hunting and fishing and hence do not include them in the definition of 

wildlife tourism. I, on the other hand, do include hunting and fishing in my definition of animal-

based tourism even if I too find the moral ground for taking up such activities somewhat shaky. 

Still, it happens and so it is a part of tourism.

Higginbottom (2004: 3) considers there to be four distinguishable forms of wildlife tourism:

1. Wildlife-watching tourism (viewing or otherwise interacting with free-ranging animals),
2. Captive-wildlife tourism  (viewing animals in man-made confinement; principally zoos, 

wildlife parks, animal sanctuaries and aquaria; also shows and circuses by mobile wildlife 
exhibitors

3. Hunting tourism
4. Fishing tourism

Higginbottom thinks separating hunting and fishing is somewhat artificial and later in the book 

she links them together. I will discuss them generally together but still separate them into 
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different categories for research purposes: to define better the existence of the two different 

encounters. In the classification by Higginbottom above, watching wildlife has been divided into 

two categories: watching wildlife in the wild and in captivity. In this study I consider watching 

animals as one encounter type though I later discuss the wild-settings and captive-settings (the 

levels of confinement) separately. I also separate shows as a specific type of encounter and 

discuss the different watching encounters similar to the ideas of Reynolds & Braithwaite 

presented in table 2: specialized watching, habitat specific tours etc. Other encounter types in my 

study are riding/transportation, touching, feeding, photographing with, hunting and fishing. 

2.2 Animal encounters and changes in animal-based tourism

In the previous chapter I already presented some possible animal encounter types and some 

confinement levels. Here I focus more closely on the attributes of the different animal encounters. 

My purpose is to give a brief idea of what kind of discussion these encounters generally stir up in 

literature. The categories I present here are used later in the study in the content analysis as 

“signifiers” for going through the data. Higginbottom separated four different encounter types 

and Newsome et al. even less because of excluding fishing and hunting. I use more encounter 

types in my study for the sake of contemplating the variations of animal-based tourism

The roles that animals play in tourism are parts given to them by humans and they usually consist 

of the animal being a “target”: an object for gaze, for touching, for hunting etc. The roles are also 

bound to activities and to the destination. One animal has more than one role and the parts 

animals play also depend on the value humans give them. In animal-based tourism I also include 

riding and transportation class. I separate the shows from watching and also “photographing 

with” animals in its own class for purposes of my study though I do think of them as a part of the 

watching category. This is firstly for understanding the importance of using animals for 

entertainment, and secondly to have consistent and more detailed categories for seeing the many 

variations of animal-based tourism.

Wildlife watching is considered as a non-consumptive form of tourism that is, by some, seen as 

the true wildlife tourism option. Wildlife watching includes many different species in multiple 

locations. Most well-known examples are birdwatching, whale watching, different kinds of safari 

(e.g. in Kenya or other parts of Africa). It can also include watching marine life and watching 

animals in zoos. Wildlife watching is seen as a non-destructive form that has the least effect on 
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the surroundings and the environment. This can be, and has been, questioned in the literature and 

in many studies: often tourists go too close to the observed animal and by this disturb it. Wildlife 

watching, also, has its impacts on nature if conducted in the wilderness. The tourist masses create 

paths and disturb the ecosystem. Trashing and disturbing the animals is another big issue. 

However, not all the aspects of wildlife watching are bad or harmful. It can contribute to 

education and it may add knowledge about conservation. The national park fees oftentimes fund 

the protected area, and so they provide for the maintenance of the living areas of wildlife 

(Valentine & Birtles 2004: 15-33).

Wildlife watching can happen in any destination imaginable. “Zoos are perhaps the oldest form 

of wildlife tourism; efforts to tame and keep wild animals in captivity are nearly as old as human 

society itself” (Tribe 2004: 35). Zoos have a contradictory nature. The problematic thing with 

keeping animals in captivity is the question of whether it is right to utilize wild animals and close 

them in small cages. Yet, the desire to see animals and see them close up speaks in behalf of these 

establishments.

Zoos have changed significantly over the years, claims Bulbeck (2005: 16) who writes about the 

different eras of zoos. From circus types of representations to natural history museum like 

exhibitions, zoos have moved on to promote conservation, education and research. From 1970s 

and 1980s the shift has gone from merely doing wildlife management to the zoos becoming 

conservation centers that have these three justifications (conservation, education, research) for 

keeping animals in captive-settings. The settings in many zoos have changed from the beginning 

of 20th century to more naturalistic and modeling the natural habitats of the animals presented. 

Not only animals are shown but whole ecosystem displays are built (Tribe 2004: 35-36; Bulbeck 

2005: 16-19).

The fourth justification for zoos is said to be recreation. Zoos are places for entertainment and for 

a day out, usually together with family or friends. It is said that zoos would not be zoos without 

the role of recreation (Cherfas 1984, cit. Tribe 2004: 36). However, Hancocks (2001, cit. Bulbeck 

2005: 203) argues that education and learning are the only real justifications for zoos, “animal 

welfare being their first priority”. To combine the purpose of recreation and entertainment to 

education and conservation is seen as a difficult task. According to many studies, the role of zoos 

is very contradictory because people visit them mainly for recreational purposes but they consider 
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the main role of zoos still to be conservation. The change for this new role is taking its place and 

animal welfare issues still need more attention (Tribe 2004: 36). Turley (1999, cit. Tribe 2004: 

45) suggests that the role of conservation is perhaps used as a moral justification for visiting zoos. 

According to several studies, tourists want to see animals acting naturally in natural settings 

(Moscardo & Saltzer 2005: 7). Yet, many researchers have actually found out that the most 

interesting exhibitions are the ones with interaction with animals (Bulbeck 2005:29). Touching, 

feeding and interacting with animals were found in many studies to be the most exhilarating 

experiences alongside getting to a close proximity to an animal (id. 2005: 37). Orams (2002, cit. 

Newsome et al 2005: 103) believes that there are three purposes for wildlife feeding in tourism: 

the possibility for a close encounter, experiencing unusual animals, and educational purposes. 

Sharing food is considered by Orams to be a more complex matter than just getting to a close 

proximity: it is also related to the animals being subordinates to humans. Others claim, somewhat 

contradictory to this, that feeding is a sign of kinship with certain animals, an interest for 

nurturing (Katcher and Wilkins 1993, cit. Newsome et al. 2005: 103; Bulbeck 2005: 32). In 

Bulbeck's study (2005: 32), explanation for touching was given by a focus group respondent: 

“Think of a baby, the first thing is to touch and taste, we've never grown out of it”. In a thesis 

about developing an animal park in Kuopio, Finland, the writer discusses the nature of animal 

parks (or animal farms) in relation to zoos. Animal park presents farm animals and some more 

exotic ones like ostriches and emus. The difference to zoos is seen to be the possibility for 

touching and petting the animals, this is considered as an attracting element (Haverinen 2010: 8). 

Yet, other animals than farm animals can be touched and handled, and zoos obtain farm animals 

as well. Perhaps farms, for urban dwellers, are considered as more traditional and authentic, as 

places where one can have a closer and more natural relationship to the animals.

Bulbeck claims (2005: 20) that the willingness to see animals acting naturally in natural settings 

has replaced the entertainment acts of zoos: the shows, animals performing tricks, dolphins 

jumping hoops and dressed up animals. Instead shows are made out of the natural behavior of 

animals, feeding is made into a performance etc. The old show format is considered as 

humiliating to the animal and also giving wrong references to the audience of animals being 

“nice” and not predators and even dangerous to humans. One thing that was considered very 

important in the studies was the animal welfare, and good and clean living space of animals 

(Bulbeck 2005: 29-32). 
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Other types of shows include horse or dog performances, circus performances and bloodsports 

like bullfighting, dog-fighting and cockfighting. I would consider the role of bloodsports to be 

highly decreased due to the other changes that have taken place in the animals rights sector. 

Fundamental changes in the field of animal-based tourism have been studied somewhat and they 

are mostly related to cetaceans. Whale hunting is still permitted in some countries but in more 

and more places it has been deemed illegal. In Australia whale watching is considered as a great 

commercial opportunity for tourism: live individuals bring more income than the ones killed 

(Bulbeck 2005: 62). In the United Kingdom the attractiveness of wild cetaceans overcame the 

desire to see them in captivity. An animal rights movement started a campaign against keeping 

dolphins in captivity, and as a result a dolphinarium was brought about the closure. And as a 

result of this, later the other dolphinaria were closed as well, hence there are no dolphinaria left in 

the UK (Hughes 2001: 321-329). 

Hunting and fishing are seen as consumptive forms of tourism. Fishing has always been more 

available to a larger user group but also hunting has been a part of cultural heritage of many 

societies. The ethical concerns usually relate to the cruelty factors of hunting and fishing, killing 

and injuring animals and lessening the animal populations. Trophy hunting affects the fitness of 

populations because of its selective nature towards the most impressive individual animals: the 

biggest ones, generally males. Hunting and fishing on the other hand can have positive 

consequences when managed correctly: when the money provided by tourism is directed to 

conservation, the animals are hunted in a humane way, and by only hunting individuals that are 

not crucial for the population and species that are not rare or endangered (Bauer & Herr 2004: 58-

59). One special feature in Finnish tourism is the vast popularity of summer cottages. Cottages 

are usually located nearby water, lakes or sea (Metla 2009). This enables fishing right next to the 

accommodation. According to Sievänen (2001, cit. Koivula & Saastamoinen 2005: 14) for 

approximately 13-% of all domestic tourists (Finnish people traveling in Finland), fishing was the 

main reason to travel. For hunting the number was 3,1-%. This highlights the importance of 

fishing for Finns. What is considered important in fishing is the beautiful, safe and easily 

accessed nature (Sorsa 2005, cit. Puhakka & Salonen 2005: 8). It is claimed that the importance 

of the catch has declined because of the lesser need for using the fish as food and the “catch and 

release” method becoming more used. Relaxing, enjoying the nature and breaking out of the 

routines of everyday lives are said to be important in a good fishing experience (Puhakka & 

Salonen 2005: 8).
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Newsome et al. (2005: 103) separate different categories of hunters similar to the categorization 

of Reynolds and Braithwaite on the different wildlife watching products (page 17). Hunters were 

categorized by their interest in the challenge of hunting or by the interest in the environment, 

seeing animals and being outdoors. Photography is considered to have partly replaced the trophy 

hunting: one does not have to bring horns or other trophies as an evidence of a successful trip, a 

photograph has the same value (Bauer & Herr 2004: 58). 

Swarbrooke et al.'s book (2003) along Shani & Pizan's article (2007) are some of the only pieces 

of foreign literature where I found a mention of using animals for riding and transportation in 

wildlife tourism or animal-based tourism. Swarbrooke et al (2003: 208) mention that in wildlife 

tourism the animals sometimes also have an active role “on an involuntary basis”, like in riding, 

e.g. elephant trips or husky sled trips. I find it somewhat questionable whether the role of animals 

in tourism is ever really “voluntary” in any activity but perhaps Swarbrooke et al. mean that in 

riding the animals are concretely used as devices for transportation and this makes the role more 

“forced”. In an article by Beedie & Hudson (2003: 632) Emergence of Mountain-based adventure  

tourism, riding is described as soft adventure tourism. I presumed riding to be mostly related to 

adventure tourism but still, the lack of mentions caught me by surprise. Horses get more 

attention, and horseback-riding in tourism can be called either equestrian/ equine tourism. 

According to Lane (2009: 357), this is a strong niche market that locates mostly in farms and 

ranches in rural areas. Also, in Finnish research, the concept of horse tourism has been used a 

good deal. Hemmi (2005: 339-341) writes that there are different products in horse/equine 

tourism, one is trekking with a horse and the other trail riding. Both products take place in nature, 

may offer food and other activities than riding and use specific horses that have stamina 

physically and mentally. The duration of the latter product is usually shorter and does not include 

overnight stays. 

Swarbrooke et al. write (2003: 208) that generally wildlife tourism is more about observation 

than any other interaction but some cases like hunting, fishing and riding form an exception. 

Watching animals, in captivity, in the wild or in shows, and touching and feeding and 

photographing with animals, in my opinion, form their own category with watching being the 

main activity concerning the animals. Feeding and touching are activities too but feeding, 

according to Orams, as was mentioned above, happens because of the interest for watching, and 

touching hardly happens by itself without the captive watching settings like zoos. Photographs 
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are objects of gaze and hence part of watching. The other category is formed by fishing, hunting 

and riding all of which engage the tourist in a different activity than watching. Watching can be 

tied to an activity though, depending on the environment: in diving and snorkeling the activity is 

a big part of the experience. The changing role of zoos, the closing of UK dolphinaria and 

moving from killing whales to watching them, the shifting from collecting trophies to taking 

pictures and the vast studies on tourism's impacts on wildlife and how to manage tourism more 

sustainably refer to the fact that animal rights and ethical concerns are being considered more 

carefully. “Nature tourism is a specialized, though developing, market. With the increasing 

interest in environmental issues, and the experiences of seeing television films of animals in the 

wild, people now wish to see wildlife in its natural habitat rather than in the zoo or safari park 

setting” (Burton 1995: 29). I will present next the destinations of animal-based tourism.

2.3 Destinations of animal-based tourism

“--- in terms of the geographical dimension of tourism adventure tourists are pushing back the 

frontiers, making destinations of the last wildernesses on earth, and even on space!” (Swarbrooke 

et al. 2003: xi). Animal encounters can happen almost anywhere on Earth. Mostly they are 

connected to natural environments but urban environments have their animal attractions as well. 

The destinations are spread around the world from tundra to rainforests.

International tourism has grown from 25 million travelers in 1950 to an estimated 850 million in 

2006 (Williams 1998: 43-52; Conrady & Buck 2008: 3; UNWTO 2012b). The familiar holiday 

destinations, like beaches and coastal areas which were popular since the end of the Second 

World War, are now being replaced by different environments. Travelers are more widely spread 

out: to Asia and Pacific, Africa and South America. Even Antarctica is a growing tourist 

destination (Vuoristo 2003: 460).

Attractions are not the only factor to define the success of a destination area. A tourism 

destination also consists of facilities, services and infrastructure. Also, to attract and receive 

tourists, the country of destination must be politically stable (Vuoristo 2003: 119-122). Generally 

animal-based tourism destinations can be found anywhere in the world but naturally wilderness 

areas are considered as the richest for e.g. wildlife watching and hunting. According to Valentine 

& Birtles (2004: 19) “the world's highest levels of biodiversity occur in less-developed countries 

and these offer some of the world's most well-known wildlife-watching destinations”. The 
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wilderness areas are not always easily accessible and the needed infrastructure or facilities for 

tourism might not exist. Also as mentioned, developing countries provide many animal-based 

tourism destinations but sometimes the political atmosphere does not allow tourism. 

Orams (1995, cit. Bulbeck 2005: 10) classifies animal encounter sites into three different 

categories by level of confinement as aforementioned on page 16. The settings in which the 

animal encounters happen can also vary by the environment. They can happen on land, 

underwater, on a boat etc., but all of them include the level of confinement. Settings are very 

meaningful for tourist – animal encounters and the experiences they produce. For those not 

familiar with animals and for those who have no resources or desires to meet animals in the wild, 

the captive-settings or semi-captive settings can be a good choice. For some, natural, wild-

settings are the only true option. I will present next some typical features of both wild and 

captive-settings. 

2.3.1 Wild-settings

Wild-settings can be found everywhere in the world. Valentine & Birtles (2004: 20) have 

presented (in table 3.) the major international destinations for wildlife watching.

There are possibilities for wildlife watching in all continents. Table 3. shows the most significant 

qualities of each region for wildlife tourism: the species and the characteristics of the 

destinations. 

Table 3. Major international destinations for wildlife watching (by Higginbottom & Buckley 
2003, cit. Valentine & Birtles 2004: 20)

Region Wildlife Comments

Eastern and 
Southern Africa 
(especially South 
Africa, Kenya, 
Tanzania, 
Zimbabwe, 
Namibia, Rwanda)

Large mammal (and sometimes bird) 
watching as part of safari-game lodge 
experience. Principally in public 
protected areas; also private game 
reserves especially in South Africa.

Mammals with high diversity, high 
abundance, large body size. Open plain 
and plateaus with large vistas make it 
easy to find and observe wildlife. 
Penguins and whales in marine and 
coastal areas (southern), hippos and 
crocodiles in wetlands and rivers.

Long experience of nature/ 
wildlife (safari) tourism. Ban on 
sport hunting and trophy trade in 
Kenya. Except for South Africa, 
most tourists are international. 
Significant environmental and 
socio-political threats. Many 
reserves fenced (South Africa) 
and wildlife professionally 
manipulated for sustainable 
management.
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North America 
(USA and Canada)

Mainly large mammals and birds. Key 
species include several species of bears 
(especially polar bears in Churchill, 
Manitoba), large ungulates, arctic 
foxes, red wolf, coyote, bobcat, river 
otter, alligators snakes, invertebrates. 
Centered on protected areas. Significant 
marine and coastal wildlife watching 
from cetaceans to pelagic birds. 

Trend away from hunting to 
wildlife watching. Growth in 
birding. Strong domestic 
component to terrestrial wildlife-
watching tourism. Major 
initiatives to link wildlife 
watching to conservation. 
Migratory component significant 
(adds seasonality and 
concentration).

Central and South 
America (especially 
Costa Rica, Belize)

Mainly forest fauna in areas of high 
biodiversity including Amazon basin. 
Some as part of general nature-based 
experience. Key species include various 
primates and birds. Increasing use of 
water-based marine and freshwater 
systems.

Central America generally better 
developed for tourism than South 
America due to greater political 
stability, closer to large market, 
strong protected area systems, 
multinational initiatives. 
Significant environmental and 
socio-political threats.

Southeast and South 
Asia (especially 
India)

Various forest fauna in areas of high 
biodiversity in SE Asia, mostly as part 
of general nature-based experience. 
Key species including orang-utans and 
Komodo dragon. More specialized 
wildlife watching in India. Mainly in 
protected areas. Some growth in marine 
tourism

Wildlife tourism generally small 
but new areas and species 
becoming available. Significant 
environmental and socio-political 
threats. Significant future 
potential in some countries.

Pacific Ocean, 
includes Micronesia 
and Hawaiian 
Islands, New 
Zealand, Fiji, 
Galapagos 

Primary focus on dive tourism with 
some focus on marine species (manta 
rays, sharks including whale sharks, 
coral reef organisms, whales and 
dolphins)

Marine tourism especially subject 
to growing pressures and need 
for close management. Many 
uncertainties needing research.

Australia and Papua 
New Guinea

International visitor interest in icon 
species (koala, kangaroo) and some 
specialized focus on marine 
environments including coral reef 
diving, whale watching, whale sharks. 
Endemic birds also a focus. Mainly in 
protected areas.

Well developed specialist infra-
structure.

As aforementioned, there are destinations that are considered purely wildlife tourism destinations. 

These kinds of destinations might also have other attractions than animals (often they are also 

rich in flora) but these play a lesser role in comparison to the importance of wildlife. For example 

the Galapagos Islands, Kenya and Costa Rica are considered purely as wildlife tourism 
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destinations (Valentine & Birtles 2004: 20-21).

Wildlife watching often occurs during specific, predictable seasons like migration, breeding, 

hatching etc. Remote oceanic islands (with plenty of sea birds and other wildlife), and savannahs 

with their rich wildlife and good visibility make particularly interesting wildlife destinations 

unlike rainforests which (though rich in wildlife) are difficult environments for tourists and have 

lower visibility because of the dense plantation (Valentine & Birtles 2004: 20-21). 

Some landscapes and natural areas are being protected for example by UNESCO as World 

Heritage Sites like Galapagos Islands and for example the Ngorongoro park in Tanzania. 

International National Parks are reserves that forbid all human exploitation of the parks' natural 

resources, and protected landscapes are for maintaining significant natural landscapes (Burton 

1995: 35-39). The first Finnish national parks were established around the years 1920 -1930 and 

this is also when their recreational use started (Saarinen et al. 2000, cit. Saarinen 2005: 120).

The protection is usually necessary for maintaining a rich biodiversity. As Valentine & Birtles 

(2004: 20) mention, the most attractive wildlife resources can be found from destinations with the 

following categories:

1. Large numbers of large animals
2. Single iconic species, usually of large body size (what may be termed charismatic mega-

fauna)
3. Areas of high diversity (species richness) where many different species may be seen

As Reynolds and Braithwaite (2001, cit. Newsome et al. 2005: 18) classify the many wildlife 

products (on page 17), most of them are found in either wild or semi-captive settings: specialist 

animal watching like birdwatching, habitat specific tours like safaris, nature-based tours, eco 

accommodations and hunting and fishing tours. 

2.3.2 Captive-settings

“Spread around the world, they [zoos] range from substantial operations in major cities, with 

visitation levels comparable to other top attractions, to small, regional, owner-operator ventures” 

(Frost 2011: 1).  Although natural wilderness areas seem like the most important animal-based 

tourism destinations, zoos are widespread and available for a bigger market and a larger customer 

group than the wild-settings (Tribe 2004: 39). The meaning of zoos for tourists, and the 

encounters they provide were already discussed in chapter 2.2.
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It is hard to tell a specific number of zoological institutions but by some estimations there are 

more than 10 000 in the world. Most of the typical zoos are located in cities but safari parks and 

other types of zoos that present animals in more natural, larger settings are also becoming more 

popular. These kinds of zoos are usually situated outside of the cities (Tribe 2004: 39). The World 

Zoo Conservation Strategy defines that there are 1200 “core zoos” in the world. The following 

table 4. is presented by Species Survival Commission (SSC) (1993, cit. Tribe 2004: 42) about the 

attendance numbers to these core zoos around the world. 

Table 4. Zoo attendances around the world 
according to SSC (1993, cit. Tribe 2004: 42)

Continent Millions

Africa 15

Asia 308

Australasia 6

Europe 125

Latin America 61

America 106

Total 621

According to table 4. Asia seems to have most zoo attendances in the world while the second 

most attendances happen in Europe: still less than half of what Asia has. America comes close to 

the number of Europe while Latin America, Africa and Australasia have the least attendances. 

One has to note that the numbers are already quite old and may have changed over the years.

Valentine & Birtles' (2004: 20) categories of attractive wildlife resources (presented above on 

page 27) apply also to the captive-settings: zoos have different animal collections and some zoos 

specialize only in specific species, but diversity and charismatic big animals are generally 

considered more preferred. The zoos with diverse, multiple species but fewer numbers of 

individual animals are usually located somewhere near the central areas, not far from the 

potential visitors, and the larger safari parks and farm type zoos with large numbers of individuals 

are situated a bit outside of the major cities (Tribe 2004: 39). Rural tourism's farms and farm 

animals are quite invariably located in the countryside.
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In conclusion, animal-based tourism destinations are popular around the world and can be found 

almost everywhere. Some areas have more natural resources and obtain more wildlife and are, for 

that reason, more popular as wildlife tourism destinations. Captive-settings differ as well but are 

generally more available for wider audiences than wild-settings. 

3. Theoretical framework: Experiences in tourism
In this chapter I discuss the changes in tourism industry and the rise of “experience tourism”. I 

explain the concept of experience and the experience industry according to literature and recent 

studies. 

The world has changed economically and socially, as has the western society. People are 

generally richer and have more leisure time in their hands. In other words, they have more 

resources to travel. It is said that the economic world has lived through three different stages: 

agrarian society, industrialism and service society. At the moment, there is a shift to experience 

industry, era where services and material can no longer satisfy the demanding customers but 

satisfaction is searched by experiencing (Pine & Gilmore 2011: 9-27). The changes in the 

Western society have greatly affected the tourism industry today. There has been a shift from 

modern, Fordist era to a postmodern, post-Fordist era with different needs for tourism. The 

differences between Fordist and post-Fordist tourism have originally been presented by Urry 

(1990) and then Poon (1993). Here they are shown in a table modified by Saarinen (2002: 7) 

from the aforementioned researchers. These differences are presented in table 5. 

Table 5. The changes of supply and demand in the Fordist and Post-

Fordist production by Saarinen (2002: 7, modified from Urry 1990 and Poon 

1993)

Old “Fordist production” New “Post-Fordist production”

- mass tourism - individual tourism

- passive and inflexible - active and flexible

- common and conservative - new and different

- homogeneous - heterogeneous

- built - “authentic”

Modern Postmodern
Tourism is shifting from mass tourism to more individualized, small-scale and specialized form: 

niche markets and alternative tourism are becoming more popular. More and more people have 
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resources to travel to distant places which mass tourism never reached. Tourists demand more 

than lying on the beach, they want activities and experiences. More individualized demands are 

replied to by the markets with supply. Niche markets are emerging and specialized trips, for 

example birdwatching vacations or scuba-diving trips are offered (Saarinen 2002: 8).

The vacations tend to be more active in contemporary tourism (Juntunen 2007: 158). Tourists are 

bringing their hobbies and lifestyles with them as they go on a holiday. Tourists search for 

pleasure and the feeling of personal achievement. They want to relax, fulfill oneself and be or get 

healthy. Tourism is based on personal feelings and sensations, fulfilling and satisfying social and 

mental needs (Aho 2001: 33-34). One can say that in leisure tourism the activities are focused on 

seeking an experience. Tourism is the search for experiences, it is an activity based on achieving 

an experience (Borg et al. 2002: 27). 

Sensation seeking, one of the contemporary phenomena, is the individual's desire to experience 

something new, something that differs from the routines and everyday life. It is risk taking in 

many levels, searching for an adventure, searching for change, decreasing one's inhibitions or 

avoiding boredom (Perttula 2002: 34). Consumers are seeking for experiences that give added 

value and satisfaction to their lives (Mossberg 2003: 22).

The modern well-fare state can provide for most people the necessities, people can satisfy their 

most urgent needs, the physiological needs: nutrition, sleep etc. The society has changed to a 

more hedonistic form where taking care of oneself and spending money and time for one's well-

being is considered justified (Tarssanen & Kylänen 2005: 135-136). People have more resources 

to travel and by traveling they are looking for a way out of the everyday routines. By seeking 

experiences of learning something new, or fulfilling a dream is the way to do that. Consuming no 

longer happens for fulfilling one's needs, but for fulfilling one's desires (Tarssanen & Kylänen 

2005: 135-136). 

The experience concept became popular in the 1990s. However, according to Mossberg (2003: 

32) the experience tourism was already born in 1950s but has only now come to its prime. The 

concept was first used mostly when talking about nature or adventure tourism products but in the 

21st century it has been used for all kinds of activities: for spa tourism and hedonistic experiences, 

for dining etc. (Komppula 2002: 55). It is said that our whole lives are about experiencing and 
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that everything from watching movies and eating to hobbies has been “branded with 

experiencing”. Seeking experiences is one of today's phenomena. Not only tourism business 

provides experiences, also e.g. technology, entertainment, media and culture business are 

considered as experience producers (Komppula & Boxberg 2002: 27).

In conclusion, in the new world of tourism individual and exotic experiences are sought for. 

There is a market for it and there is also supply. According to Tarssanen (2006: 6) the use of the 

term experience has been so abundant that the whole concept of experience has suffered an 

inflation. Still, according to Saarinen (2002: 14) the experience boom “has created a need for new 

kind of research: the tourist experience study”. Tarssanen & Kylänen (2007, cit. Valtanen 2008: 

12) discuss three different schools concerning the experience: the one from the United States 

concentrates more on the economical side and the production of experiences, the central 

European one focuses on the individual's experience and the creation of experience, and the north 

European approach combines the two. More information on producing experiences is still 

needed. Next I will discuss the concept of experience and its meaning for tourism. 

3.1 What is an experience?

Experience is defined in the following matter in Oxford dictionary: 

Experience – noun: 
• practical contact with and observation of facts or events
• the knowledge or skill acquired by a period of practical experience of something, 

especially that gained in a particular profession
• an event or occurrence which leaves an impression on someone

In at least Finnish, Swedish and German languages the word experience is divided into two 

concepts that are separated by a fine line. The two words in Finnish are 'elämys' and 'kokemus'. 

'Elämys' is considered a memorable, strongly affecting experience or event (Luthje 2001: 14), 

while 'kokemus' is more educational and neutral: an experience without a defining attribute. 

'Elämys' is more powerful and meaningful, more personal and it is said to bring something new to 

one's life. 'Kokemus' on the other hand is more concrete, not so subjective. Memorable 

experience (elämys) is always an experience (kokemus) but experience is not always memorable 

(Valtanen 2008: 15). I use the word experience as an English equivalent for 'elämys'.

Experience is something one cannot just pick up or reserve, it is something that is rich, memory 

creating and unique. It is also tied to a specific situation and has a strong, even life altering 
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impact on the person experiencing. Experience is said always to be subjective and there is no 

questioning the rightness or wrongness of it (Komppula & Boxberg 2002: 26-28).   

Experiences can be created by different ways of participation. Komppula & Boxberg (2002: 30-

31) distinguish three levels: physical, mental and social. The physical level usually includes 

activities, adventure elements but also relaxation and well-being. Mental part is constructed of 

aesthetic or spiritual experiences and social level is about spending time with family or friends. 

All of the three levels can be, and normally are, included in an experience as they do not rule 

each other out.

The reason to travel is to satisfy needs than one cannot satisfy at home. Tourists want a change of 

place, an escape from the everyday life and its routines. Experiences are something we seek and 

want but cannot get from home. They are social, feelings of togetherness, meeting new people, 

relaxing or encountering new things (Mossberg 2003: 73). Hanefors & Mossberg (2003: 260-

270) also write that experiences can be considered as the opposite of all that is ordinary and 

everyday. It is said that experiences happen on leisure time – evenings, on a day-off or on 

holidays (Mossberg 2003: 154). A certain kind of sense of freedom and relaxation must be part of 

the experience. 

Experience is a personal, individual and spontaneous event which is different for the people 

experiencing it. One cannot measure the time span of an experience but generally they are 

considered as short, fleeting moments (Mossberg 2003: 22-23). Experiences are emotion-based 

and strong emotions tend to be tied to situations. Situations hardly last long or if they do, people 

quickly adapt to them making the situation less exciting or emotionally overwhelming and new. 

Experience is positive and it stimulates multiple senses, Tarssanen & Kylänen (2006: 8) claim. 

This has been questioned at least by Kostinen (2002: 17): “Then again, nothing is more 

memorable than a negative travel experience, e.g. many historical attractions have negativity 

attached to them, wars, accidents and crimes”. So, experience is not necessarily always positive 

and negative experiences can be considered as part of the memorable experiences as well. From 

my own travel experiences I can tell that the negative ones (passport getting stolen or dangerous 

situations) stay in mind as firmly as (if not better than) the positive ones and they are recounted 

after the trip as often as the positive experiences. As the old saying knows: “memories grow 

sweeter with time”. This can also refer to the negative travel experiences to be remembered later 
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as positive ones or ones that taught something, even though, in the moment that was hard to see. 

In the end, an experience, even how grim at the moment, is memorized in a positive sense. 

Experience does not necessarily stimulate multiple senses either but usually this is the case. Also 

the more overwhelming the experience, the more senses have been used (Aho 2001: 34). Using 

multiple senses means that the situation, the activity that is hoped to create an experience, is felt 

by different senses: visual sense, sense of smell, hearing, taste and touch. According to Tarssanen 

& Kylänen (2006: 11-12) it is important that the senses work together and in a balance. A too 

strong mixture of senses can also be disturbing and unwanted considering the creation of an 

experience. 

One important part of experiencing is the plausibility or authenticity of the experience. 

MacCannell's idea of the tourists' search for “the authentic” has been famously adopted to 

tourism research. Authenticity in an experience means that the surroundings, the situation or the 

activity needs to be convincing, otherwise the whole experience suffers, or the result might not be 

considered as an experience at all. The customers do not want anything that feels unreal, they 

need authenticity and reliability from the experiences (Bielski 2004: 30). However, MacCannell 

claims that a tourist can never fully see or achieve the “backstage”, the real, original and 

authentic side of the destination (1976/1989, cit. Del Casino & Hanna 2000: 26).

One example of authenticity or the lack of authenticity are the different aboriginal performances 

made for the tourists. If made well and tastefully they can offer a strong and positive experience 

that combines many senses. In the worst case the viewer can see that the performance is only 

made to entertain tourists and maybe even modified for the sake of the viewers, and so the 

performance loses its authenticity and plausibility. I discuss authenticity in more detail on page 

39. 

Experience can also be created by the feeling of success or excelling oneself. One does or 

experiences something that he/she normally has not dared to. In the best case (most memorable), 

tourism experience can lead to personal growth. One adopts new hobbies, lifestyles or attitudes 

from the trip, to bring back to one's everyday life at home (Tarssanen 2006: 4). Daring can be 

related for example to extreme sports or similar activities, but adopting new attitudes or growing 

as a person can happen just by experiencing new surroundings and cultures around oneself. Often 
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adventure, activities and speed are attached to the concept of experience. One seeks adventure 

and risks to experience. As mentioned above, active participation and overcoming one's fears are 

elements that can create experiences. All of these are a part of e.g. adventure tourism which as a 

form of tourism is a big producer of experiences (Komppula 2002: 5). According to O'Dell (2005, 

cit. Valtanen 2008: 23) the “slow experiences” have greatly been neglected compared to the 

speedy adventure type of experiences in the experience tourism literature. Not everyone is 

looking for adventure or activities, but getting away from their busy lives: relaxing and slowing 

down. For example spa and wellness tourism destinations are popular with these kinds of 

consumers. 

Above, in this chapter I have discussed the different attributes and qualities related to experience 

and experiencing. These are all closely tied to the levels of experiencing. Komppula & Boxberg 

(2002: 27) separate four different levels of an experience:

1. Consciousness experiences (include learning and educational aspects)
2. Improvement experiences (enhancing one's skills)
3. Emotional experiences (short or long term impacts on emotional states)
4. Transformational experiences (personal changes in the state of mind, physical state or 

living habits)

All the aforementioned attributes of experiences can happen at the same time and they do not rule 

out one another. One can learn new information as well as learn a new skill, and while learning, 

one can experience a change in one's state of mind and this can have an impact on one's 

emotions. All these can happen at the same time, because of each other or separately. Experience 

that includes all of the different levels can be very powerful because of the multiple stimuli 

(Komppula & Boxberg 2002: 27).

Pine & Gilmore (2011: 46) present a following model of the concept of the experience realms. 

This is shown in the figure 3.
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An important factor in experience production, according to Pine & Gilmore (2011: 45), is 

engaging tourists into the experience. This happens as presented in the four different dimensions 

of the model. The experience can be actively participated in or passively lived through. In the 

passive state the experience is brought to the customer, whereas in the active end of the model the 

customer seeks the experience. The other ends are absorb or immerse. Absorbing is more passive 

and happens when the tourist is merely observing the experience from an outsider's angle while 

immersing means that the tourist is indeed actively participating and immersing into the 

experience (Pine & Gilmore 2011: 46).

The four different types of experiences are the aesthetic, educational, escapist and entertainment 

types. Entertainment type of experience is probably the oldest form of experience in tourism and 

it is passive and absorbing, an example would be watching a show where one does not have to 

participate but only watch. Educational type of experience is active but not necessarily 

immersing. It has to actively drag the customer to learn, physically or mentally. Aesthetic 

experience on the other hand is passive in a way that the customer does not play a big role in the 

production of the experience but is very much immersed in it. In this type of experience the 

danger is that the surroundings are not plausible enough or there is some other disturbance for 

experience to be created. The escapist experience requires active participation and immersing 

into the situation. An example of an escapist experience activity would be scuba-diving. The 
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experience levels are very dependent on the activities provided as well as the participation level 

of the customers. These are things that the tourist management can try and have an influence on 

but part of it rests on the customers will. “The best” kind of experiences are compiled with 

elements of each of the four experience types (Pine & Gilmore 2011: 45-64).

The results of my data in the thesis will be also reflect to this model to determine the kind of 

experiences presented in the magazines. 

In conclusion, experiences are unique, personal and individual emotions caused by a situation or 

event. They are memorable, subjective and they cause strong emotions that can alter the life of 

the person having the experience. One seeks experiences to escape the everyday life, usually 

further away from home and on leisure time. Experiences can be positive or negative (though 

mostly positive), they are spontaneous and happen in fleeting moments. For evoking experiences 

authenticity, the use of multiple senses and the feeling of succeeding or overcoming an obstacle is 

important. Physical activities are often related to experiences but so are peacefulness and 

quietness. Experience can be aesthetic, educational, escapist or entertaining. One can learn new 

skills and ideas, feel strong emotions and even be changed by the experiences. Experiences are 

powerful and a big part of traveling for the tourist but also significant for the tourism industry. In 

the next chapter I will review what the literature says about the production of experiences in 

tourism business.

3.2 Producing experiences

In tourism business experiences are considered as something one can sell and produce. 

Experience tourism is a big market where the sky is the limit. The concept of experience was 

closely tied only to nature and adventure tourism in the 1990s but in the 21st century the term is 

used in almost every form of tourism. Speed, adventure and nature are not the only types that can 

use the word experience in their advertising, nowadays one can see the word everywhere e.g. in 

spa and wellness tourism or slower and more relaxing forms of tourism (Komppula 2002: 55). 

Producing experiences is not simple. The concept of experience as presented before is already 

very complicated, and as aforementioned, subjective. There is no one solution since experience is 

build with many different factors. In this chapter I present the factors discussed in the experience 

tourism literature.

An experience is considered to have four stages: before the purchase, the actual purchase, the 
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consuming experience and the post-experience. The experiences before the actual purchase 

include the planning and dreaming about the product. The experiences attached to the purchase 

have to do with the service provided at the purchasing moment. The consuming experiences are 

about different senses and impressions in the situation, being satisfied or unsatisfied. Memories 

and recounting the trip construct the post-consuming stage (Caru & Cova 2003, cit. Valtanen 

2008: 14- 15). Of course experience is more a process than categorized in different levels but this 

model helps understanding the many-sided concept. 

Saarinen (2002: 12) discusses the production of experiences as the next level of modern 

consumer behavior. Experiences are a part of producing new images and ideas, boosting the 

hidden needs of the customers and answering the already existing needs. Experiences are a part 

of the Post-Fordist model where the tourist product is tailored to the needs of the customer. 

According to Ooi (2005, cit. Valtanen 2008: 25), some are of the opinion that experiences can be 

packaged and that one model of action or operation suits everyone. Ooi considers this debatable 

because tourist experiences have some very challenging qualities. Many of these have to do with 

the customer. Age, sex and level of education as well as the former experiences of the customer, 

his/her expectations and way of behaving are meaningful to the process of producing experiences 

(Liedes & Ketonen 2006: 43). The interaction between the customer and the service provider, the 

background and the everyday life of the customer have to be taken into account as well (Borg et 

al. 2002: 29). 

The experience level of the products and services is dependent on the social and cultural context 

where the product is used (Aula et al. 2006: 13). If the result leaves the customer with negative, 

unsatisfactory feelings, the experience has not been successful. As was mentioned before, it is 

almost impossible to offer only one product that would suit everyone's needs. Some elements the 

producer cannot have influence on. However, it is possible to create a right kind of basis for 

producing experiences with a specific service concept, service process and system. Because the 

customer's background has such a big meaning, it can lead to the attempt of making the role of 

the customer smaller or more standardized but this is hardly the road to success: participation is 

the very key in producing experiences. Customer has to participate in some way for the 

experience to be a success (Gupta & Vajic 2000, cit. Valtanen 2008: 16; Mossberg 2003: 19). The 

experience is incomplete without participation, Pine & Gilmore claim (1999: 48). Participation of 

the customer makes the experience more personal and meaningful, it has functional and 
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psychological effects which in the end define the experience (Mossberg 2003: 60). Programme 

services play a big role in the experience industry because of the active participation and 

possibilities for new experiences they inquire. Programme services are mostly guided activities, 

recreational services and built entertainment destinations (Verhelä & Lackmann 2003: 16-17). 

The participation level enhances the possibilities for memorable experiences.

As mentioned before, participation can be threefold: 1) mental 2) physical and 3) active. 

Participation on a mental level requires the customer to be present mentally, this kind of activity 

could be for example admiring a landscape. The physical participation comes along in the next 

level where there is another sense involved, like listening to a concert in this admired landscape. 

The highest level requires the participant to take an active part in the experience, e.g. hiking in 

the admired landscape (Mossberg 2003: 50). In the previous chapter I presented Pine & Gilmore's 

model of the dimensions of the experience which also included the participation levels. 

A triangle model of the production of experiences has been created by the Lapland Center of 

Expertise for the Experience Industry (LEO) (presented in Tarssanen & Kylänen 2006: 8). The 

model is shown in figure 4. This model represents a perfect product with all the elements of an 

experience presented: the customer experience and the elements that cause the experience.

In a good and memorable experience product all the elements – individuality, authenticity, story, 

multiple senses, contrast and interaction – are felt on all the levels of experiencing (the vertical 
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levels). By this, one creates the best possible circumstances for the experience to be evoked 

(Tarssanen & Kylänen 2006: 8). 

Uniqueness in the model means the uniqueness of the product: there is not one like it anywhere 

else. The product tailoring is attached to this part. The difficulty is to plan a product which is both 

easily repeated and cost efficiently produced (for the next customers) but still personal and 

tailored enough (Tarssanen & Kylänen 2006: 9).  Authenticity is a big part of all tourism and of 

course experiences. It basically means the plausibility of the product. Authenticity is subjective 

and dependent on the person experiencing. Even something fictional can be experienced as 

authentic if the customers considers it so. This of course is a delicate matter and the experience of 

authenticity can easily be ruined (Tarssanen & Kylänen 2006: 9- 10). Related to the authenticity 

factor is story, the reasoning why this experience is worth having and why it is important to see 

and be part of exactly this or that experience. The story justifies the experience and gives it 

importance. For instance, there are many old and beautiful buildings in a city but only some are 

considered as sights. These sights are justified for the tourists with explanations of why they 

should see exactly this building and why it is an important part of the city. The story and 

authenticity are often considered to relate to the products presenting aboriginal cultures: for 

example in Lapland the Sámi people and their customs, reindeer herding etc. The Sámi product 

could include for example some activities that have to do with the traditions of reindeer herding, 

and then after the activity the customers would be offered a traditional lunch. The story behind 

this is the tradition and the customs of another culture, the reasoning of why to do this and why to 

eat this. The authenticity comes from tradition too. If the herding was done by snowmobiles 

against the expectations and the stories that the customer has heard, and the lunch included 

products that were obviously not local, the experience would possibly be unsatisfactory because 

of the lack of plausibility. 

The use of multiple senses means that all senses are part of the product. They need to exist in 

harmony and they should not be disturbing (Tarssanen & Kylänen 2006: 11).  The product has to 

be exotic, something new, something out of the ordinary for the customer. The level of contrast is 

this, the difference from the everyday life of the customer. Contrast makes it possible for the 

customer to see him/herself from another angle and feel free from the routines of home. The last 

element is interaction which means interacting with the product and other people that are part of 

the experience. Experience can be had alone but more often than not experience is something one 
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has with family or friends, as a part of a group. The togetherness highlights the fact that the 

experience is valuable and accepted, justified. It is different to try and describe the experience to 

someone who was not there to experience it, the listener can never fully relate to the experience 

had. To recount experiences with someone who participated in the same experience can verify 

and boost the experience (Tarssanen & Kylänen 2006: 11-12). 

In the first level, the motivational level, the interest of the customer is aroused. This is done, e.g. 

by marketing a product and making it alluring. On this level, uniqueness, authenticity, contrast 

and story are the things that should come across from for example the advertisement of the 

destination. Second level is the physical level, where the customer physically feels, experiences 

and observes the environment and the possible activity. Here authenticity is the plausibility of the 

surroundings, uniqueness is the variability of the settings, multiple senses are evoked by the place 

and contrast is the difference and newness of the surroundings. Interaction is connected to the 

availability and social nature of the place. The third, intellectual level is where the customer 

contemplates the experience, decides whether it was good or bad and whether he/she learned 

something. Authenticity in this level is the satisfaction the plausible surroundings brought, 

contrast is the felt difference to the everyday life, uniqueness is the feeling of experiencing 

something challenging and interesting intellectually. Story also evokes the intellectual side of the 

customer while the interaction between customer and other people is seamless. Multiple senses 

are all working in harmony in this level. The experience is really experienced on the fourth level, 

the emotional level. If all the aforementioned elements are working, it is probable that a positive 

experience is had. At the highest level, spiritual level, the strong positive reaction might have 

caused a personal change, physically, mentally, or even in the living habits, permanently 

(Tarssanen & Kylänen 2006: 12- 14).

To conclude, it is not possible to produce experiences since they are subjective and very much 

dependent on the participant. However, it is possible to produce the right kind of circumstances 

or conditions for the experience to be created by. The concept of experience is many-sided and 

hence difficult to explain but it is clear that it has a noteworthy meaning for tourism industry. In 

my study I will use the experience theory for analyzing the results, especially the experience level 

model (page 35) and the triangle model presented on page 38. Animal encounters can create very 

significant and strong experiences on tourists. These encounters and experiences have a great 

importance for the stakeholder, visitor and the animal, the whole tourism industry. In the next 
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chapter I will discuss the animal encounters and the experiences they produce.

3.3 Animal encounters as experiences

Experience theory itself has not been used much in animal-based tourism studies. Some research 

in Finland has been made about the visitor experience in a specific animal attraction and about 

the kind of experience the place itself creates. In general, Finnish literature focuses more widely 

on the human-nature relationship but this is too wide to cover and not really suitable for my 

purpose, hence I concentrate specifically on animals and the studies on them. Some studies have 

been conducted on the animal encounter experience (in general, not only related to the destination 

or attraction) and these use a modified version of the experience theory, which suits my purpose 

of studying the animal experience. These studies generally concentrated on Australia and 

experience as a word has not been defined in these studies. I will present the theories and some 

results of the aforementioned studies. I will use the animal encounter theories alongside the 

experience theory in my own research as a theoretical framework. In my opinion they support 

each other very well and this gives a good opportunity for me to contemplate the results later: not 

just through one or the other, but both theories.

Animal-based tourism has varied forms of animal – visitor encounters as mentioned before. 

There are specific types of encounters that are said to produce specific kinds of experiences. In 

this chapter I discuss the different attributes in animals that attract visitors and also recount how 

the literature discusses the other desired encounters. The key studies of the visitor experience I 

refer to are Understanding Tourism Wildlife Interactions (2005) by Gianna Moscardo & Rebecca 

Saltzer, Beauty and the Beast: Preferences for animals in Australia (2000) by Barbara Woods and 

Towards a conceptual framework for wildlife tourism (2001) by Paul C. Reynolds and Dick 

Braithwaite.

Some species have qualities that attract people to see them more than other animals. Some 

encounters produce experiences by the activity related to the animal encounter, and some just by 

encountering the animal. Some places are considered as animal-based tourism destinations and 

chosen over others because of the chance to see either endemic animals or plenty of animals in 

one destination. Other places have qualities that attract tourists on their own. All animal 

encounters cause different experiences, some stronger than others. 
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Reynolds and Braitwaite (2001: 36) introduce very similar elements for the experience 

production as the triangle model of LEO (page 38). While in the triangle model the six factors 

were: uniqueness, authenticity, story, multiple senses, contrast and interaction, Reynolds and 

Braithwaite say there are four elements that relate to all tourism and two elements that are typical 

for wildlife tourism. The four are uniqueness, authenticity, intensity, duration and the two others 

are species status and species popularity. Uniqueness and authenticity are defined like in the 

triangle model: individuality and uniqueness as well as the plausibility are highly important 

factors in producing experiences. Intensity and duration on the other hand were not mentioned in 

the triangle model but are of importance too in experience making. Intensity means the 

excitement and thrill the activity – or animal encounter in this case – causes. Duration refers to 

the idea of the experience being a fleeting moment: the level of one activity gets “saturated” at a 

point where it does not cause experiences anymore, one “gets used to it”. Species status and 

popularity I will talk about more in the chapter 3.2.3. In short, they refer to the idea that some 

animals are preferred over others by tourists and especially the animals with a status of rare or 

endangered are more popular than others. I will present some of the most popular ideas about the 

experience producing elements below.

3.3.1 Settings in animal encounters

The settings and surroundings of the animal encounter are very meaningful for the experience. 

According to Floyd and Gramann (1997, cit. Newsome et al. 2005: 99) there is a clear link 

between setting and experience: setting can either restrict or help in creating experiences. In the 

chapter 2.3, I presented the destinations of animal-based tourism and the different settings from 

captivity to wild. According to a study of Moscardo & Saltzer (2005: 7) the most desirable 

feature of a wildlife tourism experience is to see wildlife in their natural environment. 67-% of 

visitors that were interviewed for the study chose this option as one of the three most important 

factors. Moscardo & Saltzer note that by a natural environment the tourists do not necessarily 

mean ”pristine or untouched environments”. The option an untouched natural environment was 

chosen only by 26-% of the respondents. According to Bulbeck's study (2005: 12), the authentic 

encounters were contributing more to experiences like learning and the encounter was more 

likely to be described as unique. In the captive-settings and more unnatural settings the emphasis 

was put on the interaction with the animals, and possibly touching and feeding them.

Newsome et al. (2005: 99-100) present some ideas about preferences on the settings. They write 
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that for some people the feeling of safety and control provided by the captive or semi-captive 

settings is the means to achieve a satisfactory experience. Some people have no opportunities or 

resources to see animals in their natural environments and so the captive-settings are the only 

available ones. The captive-settings offer the chance to observe wildlife in a controlled, sanitized 

and non-threatening way. Bulbeck (2005: 12) cites Hvenegaard (1994) saying that the accessible 

sites like zoos and other captive-settings attract more “mainstream” tourists and less the 

specialists who attend the more demanding sites. For some the natural settings, to see animals in 

their own wild environments, is the key for a satisfaction. According to Moscardo & Saltzer 

(2003: 7) feeling safe in the presence of animals was one of the least chosen features in the study 

of desirable features. Only 8-% of the respondents chose this option. According to Pearce & 

Wilson's study in New Zealand (1995, cit. Moscardo & Saltzer 2004: 176) revealed that the two 

most important features in a wildlife experience were natural surroundings and a close proximity 

to wildlife.

According to Mullan and Marvin (1987, cit. Bulbeck 2005: 29) people consider the encounter 

differently depending on the settings. An example they give is that of a lion drinking and how in 

safari the tourists spend time just watching this simple action because it is natural behavior one is 

lucky to see. In captive-settings the demand for action is higher unless the species is a special 

favorite. Bulbeck (2005: 29) also writes that according to many studies, alongside the exotic 

mega-fauna (generally large mammals), exhibits and settings with active animals or settings 

where interaction is possible, are the favorites.

In my opinion, the concepts of authenticity, uniqueness, intensity and contrast are the key here. 

According to the studies (i.a. Moscardo & Saltzer 2003:7) the setting is preferred to be natural by 

tourists hence authenticity and plausibility of the setting is important. The setting does not need 

to be in nature and untouched for it to bring the idea of ”naturalness”, as was mentioned by 

Moscardo. Captive-settings can be seen as natural and authentic if they are planned and managed 

well.

 

Intensity I would talk about in regards to the feeling of safety or excitement. Not everyone is an 

adrenaline rush seeking tourist and some get the best experience by encountering animals in a 

safe distance and in a safe way. Encountering an animal in captive-settings for some can bring the 

feeling of thrill if the person is not familiar with animals. The concept of thrill or excitement is 
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relative to the experiences had before (Newsome et al. 2005: 99-100).

Contrast was mentioned in the triangle model as one element in providing experiences. The 

experience needs to be something different from the everyday life and the settings can provide 

this difference: the natural wilderness environments for an urban dweller provide a big contrast 

while captive-setting probably needs to provide other elements for enhancing the contrast. 

Contrast is also related to experiences like getting close to a wild animal in its own environment. 

Or for some, getting a thrill of seeing a lion feeding in a zoo behind the safety of glass wall.

3.3.2 Searching for success, looking for thrill

Closely related to the possibilities provided by the settings I will now discuss the search for 

adventure, thrill, adrenaline and also the feelings of success, skill enhancing and overcoming 

one's fears. Newsome et al. (2005: 86) claim that nature can contribute to individual's feelings of 

”control, competency, self-esteem, self-reliance, and self-confidence”. These are seen especially 

relevant in hunting where one's skills are challenged in an environment that is far from one's 

everyday life. Another important factor mentioned is the immediate feedback and through this, 

learning about one's abilities. These are all related to the intensity and contrast of the experience.

Komppula & Boxberg (2002: 27) explicated the different levels of experiences (on page 34) 

where the proposed levels are consciousness experiences, improvement experiences, emotional 

experiences and transformational experiences. The ones adaptable here are the improvement 

experiences, where one enhances one's skills, as well as, in a way the transformational 

experiences where one's self-confidence and the image of oneself can be enhanced.

Swarbrooke et al. (2003: 204- 205) propose that even if for some wildlife tourists the adventure 

and feelings of ”risk, fear and awe” are crucial, not all wildlife tourism is about this. More often 

these days the aim of a gun has changed to a lense of a camera. Maybe the chase for the best 

picture can provide a similar sense of enthrallment as the chase for trophies. Also, simply being 

able to find and see a certain (rare) animal and then to be able to “tick it off” a list can possibly 

provide same feelings of success.

3.3.3 Affiliation with animals: bonding and companionship

Animals are often used by humans as food or as pets but also for such reasons as therapy. They 
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are said to have a relaxing effect on people, reducing stress and the feeling of loneliness 

(Newsome et al. 2005: 87). ”Humans crave companionship” as Kellert (1996, cit. Newsome et al. 

2005: 88) has mentioned. Animal encounters can provide satisfaction for this kind of need. 

Especially sought after is the interaction and bonding with an animal: the feeling of mutual 

understanding. According to Moscardo & Saltzer (2005: 14) when visitors were asked “what 

could be improved about a wildlife experience” one of the findings was the need for more 

interaction with wildlife. Also, according to Moscardo's earlier study (1996, cit. Woods 1998: 31) 

”visitors will be attracted to animals they can touch or interact with”. Emotional attachment to an 

animal has to happen through an actual encounter (not by television or magazine etc.) (Newsome 

et al 2005: 88). Touching can also be seen as way for conveying the conservation message. 

Bulbeck (2005: 200) claims, that some tourists need to touch and hold animals first for arousing 

the interest to actually save them.

In the non-captive settings 48-% of the visitors were sure that their most memorable animal 

appeared to know it was being watched. When the observed animals did not pay attention to the 

people gazing them or did not see the observers, the interaction, according to Bulbeck's study, 

(2005: 7) did not happen. The need for touching is controversial because, according to different 

studies, several and contradictory responses have been had. Bulbeck (2005: 30) writes that 

visitors were positive about being able to touch animals in the children's zoo. Also, feeding is 

considered as an important feature in Bulbeck's studies. Still, being able to touch or handle 

animals was only chosen by 7-% of the respondents as one of the three most important factors in 

a wildlife tourist experience, according to Moscardo & Saltzer (2005: 7). 

Bulbeck in her book (2005) focuses strongly in the human – animal relations and the main 

discourses in the search for contact with animals. She concentrates in our deep connection with 

dolphins. Dolphins and whales have a special place in the hearts of people because of their 

perceived intelligence, singing, being endangered, caring for their young and friendliness, claims 

Kallard (1994, cit. Bulbeck 2005: 84). Interaction with dolphins is considered different from the 

interaction with other animals: it is more deep, there are no hierarchical differences between the 

dolphin and the person interacting. The dolphins allow people to interact with them and in their 

world (Bulbeck 2005: 85-86). Shackley (1996: 61) writes, that visitor satisfaction is noted to be 

higher when the interaction with dolphins happens in their natural habitat instead of captive-

settings.
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In Woods' research (2000: 30) the favorite animal of the 790 interviewed people was the dog. It 

was not considered as a surprise because of the close and strong connection people can have with 

this pet animal. Woods mentions also that it seems that interaction is a truly important factor in 

human-animal relations. Also, the reason for the need to feed animals in parks and zoos is 

considered to be the need for interaction (Moore 1997; Kreger & Mench 1995, cit. Woods 2000: 

32). The need for feeding, touching and interaction was already discussed in chapter 2.2.

The experience elements regarding bonding and affiliation with animals fall in to the category of 

interaction especially but also to multiple senses and intensity as well as contrast. We seek for 

social interaction with animals for many reasons (some ideas already presented on page 21). It 

contributes to the experience by providing the use of multiple senses, ensuring the feelings of 

thrill, maybe even overcoming fears in handling scary animals and again, by providing the 

feeling of contrast to the normal, everyday life.

3.3.4 Animal attributes

Many studies have been made about the preferred animal attributes. The few larger studies have 

been made by Kellert in 1980 and 1986 and Bart 1972 according to Woods (2000: 25). Many 

have also been made in touristic venues (for example Shackley 1996, Moscardo & Saltzer 2005 

and 2003 and Woods 2000). They all present more or less similar results with little variation. The 

latter studies only included venues where the animal encounters were following: watching, 

touching, feeding and photographing with. None of them included fishing, hunting or riding.

The main qualities of animals which attract tourist are: the similarity to humans (intelligence), 

aesthetic appeal, the status of being rare or endangered, size and ”cuteness” or ”cuddliness” (i.a. 

Moscardo & Saltzer 2005: 10-12; Woods 2000: 25-31; Reynolds & Braithwaite 2001: 34). 

Newsome et al. (2005: 88-89) mention the lack of studies about other animals than vertebrates in 

tourism. However, these species are precisely the most preferred species. Charismatic mega-

fauna is one name for the large species of mammals that attract tourists. Some countries have 

made profitable touristic attractions by harnessing the mega-fauna for tourism purposes: in 

African safaris there is a concept called ”the big five” that includes lion, buffalo, leopard, rhino 

and elephant. Tourists crave to see the big five on their safari trip, other animals are only extra. 

Some animals are considered as iconic creatures of the whole destination country, like kangaroos 
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and koalas in Australia. Charismatic mega-fauna is mostly studied in the context of conservation: 

these animals are considered as iconic species for protecting specific areas, national parks etc. 

Some invertebrates have a big role in tourism too though and this should not be underestimated. 

Butterflies, fireflies, some marine species etc. are also attractions for tourists.

Table 6. by Kellert (1989, cit. Woods 2000: 28) presents the important factors for the preference 

of certain animals. 

Table 6. Factors important to preference of animals (by Kellert 1989, cit. Woods 2000: 28)

1. Size: larger species more preferred

2. Aesthetics: animals considered “attractive” are more preferred

3. Intelligence: animals considered to have capacity for reason, feeling and emotion are 
preferred

4. Danger to humans

5. Likelihood of inflicting property damage

6. Predatory tendencies

7. Phylogenetic relatedness to humans

8. Cultural and historical relationships to humans

9. Relationship to human society: pet, domestic animal, game, pest etc.

10. Texture: bodily appearance and structure. The more unfamiliar to humans, less preferred

11. Mode of locomotion: generally, the more unfamiliar to humans, the less preferred

12. Economic value of the species to humans.

One must take into consideration that danger to humans, likelihood of inflicting property damage 

and predatory tendencies in Kellert's study do not imply which way they influence (e.g. if the 

dangerous animals are preferred or not). In the table one can see most of the attributes presented 

above: similarity to humans, intelligence and aesthetics.

Similarity to humans according to Newsome et al. (2005: 90) leads to thinking that the animal has 

similar emotional and cognitive abilities and this improves the treatment of these kinds of 

species. Similarity is not necessarily just similarity in physical form but also behavioral similarity 

attracts people. Especially attractive behavior is nurturing and taking care of the young. 

Intelligence factor is somewhat tied to the similarity but also animals differing from the physical 

form of humans can be considered intelligent. Especially whales, dolphins and other cetaceans 

are admired for their perceived intelligence (see page 45). Aesthetic appeal is connected to the 
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colorfulness and other visible features, the movement of the animal, and the size of the animal. 

People prefer the cute, cuddly and childlike features in an animal: one is drawn to these because 

of the natural response to children, to those vulnerable, because of the nurturing and social 

qualities of humans (Newsome et al 2005: 90- 91). Bulbeck (2005: xvii) calls these kinds of 

animals “baby releasers”.

Aesthetic elements in general tend to ”please the eye” which makes it a natural thing to look for 

them and to prefer them. I presented the different experience types by Pine & Gilmore on page 

35, of which one type is the aesthetic experience. The search for aesthetics is seen everywhere in 

tourism (e.g. destinations with beautiful landscapes, attractions like art museums, etc.) and in 

animal-based tourism as well. 

I discussed the role of species status shortly before on page 42. In practice this means that species 

that are rare or endangered are thought of more highly than others by tourists. The word rare is a 

synonym for special or unusual as endangered is something that is scarce. To see creatures like 

these is an opportunity not to be missed for tourists (Newsome et al. 2005: 91). One travel agency 

has a slogan that says ”Go before it's too late!” and a poster of a fake cardboard rhinoceros on a 

savannah with safari tourists taking pictures of it. The slogan and the poster refer to the 

destruction of destinations (the ruining of the authenticity of a place) but also to the animals that 

are to become extinct. One must go look at them while they are still here! Douglas Adams and 

Mark Carwardine have written a book Last chance to see (also a BBC radio documentary and a 

television series have been made of this book) about the species that are on the brink of 

extinction. The two authors chase these animals around the world. A lot of media attention is 

given to the loss of biodiversity and so the public knows about the rare and the endangered 

animals. 

In my opinion, the status of being rare or endangered is parallel to one of the elements of 

experience making: it is a story that makes the animal interesting. It gives a purpose for the 

tourist to see and to search for these kind of special species. The need for special kind of 

experiences is tied to the tourist's need for enhancing his/her social status by doing and 

experiencing something extra special that other people have not done. In a way it is connected to 

the concept of contrast, it is something special one cannot experience at home or in everyday life. 

Also, some tourists belong to the specialist groups like birdwatchers that want to ”tick something 
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off their lists” and seeing something rare or endangered is a crucial element for the success of 

their trip (Valentine & Birtles 2004: 24-26). 

The studies of Moscardo & Saltzer and Woods also included a question of the key features of 

memorable animals. In Moscardo & Saltzers' research visitors were asked to describe their most 

memorable animal in three words or phrases. In Woods' research the descriptions of the favorite 

animals were collected with an open-ended answer possibility in a survey form. The table 7. 

presents Moscardo & Saltzer's (2005: 11) and Woods' (2000: 30) results.

Table 7. Key features of the preferred animals by Moscardo 
& Saltzer (2005:11) and Woods (2000: 30)

Moscardo & Saltzer Woods

Big/Large Beautiful

Beautiful Intelligent

Cute Large size

Interesting Powerful

Graceful Cute

Colorful Fluffy

Intelligent Nice personality

Amazing Friendly

Funny Graceful

Fascinating Faithful/loyal

Most of the features are related to either aesthetic or admirable qualities or characteristics of the 

animals. In Woods' research also the domestic animals were taken into account and there the 

qualities like faithfulness and loyalty come up. Words of admiration were often linked to wild 

animals. 

The words 'danger' and 'scariness' do not come up but according to some of the studies these 

attributes play a role as well. In table 6. I presented Kellert's ideas on the attributes of animals 

that affect the preference levels of tourists and in the table some of the qualities like danger to 

humans were not valued either way. It is possible that these elements were meant as a negative 

feature, e.g if an animal is dangerous to humans, it is less liked. Yet, Woods' study confirms some 

earlier studies which noted that dangerous animals can have an appeal too exactly because they 
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pose a danger and because they are different from humans. This idea was originally of Ryan 

(1988, cit. Woods 2000: 26) who has also created a matrix for classifying animals in two different 

but intersecting dimensions.

The interest of tourist towards dangerous animals could easily be explained by the search for 

intensity (the thrill of the encounter with a dangerous animal) and contrast (something new and 

different in the experience). I also think story is a meaningful elements here: the dangerousness is 

a reason why the animal is interesting, it has a story behind it. Bulbeck (2005: 8) claims, that 

people have “a love of fear” which explains the interest in the exciting encounters.

3.3.5 Preferred, most memorable and most liked species

According to Shackley (1996: 11), a study of visitor preferences in London zoo revealed that the 

preferred species were: big cats, apes and monkeys, penguins and seals. For children they were: 

big cats, monkeys, polar bears and zebras (Deans et al. 1987, cit. Woods 2000: 25). The difficulty 

with the studies is the display of the animals and its effect on the preference levels: the more 

interactive or naturalistic settings are more attractive to the viewer and the animals can be 

preferred because of this (Bitgood et al. 1986, cit. Woods 2000: 26). Also, as Moscardo & Saltzer 

mention (2005: 10) many species might not be liked or preferred but they still attract visitors. The 

use of the word memorable is more fitting than favorite or preferred when studying this. 

Moscardo & Saltzer's research (2005: 10- 12) on the most memorable species was conducted in 

11 different projects or animal-based tourism sites while Woods' study was conducted in many 

different places not necessary related to tourism and other people than tourists were surveyed too. 

Moscardo & Saltzer's research's results will not be presented separately because they are very 

connected to the 11 places and the variety of species the places offer. I will only look at Woods' 

international visitors' responses and ignore the Australian residents' answers of the favorite 

animals in Woods' study. Each respondent could choose multiple species and this is why the 

percentage adds up over hundred. 

In their findings Moscardo & Saltzer highlight the fact that ”cute and cuddly” and large species 

were the most memorable. Crocodiles and spiders form an exception to this. The animals on the 

list were undeniably closely related to the destination country, Australia. The same was seen in 

the Woods' study when asking international tourists about their favorite animal. The question was 
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open and also domestic animals, pets, etc were mentioned. 

Table 8. Favorite animals of international tourists 
according to Woods (2000: 29)

Animal % of respondents selecting animal 
as favorite

Dog 46,1

Koala 39,2

Dolphin 34,6

Cats 24,4

Kangaroo 24,0

Whales 18,9

Horses 18,4

Birds 16,6

Fish 13,8

Tigers 13,4

Table 8. shows Woods' studies results. Woods says (2000: 29-31) that, unexpectedly, the animals 

on the list were somewhat tame, easily anthropomorphised and ones to interact with. Woods finds 

it also surprising that sharks, crocodiles, snakes and frogs made it to the top 20 favorite animals 

list on the contrary to previous research (not shown in the table 8.). 

In my data animals are mentioned but not necessarily the most preferred or liked ones. Still, I 

presume that the animals listed in the articles (as examples of species that are possible to see in a 

destination), are at least the most memorable and worth mentioning ones. This presumption has 

to be taken into account when comparing the lists of animals. 

In conclusion of the whole experience chapter, I want to shortly repeat the themes I am looking 

for in my data of the theoretical framework. I define the different experiences by the experience 

model by Pine & Gilmore (educational, aesthetic, entertaining and escapist experiences) though 

I also draw from Komppula & Boxberg's ideas about the four different levels of experiences 

(consciousness, improvement, emotional and transformational experiences). I use LEO's triangle 

model alongside the Reynolds & Braithwaite's elements (authenticity, uniqueness, story, 

interaction, multiple senses, contrast, intensity, duration, species popularity, species status) for 

understanding the production of experiences (NB: the vertical level of the triangle model is not 
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included in this study and the experience levels are considered by other models mentioned 

above). I also look at the importance of the species attributes (similarity, cuteness, cuddliness, 

baby releaser, aesthetics, intelligence, size, admirable qualities) and the settings of the encounter 

and the tourist's participation level. These all work in a limited way. 

4. Research compilation
In this chapter I present my perspectives on the subject of my study and the paradigms with 

which I tie my research to the scientific background. I present my data as well as reflect it, 

contemplate the possibilities and problems it provides and discuss why I chose exactly this data. I 

also present my research method and justify its use. In the end of the chapter I explain the 

realization of the study. I discuss the variables chosen and the categorization of the data. I also 

open up the difficulties and the way I overcame them.

4.1 Research methodology

I want to open my perspective for the reader to better understand the premises of my study. I tie 

my study to the surrounding scientific discourse by contemplating the epistemological 

background of my research and the paradigms that control it. Our research and studies do not 

begin without any premises or backgrounds, in a vacuum. For scientific critical evaluation of a 

study, there is a dire need for locating the research to the wider field of geographical studies, 

epistemological and ontological backgrounds (Shaw et al. 2010: 10). 

Geography has been seen as divided between physical and human geography that both have their 

own methodologies and methods. This dualism has been overcome, however, for understanding 

phenomena than inflict both the physical and social worlds. “Epistemology is how we come to 

know the world as a site for research and analysis” (Shaw et al. 2010: 15). Basically, by 

epistemology we define our place in the world, the way we are connected to it and the way we 

contemplate it.

This study is a part of humanistic geography. Humanistic geography is curious about the human 

life, which it tries not to explain but to understand. Humanistic research also draws from the 

backgrounds and knowledge the researcher already has, and so it has the means to understand the 

human phenomena in a way that, for example, strict positivist research could not (Häkli 1999: 68- 

70). So in humanistic geography the researcher rejects the ideas of objectivity and relies on 
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his/her understanding and interpretation. Humanistic geography uses the hermeneutic 

understanding and interpretation of the world and people's views and ways. Interpretation's object 

is meaning, to gain knowledge of the meaning and its variations socially and geographically 

(Shaw et al. 2010: 18- 25; Sent & Jones 2010: 41- 42).“Methodologically, humanism involves 

interpretation of signs (symbols, gestures and utterances), of the meanings humans invest in 

nature (including animals), and of the creative activities of people, especially those practices that  

shed light on place-meanings, such as are found in the arts, literature, and architecture” (Shaw 

et al. 2010:18). It is the way we use, interpret and understand the signs and symbols and 

meanings in our “daily geographical activities” that builds up our lives since the whole world is 

full of them and we live our lives connected to them (Sent & Jones 2010: 55). 

I am interpreting the experiences of tourists and trying to understand the meanings of places, 

settings, species and encounter types in this process. My understanding relies on the background 

literature and the theories I have researched for this study but as was written above, empathetic 

interpretation of phenomena in geography also draws from the backgrounds and already gained 

knowledge of the researcher. In the magazines the writers of the articles construct their 

experiences and I am interested in the constructions, what is it that the writers say. It would also 

be of great interest to look at the discourses, the reasons why they constructed the experiences the 

way they did. Yet, this is not my aim in the study. I am interpreting the data but not really 

concentrating on the deeper discourses of the socially constructed texts. For understanding and 

interpreting the stories in the magazines (not just for looking at the discourses), it is also 

important to contemplate the context the stories are presented in, the writers and the readers (Sent 

& Jones 2010: 57). I will open up my thoughts on the data and the readership more later, after I 

define my research method: content analysis.

4.2 Content analysis

My research is a qualitative case study where I use the content analysis as a method. Because of 

the nature of content analysis my study also includes some quantitative characteristics: I am 

counting existing variables from the magazines and classifying them, e.g. counting how many 

times fishing is mentioned compared to hunting. Yet, the study is qualitative: I have chosen the 

variables and the whole context of my study. Also, the conclusions include a lot of interpretation. 

For the study to be credible and repeatable, I have carefully written down the realization of the 

study and also my thoughts on the magazines as data. This is also adds to the objectivity of the 
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study. I will discuss the nature of content analysis here and the application of it in my study.

In their book Tuomi & Sarajärvi (2009: 84) give an example of using mass media's productions 

for research. They used the opinion pages of a magazine to study anorexia. Instead of getting a 

medical diagnose of anorexia they revealed information on how young people feel about anorexia 

and what they think about it. This example is comparable to my research. I study the writings on 

animal-based tourism and see what is written about it and especially what is written about the 

experiences that animal-based tourism creates. 

In qualitative studies the main object is not the generalization but describing a phenomenon or a 

case, to understand it and to give sensible interpretation about it (Tuomi & Sarajärvi 2009: 85). 

This is also my main object in the study: I interpret the texts, articles and stories in the 

magazines, explicate the descriptions and try to understand them, as well as the whole 

phenomenon of animal-based tourism.

Content analysis is a method for explicating documented data systematically and objectively. The 

data is studied by separating it, looking for similarities or differences and compiling it again 

(Tuomi & Sarajärvi 2009: 103- 105). According to Tuomi & Sarajärvi (2009: 103), it is only 

possible to gather the data ready for drawing conclusions. Oftentimes, they say, an analysis is 

described very carefully but no conclusions are made: only the ordered data is presented as if it 

was the results. The results in my study are wide and there are multiple elements to consider and 

many experiences to contemplate. The descriptions of the articles themselves are not really 

results before some conclusions have been made, and so the results must be contemplated 

synchronously. This is why I present the results and ponder them at the same time. In the 

discussion chapter I draw conclusions on a more general level as well as discuss the application 

of the results. 

Content analysis in Finnish literature has two different variations: there is content separation and 

content analysis. The difference is that in content separation numerical, quantitative data is 

collected. Unlike content separation, content analysis focuses on the content of words. Content 

separation of course gives only numerical information and does not describe the phenomenon 

very deeply; it gives guidelines on the studied subject or maybe shows trends but some important 

and interesting meanings can remain hidden (Tuomi & Sarajärvi 2009: 105- 106). I use content 
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separation for separating the animal-based tourism topics from the other articles. I have 

numerical data on how many times each encounter is mentioned, which is the most popular level 

of confinement etc. But for really understanding the phenomenon I also study, by content 

analysis, what is written of these encounters and levels of confinements and different species. By 

using both ways I can create a larger picture of animal-based tourism. Yet, as was 

aforementioned, making generalizations is not the purpose and studying trends or other 

phenomenon inside animal-based tourism by this data has to be done carefully and critically.

According to Sarajärvi & Tuomi (2009: 92) it is important to form specific guidelines before 

conducting the study. One needs to decide on what is interesting in the data, then go through the 

data and separate all the needed information from all the other things. After this one must classify 

the data and make conclusions of it. In my research I ended up “coding” the data by specific 

categories from literature to recognize the animal-based tourism. This makes it possible to 

compare the appearance of certain themes in certain classes and also comparing these to each 

other. 

One often talks about inductive or deductive research but Eskola (2001/2007, cit. Tuomi & 

Sarajärvi 2009: 95- 98) divides these in to three: data based, theory based and theory supporting 

analysis. Data based analysis is inductive, the data is there to provide the means for analyzing, 

while in theory-based analyzing the theory supports the research and data is ordered by it. In 

theory supporting analysis the theory part is not guiding the order of the data so strongly but 

gives it some guidelines. My research is clearly theory-based. The theoretical framework 

provides me with the context what to study and what to possibly find. I lean on literature, on 

definitions of animal-based tourism and also experiences and experience production. The study is 

in this case deductive. The results and conclusions made in the basis of the theoretical framework 

and not the data although I want to stress the fact that other types of classifications and elements, 

that have not been presented in the literature, could arise.

The main object of content analysis is to create clarity and order to the data so it is easier to make 

trustworthy conclusions of the phenomenon (Tuomi & Sarajärvi 2009: 108). Qualitative handling 

of the data is based on logical deduction and interpretation on the new logically compiled data 

(after using content separation and content analysis). 
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4.3 Data

I chose to study the travel magazines because of the amount of accessible data in them. 

Matkalehti is the oldest travel magazine in Finland. It has been published with this name since 

1996 (before 1996 it was called Freeways and the concept of the magazine was very different, it 

only included domestic articles). This allowed me to contemplate the matter of animal encounters 

for a time period of 16 years. My background literature derives mostly from abroad and so my 

choice of studying Finnish magazines might seem contradictory. However, as mentioned, Finnish 

literature on the matter is scarce and to understand the field of animal-based tourism in Finland 

one has to start somewhere. I will see if the animal-based tourism presented in the Finnish 

magazines answers to the defined and studied concept abroad. Also, choosing Finnish magazines 

was a practical issue since obtaining foreign literature from a longer period of time would be very 

difficult.

Reading through all the magazines of Matkalehti from 1996 to 2011 took plenty of time but 

provided me with a lot of data as well as a great overview on trends in traveling and also trends in 

the field of tourism in Finland. I went through the magazines in a chronological order. The 

magazines were stored in the National Library and could be ordered for the use of research from 

there. Unfortunately first issue of the year 2001 was missing. Other magazines from 1996-2009 

and even their attachments were there to be found. 2010 and 2011 magazines I loaned from the 

public library since National Library did not have them in their collection yet. The supplementary 

brochures were not included in my study as they did not include the kind of articles or destination 

descriptions as I was looking for. 

Matkalehti, according to their website (Matkalehti 2012), is the “leading voice of holiday and 

business travel and it is meant for people who travel actively and are interested in family trips, 

culture and recreation. The magazine also tests, compares and advises, tells the latest new of the 

tourism industry and works as an interactive channel between tourism and tourists”. The 

magazine has been published by Polarlehdet Oy for 23 years. 

The magazines publish articles and stories about destinations and activities. They also publish 

some travel stories by the readers of the magazines. The stories I chose for the study are 

destination or activity descriptions which cover both domestic and foreign destinations. The 
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articles vary a lot but they all present the basic facts about the destination, activities etc. Some 

also include more description and have a more lively way of describing the emotions or the 

attributes of the destination for example.

The amount of magazines published in a year varied a little. In the years 1996 to 1999 only five 

magazines/year were published, 2000-2003 six magazines/year, 2004-2006 eight magazines/year 

and 2007 ten magazines/year. From 2008 to 2011 eleven magazines were published in a year. The 

length of the magazines grew by the years as well as the amount of articles in them. Because of 

this, the years, when compared to each other, vary a lot.

4.3.1 Possibilities and problems

In a research it is important to use the best suited material that one can have an access to. I spent 

a lot of time thinking about the different options but the magazines provide me with most 

information and from a long period of time. They give me detailed information on animal-based 

tourism destinations, different types of animal encounters and sometimes the description of the 

experience created by these encounters. All this information is well documented and possible to 

study in relation to a long time period. The data is secondary in its nature which means that it is 

not designed specifically for this study purpose. Because of this secondary nature, though, it can 

be that only the most important factors rise up and the less important ones not so much. This is 

also something that interests me in the study: what kind of a memory did the experience leave 

and how it is put into words? Which elements are the ones still remembered on the paper after the 

trip?

Bulbeck (2005) conducted an interesting study that is presented in her book. She interviewed (by 

a survey) hundreds of people in nine different wildlife tourism destinations and asked about the 

experiences the tourists had had with animals in the tourist locations. I also considered the 

possibility of supporting my study with some interviews, thematic or structured survey types. 

Unfortunately, considering the limited time available for the study, the time of the year (winter 

season is a low season in all the animal tourist destinations), the biased animal-based destinations 

in a traveling distance and the small number of actual tourists of the visitors of these destinations 

this was not possible. Usually visitors of zoos are local users, for example only about 30% are 

international visitors in SeaLife, according to SeaLife Helsinki staff manager (Hämäläinen 2012). 

Also the long term aspect and changes and the spatial differences (domestic and foreign) would 
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have to be dismissed. Making some thematic interviews could also have been possible but in my 

opinion it would make the nature of the thesis very different and out-weight the balance. Now the 

data is strictly from the magazines and chosen by strict standards: all the elements discuss very 

well together. 

The travel magazines present stories that are directed to a wide audience: in this case the Finnish 

readership. For the magazine it is important to write stories that interest the readership. Usually 

this means covering the favorite destinations and activities but also the newest trends and 

possibilities. The style of writing has to be non-offensive but rich to keeping the interest of the 

readers: the story needs to cover the facts and the tips (the knowledge of destination, monetary 

unit, religions etc. and the possible activities and accommodation, restaurants etc.) but it also 

needs some inside information and the experiences and feelings that the destination evokes so 

that it is more interesting to read. So called armchair traveling is one way of experiencing as well 

and the purpose of the magazines is to support this: to provide the reader with emotions and 

excitement (Savitie 2004: 51-62). In conclusion, the magazines provide me with the best and 

broadest possible and accessible data about animal encounters of Finnish people both abroad and 

in Finland. They also provide personal experiences, emotions and wishes concerning animal-

based tourism.  

However, the data also has its problems. The readership does not cover all the Finnish people and 

the magazine most likely tries to provide the stories that its readership desires. I have thought 

about the affect of the readership on the subjects of the articles: do some forms of tourism and 

some destinations appear more often than others because of the need to answer the demand of the 

market? The answer is most likely yes. I do not consider this as a negative characteristic though. 

The magazines answer to the demand but they also reflect and create demand or lift up some new 

trends in tourism. I also think that the articles are very general: they try to cover something for 

everyone. For example there is an article about golf destinations in Thailand. It describes the golf 

courses and services for golfers, but it also mentions that “for those not so interested in golf 

traveling with you there is also elephant-riding, shopping etc”. I'm certain the results are 

covering, the readership is definitely not specialized in any particular way (not only bird watchers 

e.g.), maybe it even reaches a wider audience than the other magazines which are more 

specialized (e.g. for younger audience). 

It possible that not all the types of animal encounters are equally presented. For example one 
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might presume that if the readership is mostly consistent of young women, the magazine would 

most likely present less stories about hunting and more about friendly, peaceful encounters since 

hunting is seen as a manly activity. This of course is my own speculation and it could be that the 

magazines try to provide something for everyone and they do not discriminate any activity or 

destination. The target market factor has to be taken into account when studying the results.

The destination choices of the magazines are of course somewhat problematic since in a way they 

do present the important and popular destinations of Finnish people (the magazine has to meet the 

demand) for example the Canary Islands, capitals in Europe and Thailand but what about the 

other, “far-off” destinations or the domestic destinations? Magazines choose some destinations 

but sometimes they buy stories from freelancers. Stories from exotic far-off destinations are seen 

as more interesting and more published than stories from domestic or nearby destinations (Savitie 

2004: 51- 62). The destinations do not necessarily always represent the favorite destinations of 

Finnish people but since the stories presumably are true, at least these are possible destinations 

for Finnish tourists and actual recounts of experiences. Also, when looking at the earlier years 

(1996-2005), most stories still present destinations that are on the lists of travel agents: package 

holiday destinations. This means that there has to be demand for these “far-off” destinations too, 

otherwise they would not exist as package holiday destinations.

One can always question the truthfulness of the articles and the journalists writing them. Are the 

articles too subjective to be studied? Are they so modified for the readership that they do not 

really represent the true sense of place? Do they represent the true feelings of the journalist and is 

the journalist truthful in what he/she experienced? Most of all, how can we know that the writer 

has even been to the destination? I have considered these facts while doing the study and after 

some contemplation I still claim that the magazines provide plausible data. The articles are of 

course subjective but this does not really affect my study since the experiences are always 

subjective in all the cases. Hardly any data is fully objective, this concerns mostly the quantitative 

studies. It is said that for example the data collected from surveys and interviews is somewhat 

doubtful because the people answering can lie or sometimes choose other than truthful options 

because of varied reasons. The articles go through many modifications and through many people 

(editors etc.) before being published. The articles are probably mostly modified to suit the general 

view and the image and also because of the layout of the issue. This means that it is possible for 

some information to be cut from the articles. Concerning my study for example it could be that a 
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description of an intense animal encounter could be cut out because of the lack of space in the 

published issue. Still, the magazines are trying to publish emotionally effective stories and this is 

why I think that true experiences are often published because of their value for the readers. To 

conclude, journalism has its ethics and I believe that this ensures the usability of the magazines as 

data. Since the study is a case study of one magazine, it does not try to build a generalized picture 

of Finnish peoples travel habits in animal-based tourism, but it tries to reveal ideas about it and 

the experiences, I am sure the magazines provide me with the best data accessible.

4.4 Realization

The thesis, essentially, relies on the chosen theories and uses data as its material. I use the 

experience theory which is very suitable for studying the experiences evoked by animal 

encounters, and then I am, in a way “testing” whether specific themes that are presented in the 

wildlife tourism literature also rise in my thesis. I am combining a couple of forms of tourism that 

include animals but not without care. It is important to understand that all the animal encounters 

in my study have seldom been studied together and one needs to keep in mind the background 

and references of the different forms. 

I will not concentrate on the use of animals as a tool for power or other power related issues nor 

will I explicitly talk about the ethics in using animals in tourism which is undoubtedly a very 

interesting topic and difficult to ignore. I will not look at gender related issues either nor the 

demographics of the writers. I am interested purely on the tourist – animal relationship and the 

experiences tourists get from encountering the animals. Why do we seek to meet animals? Why 

do we react to them so strongly? My attempt is not to commercialize the use of animals in 

tourism nor try to promote it in anyway. 

4.4.1 Categorization of the data

First, I will look for five different kinds of categories and variables. The classification system I 

will use in the thesis is modified from the classification by Higginbottom (2004: 4-5) presented 

on page 17. There are different variables and by combining these, one can recognize specific 

forms of animal-based tourism and classify them. The following is a modification made to suit 

my study. I took notes of all these categories from all the articles that covered animal-based 

tourism. 

 1 Destination:
 1.1 Country 
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 1.2 City/ More specific destination
 1.3 Extra information (if necessary)

 2 Principle type of encounter:
 2.1 Watching animals
 2.2 Touch animals 
 2.3 Fishing
 2.4 Hunting
 2.5 Shows
 2.6 Photographing with
 2.7 Feeding animals
 2.8 Use animals for riding or transportation
 2.9 Other

 3 Level of confinement: 
 3.1 Captive
 3.2 Semi-captive
 3.3 Wild 

 4 Type and range of animal species
 5 Emphasis of the experience of the animal encounter: 

 5.1 Primary
 5.2 Secondary

These variables have been chosen as the conclusion of many tested classifications. It took a while 

to be able to create a working classification system. Just to clarify the process I explain the 

gathering of the data shortly. The study consist of one travel magazine Matkalehti and its issues 

from the year 1996 to 2011. The issues have articles and they can include many different 

encounters and places, levels of confinement and emphasis. That is why the articles are divided 

into topics. Topics present the different encounters in the articles. Yet, one topic can include many 

encounters: encounters that are closely tied together and can be counted together as an experience 

creator. For example, watching, touching, feeding, shows and photographing with are forms that 

often go hand in hand. In some rare cases I have marked two or more encounters under one topic. 

More often than not, only one encounter is presented in one topic. The location variable can be 

the same and hence can occur in the data more times than there are articles. 

The first part, destination, I marked down by the country presented and the more specific location 

provided (I also marked some extra information if this was necessary). In rare cases the more 

specific location (1.2) was not mentioned. The types of encounters I presented in the chapter 

about animal-based tourism and its qualities. These eight different encounters are the most 

common but I also added the 2.9 for the sake of other possible variables.

The level of confinement is categorized in three different sections, wild, semi-captive and 
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captive-settings as defined by Orams (presented on page 16). Sometimes it was difficult to define 

the level of confinement according to the information given by the magazine but all the cases 

could be categorized. The species of animals was a category that took a lot of marking down: 

some topics included tens of mentions of different animals. Since it is not a study on biology, I 

categorized the species as they were mentioned in the magazines. This is how they were defined 

in the other studies about the visitor experience as well: how the visitors mentioned them.

For answering what kind of experiences animal encounters create, I also need to analyze the 

descriptions of the encounters. For this I use the classification factor five emphasis of the 

experience of the animal encounter. The topics are primary value if they include personal, 

descriptive details about the type of animal encounter presented. Only listing the possible 

activities in a destination is considered secondary value. Secondary value are also descriptions of 

the experience by the provider of the tourist attraction or activity (e.g. the manager of a zoo). The 

value of the data is not very crucial except it helps me to see which articles contain information 

for studying the experiences and elements causing them. It also gives some idea which 

encounters were more described and which were not, which might have been more important for 

the writer.

The relevant studies about the visitor experience did not specify experience as a concept like I did 

in my study. The reason why I did not choose to look at only topics that included the word 

“experience” is that my data is not primary in the first place (not made only for the purpose of 

this research) and the writers of the magazine can describe various experiences without actually 

writing down the word experience. I chose to take into account also topics including elements of 

experiences and descriptions of strong emotions. One has to keep in mind the complex and 

subjective nature of experiences and the more comprehensive way of doing the research.

I must emphasize that the purpose of the study is not to do a discourse analysis of the use of the 

word experience or the different meanings that the word gets in the magazines. Nor do I 

explicitly think about the way or the purposes why the writers recount their experiences. This 

would be a very interesting subject to study too but would need a deeper understanding and 

knowledge of the writer of the experience and his/her background as well as social psychology.  

The purpose is to separate the data, and to see which encounters make the tourists feel something, 

experience something and to see if these match the existing literature or if there are some other 
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emotionally meaningful animal encounters. 

4.4.2 Gathering the data

To choose which articles to take into the study was not easy. The magazines change from one 

year to another, they have varied sections with tips, comparison tests and book reviews and the 

articles discuss many different phenomena in tourism. Because the subject of my study is animal 

encounters as attractions, I only took into account articles that were about destinations and 

activities: travel stories, destination and activity descriptions, travel package tests etc. From these 

I searched for the articles that include animals as attraction. I discarded articles that mentioned 

animals in descriptive purposes (e.g. “chickens and dogs were running across the streets”), or 

ones that mentioned animals in other context than as a pulling factor of the destination (e.g. an 

article mentioned mosquitoes as disturbance). Other example would be an article about a trekking 

trip. I used the article if it mentioned what animals are expected to be seen or what animals are to 

be looked for. This means that animals were, if not primary, at least a secondary interest for the 

trekker and were a purpose for the trek in some way. I would not use the article if the purpose of 

the trek was to conquer a mountain but on the way the trekker saw monkeys and birds.

Most of the articles described a destination, the activities offered in the destination and gave 

general information about the prices, the service, hotels etc. I was a bit surprised by the colorless 

tone of most articles: they were a lot less descriptive and lot more general than I would have 

thought (the articles did not focus so much on one thing but tried to cover all there is to know 

about one destination) than I would have thought. The most descriptive and intimate pieces were 

the stories written by the readers of the magazines. It was particularly good to gather information 

about the interaction and encounters from these. The more general destination presentations gave 

clinical information about activities (including animals) without the description of the interaction.

Sometimes an article presented two different locations, different types of encounters or levels of 

captivity. Often, many species were mentioned. I noticed very early on that it was quite 

impossible to categorize the emphasis on animal encounter as I first intended to do: to determine 

how meaningful animal is for the attraction. Is it the emphasis the writer makes? Or the 

meaningfulness of the animal for the destination as an attraction? I went through the first four 

years of the magazines pondering upon this. In the end I decided to classify the articles by the 

emphasis of the writer's experience. Secondary articles would include destination descriptions 
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that only list possible animal experiences (e.g. “In Riccione there are many activities for the 

children: a water park, a dolphinarium, bowling alley...”) but do not describe them in any other 

way. In some articles the magazine used a picture of an animal in the story without linking it to 

the text. These I would consider secondary as well. Pictures were used as supplementary data and 

very simply categorized without any actual visual analysis.

After a long evaluation I decided to discard the articles that only included animals as food. Food 

has a big meaning in a tourism experience and there is a form of tourism called “food tourism”. 

Nutritional value is of course indisputable but also the culinary experience is important. In my 

opinion, because of the lack of encounter and the impossibility of categorizing which “animal”, 

or rather, which meat is considered as meaningful “attraction” of the destination, it is better to 

discard food as a category. An article was written about exotic foods in Macao mentioning 

monkey brains, snake soup and dog stew. Even though this is somehow very typical for 

describing an “exotic” Asian destination I do not consider that one can have an encounter with an 

animal when it is used as a food. This brings to question, whether one can have an animal 

encounter with a dead animal. For example, natural history museums are very popular tourist 

destinations. Because of the unclarity of the matter, I decided to discard both and all the other 

encounters when animal used for touristic purposes is not alive anymore. In my study, I focus on 

the encounters and experiences between humans and living animals.

In the next chapter I will present the results of my study. Results in content analysis are not 

results until proper concluding has been done, as was mentioned earlier. I present first results of 

the content separation and classification about animal-based tourism in the magazines over the 

years. Then I explicate the findings from the personal descriptions, discuss which elements were 

to be seen and which experiences had. In the discussion chapter I conclude the animal-based 

tourism as a phenomenon drawing on the results chapter. I also discuss the possibilities in 

enhancing animal encounters. In conclusion chapter I contemplate the whole research process and 

its results.

5. Results
First I will present the results concerning animal-based tourism described in the magazines in 

general, then specifically concerning domestic destinations and finally I present what the writers 

of the magazine wrote about the different types of encounters and how they described them: 
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which themes rose and what kind of qualities were attached to the encounters. 

The data from the magazines is shown in the table 9. Years mean the 16 years of Matkalehti 

magazine I covered and issues mean the number of magazines altogether. Altogether there were 

111 magazines. These 111 magazines included 1453 articles which were destination descriptions 

and stories about activities. Of these articles 329 included Finnish, domestic destinations and 

1128 articles were about international destinations. A couple of articles included destinations both 

in Finland and abroad. Out of the total 1453 articles I read through, 416 covered animals in 

tourism, which is slightly less than one third. 

Table 9. The data of the research 

Years Issues Articles Foreign Domestic Covered Foreign 
articles

Dom. 
articles

Topics Foreign 
topics

Dom.
topics

16 111 1453 1128 329 416 316 100 666 517 149

Altogether 666 topics were included in the study. 149 of them were domestic and 517 were 

located abroad. One article can include many roles of animals as well as many destinations etc. 

When containing many encounters and destinations, I divided them into topics. Topics can 

contain many encounter types but this is rare: only in cases where the two encounters are tied 

together strongly (e.g. in Israeli dolphin show one also gets to touch the animal, not just watch 

the show). But, if one destination is mentioned and many encounter types are listed (e.g. “in 

Florida one can see crocodiles, go fishing and ride a horse on the beach”) each encounter is 

presented as its own topic. This is why there are more topics than articles. 

In figure 5. the total amount of articles and the amount of covered articles (articles with animals) 

during the years are shown. I present this graph for scrutinizing the results in other classes. For 

analyzing the results one has to proportion them to the altogether amount of data and to its 

variations.
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The growing trend in the amount of articles is visible: the magazines got thicker over the years as 

the amount of issues by year grew as well. The years 2001-2004 have more pages and stories 

than the earlier years (even if they seem to stay at the same level), but not all of them were 

counted as articles by me: for example many of the domestic articles in these years were not 

about destinations but about the business side, an interview of the owner of a new holiday village, 

or about the educational possibilities in the tourism industry etc. In the earlier years, domestic 

destinations were given more attention to but this soon changed: foreign destinations were 

described and domestic tourism was discussed more from the industry's point of view. The 

covered articles share almost the same path as the articles covered: the numbers go more or less 

hand in hand. From now on by articles I mean the articles covered in the study, the articles that 

contain animal-based tourism.

5.1 Animal-based tourism presented in the magazines

The destinations of animal-based tourism covered in the magazines are presented in a map form: 

altogether in one map (figure 6.). Domestic destinations are presented in their own map in figure 

11. on page 76. I chose to present the destinations in two different maps for the sake of clarity.
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Total and covered articles over the years

Figure 5: Number of articles in the magazines: total and covered
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The map presented here is for visualizing the geographical division of the destinations. The world 

map is not very clear for presenting numerical themes because of the small scale but the emphasis 

is still there to be seen. The size of the dots and the color represent the number of times a specific 

location was mentioned.

The destinations were located all over the world although many destinations were mentioned 

more than once. Approximately one out of three articles were located in Finland. Many took 

place in Europe, the Mediterranean destinations, Canary Islands and the North African tourist 

destinations like Egypt, Tunis and Morocco. The far-off destinations were scarcer but still quite 

well represented, especially Thailand as a typical Finnish tourist destination. Even Antarctica was 

mentioned in one article. I will look at the animal-based tourism destinations closer in regards to 

the animal encounter types and levels of confinement later.
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Figure 6: Locations of animal-based tourism destinations around the world and the numbers of 
times they were mentioned



 

All the topics were categorized by the level of confinement which means that this graph (figure 

7.) represents all the 666 topics. Semi-captive settings are very scarce, they were only mentioned 

15 times, but wild settings and captive-setting tend to be more or less the same with only a little 

difference. Captive-settings in total from all the years add up to 349 while the number of wild-

settings is 302. It seems that the levels of confinement have stayed pretty much the same during 

the past 16 years. The altogether amount of topics is rather big but for studying changes here it is 

not quite enough. Significant changes seem not to have happened nor is there a visible trend to 

any direction. I will look at the confinement levels closer with the different encounter types.

The encounter types by year are presented in the figure 8. The clarity of the chart is not very good 

due to the many encounter types. It is presented here mostly for understanding the substantial 

differences between the numbers of encounters.
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Occurrence of levels of confinement

Figure 7: Presented levels of confinement by year
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Watching animals was clearly the most presented type of animal encounter in the magazines, it 

was mentioned 338 times. Next most popular was riding/transportation group which was 

mentioned 169 times, then fishing with 82 mentions and shows with 51 mentions. Touching and 

feeding were quite low with 19 and 13 mentions. Hunting was only mentioned 9 times, taking 

photographs with 3 times and other types 11 times. The differences are big and one can clearly 

see which encounter types are represented most often but for looking at patterns or trends, the 

data is not really applicable: with the less popular encounters the mentions are too scarce, even a 

couple of mentions one year and lack of them the next year would make the differences seem big 

and the reality distorted. Fishing seems to have a higher peak in the years 2000 – 2003 but the 

reasons behind this can be numerous. The magazines have different kinds of series of stories or 

sometimes they focus for example on specific region in Finland. These kinds of things can affect 

the results surprisingly strongly and because the times of mentions only vary by approximately 

five, the little variations play a bigger role. One can also see the riding/ transportation class 

varying substantially over the years but no trend in any direction is to be seen. 

The popularity of riding caught me by surprise: it is hardly mentioned in the foreign literature, 

only the adventure value is given to it. Still, according to this study it is the second most popular 

animal encounter in the magazines. In the year 2001 the number of mentions on riding even 

excelled the number of mentions on watching. I find it peculiar that this form of animal-based 
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Occurrence of all encounter types

Figure 8: The number of mentions of encounter types during the years
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tourism has given so little attention to since according to this study, at least in countries like 

Egypt, Tunis and Morocco camel riding is a big part of the tourism industry and Thailand offers 

elephant riding in many of its destinations not to mention Finland and the reindeer or husky 

safaris. These animals of course are not considered wild for they have been domesticated for 

riding or other purposes and hence they are not presented in the wildlife tourism literature. Other 

kind of literature on animal encounters is very scarce. Figure 9. takes a closer look at the four 

most popular encounters: watching, riding, fishing and shows.

As I mentioned earlier, the complete data is quite large but when divided between the 16 years, 

the numbers are scarcer. Watching is clearly popular and its numbers are steadily high. The 

numbers of watching are more steady than the numbers of riding which follow more in the line of 

the articles altogether and covered articles presented in figure 5. Watching as an encounter is 

wider because of its many variations. Hence it can happen in many destinations and occasions 

where as the typical riding destinations as not so numerous. I think this is the reason for the 

random occurrence of watching – it is covered in all kinds of articles, even the ones that do not 

necessarily focus on nature tourism. Fishing more or less follows the same path as riding except it 

seems to occur more in relation to riding in the years 2005 – 2006 than again in 2007 – 2011. 

Exactly half of the mentions of fishing were in Finland when only less than third of the articles 

were located in Finland. From the year 2007 onwards Matkalehti started producing the 

supplementary two magazines of Finnish destinations which lessened the amount of domestic 
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Occurrence of the four most popular encounter types

Figure 9: The number of mentions of the four most popular encounter types during the years
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destination coverage. This is also probably the reason why the number of fishing stayed quite 

low. The mentions of shows stayed almost the same over the years and the low numbers prevent 

the studying of any trends.

In the background chapter I presented some wildlife watching destinations, wilderness areas that 

contain vast biodiversity, multiple species of animals and large numbers of animals. The 

popularity of them was also seen in the data. I will first divide the mentions by suitable 

geographical areas. Finland is not counted in these numbers but studied separately later. Table 10. 

shows the geographical regions, the numbers of times they occurred in the data as animal-based 

tourism destinations and the numbers of countries each region included (in the magazines). The 

division to regions is made keeping in mind the similarity of the geography of the areas (for 

example Middle East and North Africa contain similar geographical qualities so also similar 

possibilities for wildlife watching) but also considering the general regional division of the world.

Table 10. Geographical locations of wildlife watching

Region Number of mentions Number of countries mentioned

Asia 46 15

Australia and Oceania 22 4

Middle East and North 
Africa

16 7

Sub-Saharan Africa 27 9

Europe 35 24

North America 9 2

Central America, Mexico 
and the Caribbean

24 11

South America 11 8

Antarctica 1 1

Asia has the most mentions on wildlife watching but it also covers quite many countries. 

Generally, the mentions in all the classes were not divided equally between all the countries but 

focus point were to be seen. The big national parks of Africa, like Masai Mara in Kenya, 

Ngorongoro in Tanzania and Kruger in South Africa were all mentioned more than once and 

these were all typical safari type of encounters, especially meant for seeing “the big five” and 

other animals of the savannah and the rivers like zebras, antelopes, crocodiles and birds. South 
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Africa had also mentions of penguins and whales. In Asia, Nepali national park Chitwan was 

mentioned even four times (for seeing rhinos and tigers).

Of the 22 mentions of Australia and Oceania, 15 were from Australia. A big destination in 

Australia was the Great Barrier Reef for underwater watching but penguins, kangaroos, koalas 

and other (often endemic) land creatures were considered interesting as well. New Zealand had 

five mentions of mostly penguins, endemic birds and cetaceans. In Central America Costa Rica 

was popular with five mentions of turtles and animals of the rainforests like monkeys, birds, 

sloths and also insects. Mexico was also mentioned five times, for dolphins, underwater life and 

reptiles. The Red Sea lures the snorkelers and divers as did the underwater destinations of 

Malaysia, Honduras and Thailand. 

In Europe Norway was popular for its marine life, whales, crabs, fish and seabirds, as was 

Iceland (though there the focus was on whales). Azores was by far the most popular place to 

watch the whales and dolphins though also Tenerife was considered good for this. Wildlife 

watching in Europe consisted mostly of birds and marine wildlife. Big wild land mammals and 

vast living areas for them are seldom in Europe so the result is not surprising.

The captive destinations were in general close to the big centers and tourist destinations as wild-

settings were found mostly from further and more distant destinations like rural areas. For 

example in Australia the zoos were located in Sydney and Brisbane, both big cities, while one 

bigger crocodile farm and an adventure park were located about 40 kilometers from Cairns: still 

in the proximity of a city. Europe was the only region where watching animals in captivity 

exceeded watching animals in the wild. Spain was the individual country with most captive-

settings (when Finland is not included). Spain mentioned 15 captive-settings while wild-settings 

were only five (no semi-captive settings were noted). Most of these encounters happened in 

different kinds of zoos. One was an aquarium in Barcelona, some were popular zoos nearby 

tourist centers, for example Loro Parque in Tenerife and others were wildlife parks and aviaries, 

mostly along the touristic coast of Spain. These figures do not show the bullfighting and other 

shows, which altogether with watching animals in captivity, count as 26 mentions. Bullfighting 

was mentioned in Spain six times but also horse shows were mentioned four times. Other shows 

in Spain included the shows in zoos. Also Sweden only presented captive-settings, zoos like 

Kolmården and Parken. The latter is conveniently located nearby Stockholm while Kolmården, as 
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a bigger wildlife park, is located somewhat further away from the cities. 

In Sub-Saharan Africa and South and Central America mentions of captive-settings were scarce. 

Australia presented five captive-settings and one third of all watching in Middle East and North 

Africa happened in captive-settings. In Morocco there were four mentions of show type of 

encounters and three of them were about snake charming. China and Hong Kong had only two 

mentions of wildlife watching in the wild while altogether they included eight mentions of 

captive-settings, all in the big cities. The zoos covered all kinds of animals, but pandas were a 

specific species that came up more often than others. Thailand was also presenting animals in 

zoos, in touristic centers like Pattaya and Phuket. The animals mentioned in these were mostly 

marine creatures and crocodiles, monkeys and parrots. Thailand also had a big share of shows 

with mostly elephants and monkeys. Cockfighting was mentioned three times, twice in Asia and 

once in the Caribbean. Asia and Europe had the highest numbers on captive-settings. In table 4. I 

presented zoo attendances around the world and Asia and Europe had the highest numbers. The 

lowest attendance level regions in this study were the same as the ones in the table. The regions 

in this study and the ones in the table vary, the numbers of my study need to be proportioned 

(there are more mentions of Europe and hence more mentions of captive-settings in Europe). But 

the general theme seems to support similar lines as the measured zoo attendances. USA had many 

mentions of zoos but only as listing them as attractions of big cities, not mentioning animals or 

anything more. 

Fishing usually happens in the wild and in my study all of the fishing was located in wild-

settings. The use of animals for riding and transportation is always captive as it is in shows 

(though in shows it can also be semi-captive). Watching animals happens in all captive, semi-

captive and wild settings. Figure 10. presents the watching, feeding, touching and shows in 

captive, semi-captive or wild-settings over the years. These encounters are selected for the fact 

that they are the encounters most presented in the relevant studies. The relevant studies did not 

study the occurrence of these encounters by the specific confinement levels, but I think these 

encounters should still be presented without the other types like fishing and hunting and riding 

for comparability. 
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Table 11. Confinement levels of selected encounter types

Encounter Captivity Semi-captivity Wild Total Result

Feeding 12 2 5 19

Shows 50 1 0 51

Touching 10 1 2 13

Watching 119 11 208 338

Total Results 191 15 215 421

Table 11. shows confinement levels of the selected encounters in numbers. One can see that wild-

settings are somewhat more popular for animal watching than closed enclosures. Semi-captive 

settings were hardly mentioned during the 16 years. Many studies show that people want to see 

animals in the natural settings and this slightly refers to it as well though the difference between 

the two settings, as mentioned, is not big. The division over the years shows no specific trends.

As I presented in the theoretical framework, a lot of research on human preferences on species of 

animals have been made. In table 12. I present the result of my study next to the results of the 

research by Woods (2000). Woods' study was conducted in Australia and directed at international 
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Levels of confinement of selected encounter types

Figure 10: Levels of confinement of selected encounter types (watching, touching, feeding, shows) 
during the years
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tourists asking about their favorite animals (pets, domestic ones and wild all included). These are 

results of the encounter types watching, touching, feeding and shows. I did not include the other 

encounter types in this table because the comparable studies have been conducted in animal-

based tourism destinations where only the above mentioned encounters have been possible. 

Woods' study was about favorite animals in general and no activities concerning the animals were 

mentioned. In my study's results, because of the strong popularity of fishing and riding, I consider 

it more interesting and relevant to present the results from similar backgrounds as the other 

studies.

Table 12. The most mentioned animals compared to Woods' research 
(2000) 

Woods Results of my study

1 Dog Fish 

2 Koala Birds

3 Dolphin Dolphin

4 Cats Sea turtle

5 Kangaroo Monkey

6 Whales Crocodile/Elephant

7 Horses Whale

8 Birds Tiger

9 Fish Butterfly, Lion, Parrot

10 Tigers Horse

In the table, the 6th and 9th place are shared because of the same number of mentions of the 

species. The resemblance of this study's results to the results of Woods' study is undeniable. The 

results were arrived at through very different methods and in this study it is not a question of the 

most favorite animals but animals that were mentioned the most times. Still, I do not think it can 

be a coincidence: for watching and shows, touching and feeding the most mentioned animals 

match the most favorite animals studied by Woods. Also, many more similarities came up in the 

top 20 favorite list. The most mentioned animals of this study are generally large, cute and 

cuddly, admirable and aesthetically pleasing as they mostly were in the other studies by Woods 

and Moscardo & Saltzer. In Woods' study the pet animals were also mentioned and these are 

missing from my study, however, six out of ten species match and even more when the next 20 

are taken into count. Species of animals have a lot to do with the visitor satisfaction and 

producing experiences. Apparently the species that are considered to be the favorite ones are also 
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the most memorable ones, ones that perhaps evoke experiences. It is not surprising that dolphin 

was the third most mentioned species and the most mentioned individual animal in this study. 

Dolphins, according to literature, evoke strong emotions and they were considered especially 

interesting for tourists. Next I will discuss the domestic animal-based tourism presented in the 

magazines.

5.2 Animal-based tourism in domestic destinations

There were a lot less articles concerning the touristic destinations in Finland than abroad. I 

presume this is because of the changing possibilities in tourism: people travel further and further 

and domestic destinations are overlooked because of their lesser interest value compared to the 

far-off destinations (Savitie 2004: 51- 62). This does not mean that domestic tourism is not 

important but it is just not as exotic and interesting for the reader as the far-away destinations. 

149 topics in 100 articles were about domestic animal-based tourism.

Figure 11. shows the spatial distribution of the animal-based tourism destinations of Finland. As 

one can see, the destinations are located all over Finland and most locations were only mentioned 

once but some focus points were to be seen: Lapland and especially Rovaniemi as touristic 
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Figure 11: Animal-based tourism destinations in Finland according to the magazines and the 
number of mentions



centers were popular, Kuusamo and Kuopio, Kainuu, Lieksa, Levi, Pyhä-Luosto and Salla were 

mentioned more than twice, Kotka and Åland five times, Helsinki twice for zoo and Ranua three 

times for the wildlife park. Rural places were mentioned many times and countryside tourism or 

farm tourism destinations were often written about.

Table 13. Occurrence of encounter types in Finland

Encounter 
type

Feeding Fishing Hunting Other Riding/
Transportat
ion

Shows Touching Watching

Total Result 3 41 4 2 46 3 2 51

The most popular form of animal encounters in Finland was watching with 51 mentions. Riding 

with 46 and fishing with 41 mentions were also popular forms, almost as popular as watching (in 

foreign destinations watching was mentioned over twice as often than riding and over seven 

times as often than fishing). Table 13. presents the mentions of animal encounters in total in 

Finland.

Figure 12. shows the three most popular encounter types: fishing, watching and riding, and their 

occurrence by the years in Finland. Exactly half of all the fishing mentioned in the magazines 

happened in Finland. As I mentioned in the background chapter, fishing is considered as a typical 

activity in Finland: there are many lakes and a lot of coast line for the activity. Also, the summer 
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Occurrence of the three most popular encounter types in Finland

Figure 12: The three most mentioned animal encounter types in Finland during the 16-years
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cottage culture promotes it. The substantial occurrence of fishing in Finland did not surprise me 

but the importance of riding was bigger than I would have thought. Huskies and reindeer were 

clearly important in Lapland and also horseback-riding was mentioned often. In the countryside 

destinations and farms the farm animals were popular for watching, they were mentioned eight 

times and individual farm animals like cows etc. even more (while abroad farm animals were 

mentioned only twice). Ostrich farms for captive watching were mentioned three times. Watching 

animals in the wild was mentioned altogether 18 times as captive-settings were mentioned 32 

times, semi-captive only once. The focus on the captive-settings was not on the typical zoos but 

more on the farms. Shows in Finland were scarce, one was of dolphins, other a horse show and 

one in Kotka, Maretarium (an aquarium of Finnish fish). Wildlife watching was mostly of many 

different species of birds or even butterflies. Yet, couple of articles talked about watching bears, 

wolves and wolverines etc. from a hunting cottage while the animals are lured on site by feeding. 

This was something special that did not exist anywhere else. These encounters happened in the 

East Finland near the Russian border.

The most mentioned species of animals (of the selected encounters of watching, touching, 

feeding and shows) were the following: birds (14 mentions), reindeer (11), farm animals (8), fish 

and wolf (4), bear, horse, huskies, ostrich, owl (3) and moose, pony, sheep, Siberian jay, snake 

and wild boar (2). Again birds were popular as were reindeer that were in some way mentioned 

(if not as an animal encounter then in other ways) in almost all the articles of Lapland. Other 

animals represented mostly wild animals in Finland or typical domesticated animals. Again big 

sized animals were mentioned as well as admirable ones. Cute and cuddly were scarcer in the 

species mentioned in Finland than the ones abroad.

I have above covered generally the destinations, levels of confinement, encounter types and the 

findings on species presented in the data contemplating them with the background of the study 

and some with the theoretical framework. The animal-based tourism presented in the magazine 

Matkalehti is very consistent with the idea of animal-based tourism in the relevant literature 

although riding could be given more attention to, at least according to my study. The destinations 

follow the same spatial patterns as was expected though of course a lot of weight is put on the 

typical destinations of Finnish people. Levels of confinement were quite equal on both wild-

settings and captive-settings which refers to the fact that watching animals in captivity is still 

somewhat popular and has not entirely shifted on to watching wildlife in wilderness as the 
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example of UK dolphins told us. Abroad, the greater popularity of watching animals in the wild is 

probably because of the more resources there are to offer, more diverse possibilities. Even the 

findings on species seemed to have a great resemblance to the findings of other studies. This 

means that the study is quite reliable in observing the animal-based tourism phenomenon 

presented in the magazines and even new relevant information about the phenomenon can be 

gathered by this study. Next I will focus on the experiences and elements evoking the 

experiences.

5.3 Experiences and the elements creating them

Next I will discuss the results from the personal descriptions on animal encounters: the various 

themes that were tied to the different encounters and the often appearing elements and qualities. 

Here I used mostly the primary valued data, the personal depictions. I also used the secondary 

valued data in some cases: there are no descriptions but sometimes a short mention of how many 

animals, multiple species or rare and endangered species and also if the place or activity is 

suitable for children. I will present the results by different encounters for clarity.

In this chapter I try to answer the main research questions: What kind of experiences and 

emotions animal encounters created and which elements evoke them? I will explicate the results 

drawing from the theoretical framework and the background of the study. The different 

encounters caused different experiences and many various factors were evoking them. I have 

classified the encounters here in a new way because of the occurrence of the encounters, some 

classes are put together, watching is divided into more suitable categories and the “other” 

encounters (signifier 2.9) are mixed in the categories where they fit the best. Some patterns and 

regularities were to be seen and some deeper ideas about experiences with animals revealed. 

These are presented next.

I present some quotes on what the writers wrote about the experiences. In the end of the quotes I 

marked references of the magazine where the quote is from in a following matter: (ML 2010 3: 6) 

2010 marks the year, 3 marks the issue and 6 marks the page. These are not separately listed in 

the references because they already provide all the available information.

5.3.1 Riding

Riding was one of the most popular encounters found from the magazines and a surprise to me 
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since riding was not given much attention in the literature. Riding and transportation class in 

itself varies only a little. A big part of the category includes riding as a trek in the nature with 

horses, ponies, mules, elephants, camels or reindeer and dogs (huskies or samoyed). Only a 

couple of articles mentioned using mules or donkeys as transporting cargo. A popular way of 

transportation, but not really described in detail, was the horse and carriage. It was mainly used 

for transportation in the cities, for tourists especially, and it was often mentioned in the 

descriptions but not much was written about it. More personal and detailed accounts were found 

almost without exception from the trekking type of usage.

Riding is an active form of animal-based tourism. Tourist has to actively participate in the activity 

and it even takes some skills. Many writers acknowledge this in their writings: “Traveling on 

elephant back feels very unsteady at first: already balancing in the basket is a challenge. But one  

gets used to the swaying quickly and the elephant caravan starts to look quite beautiful” (ML 

2003 5: 9).

Writers often describe the excitement of the actual activity, its safety aspects and about being 

scared or nervous. Many writers notice a change after a while, one gets used to the ride and the 

suspense vanishes. Tourist moves to focus on new things like the scenery: “The best trip with the 

horse is to go on top of Tahko mountain. It is such a good view, feels like one can see half of 

Finland from up there” (ML 2005 3: 45).

 

Scenery and natural settings were mentioned in most cases and with all the species that were used 

for riding. In one of the articles a horse trekking experience was enriched with a lunch cooked on 

open fire and a song performance of a local farmer (ML 2000 3: 33). Often, like in the previous 

example, riding was not the only activity or the sole purpose of a tourist program but a part of a 

trip: for example a night with the Bedouins that included camel riding in Sahara to the Bedouins, 

then dinner and shows, sleeping in a tent and in the morning driving back with a jeep. “Tourists 

want a holistic nature experience and for treks only riding is not enough, like it could be for the 

ones who does riding as a hobby”, as was said by a horse trekking entrepreneur in Huittinen, 

Finland (ML 2000 3: 33).

Because of the different backgrounds of tourists and the different levels of interest and skill, not 

all experiences are same for all tourists. One article was describing the already skilled and 
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practiced riders who yearn for something more, learning more about horseback-riding (ML 2010 

1-2: 32- 34). Other article was telling about a riding school in Spain for those who ride as a 

hobby or as a profession (ML 2008 8: 32). So the specialist tourists were also taken into 

consideration but rather more often the suitability for beginners, for those who have no earlier 

experience of riding was mentioned. This usually came up in regards to horses and especially 

when talking about a specific race like Icelandic horses that were described as “steady-footed, 

tranquil and small” (i.a. ML 2001 6: 43; ML 2007 9: 27). “Icelandic horse is very suitable for 

trekking because of its character. It is nice and easy to handle, and sometimes it even laughs out 

loud” (ML 2001 6: 43). Riding was also seen as suitable for children, this was mentioned seven 

times in the articles. Opposed to the difficulties and toughness of riding, it was considered as 

relaxing too. “On the way home you notice to have forgotten everything else for a while and you 

just feel relaxed and languid” (ML 2000 3: 33). The difficulties and the hard physical work of 

riding were often noticed but usually these were overcome by the feeling of success or excelling 

oneself. “Women were screaming when the camel first lifted its rear end and then the front: this 

order we already knew. The fear had been overcome and the riding could start!” (ML 2004 8: 

74).

Nature, as was mentioned above, played a significant role in the articles about riding. Some 

writers felt closer to nature when doing the trek on elephant back or safari on a camel instead of a 

jeep. “Camel riding is more personal [than jeep safaris] --- the animals feel and clearly 

communicate without words, they have a soul that is missing from the Land Cruisers. The camels 

in Tunis are gentle and friendly, and they want to continue the unspoken communication as long 

as possible” (ML 2002 6: 14). It was said that from the back of an elephant one gets “a whole 

new view on nature” (ML 2003 1: 6). Riding was mentioned to be “a memorable experience” 

many times, “a highlight of the trip” and “exactly what the tourists want”. In Lapland the 

“romantic wilderness” was noted several times as well as the peace and quiet of the nature there. 

Authenticity and nature were the most important factors in Lapland. Also, reindeer and husky or 

samoyed safaris were seen as “fun for children” which too included interacting with the animals: 

“Petting the button-eyed nice friends [samoyed dogs] will stay in the children's memories for a 

long time” (ML 2007 1: 73).

The domestic animals like horses and dogs were described as sympathetic, nice, cute and safe. 

Camels were expected by some writers to be naughty, mean and stubborn but they were proven 
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wrong: “Against many misunderstandings, camels are intelligent and peaceful animals, whose 

muzzle hair can safely be petted and even kissed” (ML 2006 4: 143). Intelligence came up on the 

writings a couple of times. Elephant as species, when met in different circumstances than riding, 

was seen more interesting but when riding, landscape and the activity itself were given attention 

to. More focus was put on the scenery and the activity. “Riding elephants can be done in multiple  

destinations all over the world but to be able to swim with them: that's rare” (ML 2009 1-2: 116).

Huskies, samoyed and reindeer were mostly met in Lapland and most often in the Finnish parts. 

Often the words “memorable experience” or “exotic experience” were connected to husky or 

reindeer safaris. Authenticity was often brought up too. Here as well the importance was clearly 

on the activity: “The speed of the dog-slay is quite something on the hard trail. Sometimes one is 

even traveling through deep snow and the tourist gets an authentic experience on Lapland and its  

scenery” (ML 2009 3: 42).

Negative depictions related to riding, that came up on the magazines, were about animals (mostly 

horses) being in a bad condition or inauthentic settings: “The travelers inspired by culture and 

history can get a shock when camel renters and vendors try to make the tourist ride their camels 

or to buy original artefacts from the days of the Pharaohs” (ML 1998 1: 32). Also, not all were 

able to attend the camel riding experiences for example because of being too scared. In another 

article the swaying of the camel was too nauseating for the writer (2007 3: 89).

In riding, the animal itself did not seem to be the focal thing evoking experiences but indeed 

some descriptive words were written about all the animals that were used for riding. As expected 

by Woods' study (2000: 30), the familiar, domestic animals (horse and dogs) were described as 

sympathetic, nice, cute and safe. Sometimes deeper bonding and interaction with the animal was 

had, especially with camels and horses. The duration factor also applies in riding: first the activity 

creates the experience but the moment passes and saturation of the experience happens. One 

could say that as a new activity, riding evokes experiences but when the skill has been acquired 

or the first suspense is gone, the need to experience moves on to something new: the 

surroundings or the extra activities.

The experiences in the case of riding fall for the skill enhancing category. The experiences are 

something to learn about skill-wise but also some escapist elements are found because of the 
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strong level of tourist participation and immersing into the experience: watching the views and 

absorbing the surroundings while actively doing and learning. Tourist also uses multiple senses 

while riding in nature and the aesthetics of the surroundings were often mentioned.

5.3.2 Watching

Watching animals was by far the biggest group of all the animal encounters. It is also the most 

versatile and it divides into many surroundings and captivity levels. Firstly, I divide watching by 

settings: captivity or semi-captive and wild. Secondly, inside the wild-settings category there are 

some emphasis on specific location or species: safari trips on land, marine safaris, watching 

wildlife underwater and birdwatching plus other type of wildlife watching (turtles, watching 

specific animals etc.). Of course these categories are somewhat overlapping but the classifying 

orders the data making it easier to go through the results. Also touching and feeding are included 

in this category because in hardly any of the articles did they exist only by themselves: they were 

always included in watching or shows and hence mentioned in these categories.

Zoos

Zoos still tend to evoke emotions though not always only positive ones. Negative descriptions 

were mostly related to the bad living conditions of animals: small cages or sick, passive or 

otherwise unwell animals. “In my opinion, the park was badly managed, the cages were dirty, we 

could see the ribs of the animals and even a carcass of a lizard had been left in a terrarium to 

rot, so I did not like the park” (ML 2005 7: 90). Inauthentic settings were mentioned just once 

and the word was used for describing a butterfly park and a crocodile park in Thailand (ML 1999 

5: 58). Positive things about the living conditions were often connected to the amount of space 

the animals had or the beauty and atmosphere of the area: “Kolmården is like a piece of Africa” 

(ML 1999 1: 45).

Related to the settings, the possibility to get close to the animals was mentioned quite many 

times. Especially Kolmården in Sweden was admired because of the unique safari type of 

settings: one sees the animals inside the cages in a car or on a safari bus. Safety regarding to 

closeness was also pointed out many times, for example with ostriches: “Because of the 

dangerous kicking powers, the birds are left to bustle around in their own high pen” (ML 1996 3: 

32). Also, one writer mentioned that to see sharks so close was great – but gladly the encounter 

happened through a glass tube (ML 1998 4: 28). Many remarks like these were written. 
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Other highlighted factors related to the well-being of animals were conservation and educational 

status of the zoos but this was only referred to in the case of the Nordic countries. Stories about 

Swedish and Finnish zoos mentioned the purpose for protection while others did not. For 

example a highlighted part of one text was:“Kolmården wants to protect endangered species” 

(ML 1999 1: 46). Surprisingly though, education or leaning did not come up in the travel 

accounts. Only once it was mentioned, in a crocodile park in Australia, that the visitors learned 

about crocodiles (ML 2001 6: 74). The zoos were considered as places for fun. Entertainment part 

was highlighted mostly in Asian zoos where animal shows are still popular (though also in 

southern Europe). Two zoos in United States were classified under “Fun parks” listing. I will 

discuss the shows more later but in relation to zoos they did not evoke many descriptions, mostly 

they were just mentioned in listing of the qualities of the zoos visited. 

Touching and feeding were referred to more times in captive-settings than in wild which is not 

surprising because of the offered possibilities for this in many zoos. Swimming with dolphins for 

example was popular in captive settings. Multiple stories told that it was a memorable 

experience. “The dolphin park of Narajo Bay is a must experience for both children and adults. 

In the sea pools of the dolphins it's possible to take a swim with, pet and kiss and talk to these 

sympathetic animals. Trainer Maria Feria ensures that everything goes safely” (ML 2008 11: 15). 

Butterfly park with the butterflies landing on the writer evoked emotions as well as touching 

tarsiers in the Philippines (ML 2002 2: 36; ML 2003 2: 90). In Thailand elephants were often fed 

and touched. One of the reader's stories was about an elephant farm nearby the hotel where the 

writer and her child would go everyday to feed the elephants. It was considered to be one of the 

best things on the trip (ML 1999 3: 68). Also swimming with an elephant in another story was 

such an exhilarating experience that it was worth it even if it meant getting one's clothes dirty and 

wet (ML 2009 1-2: 116). Taking a photograph with an animal was mentioned more than once but 

it was hardly significant compared to the other animal encounters. “In the zoo it is possible to 

hold a koala or pet and feed kangaroos. A photo is taken of you and you can get it for a little fee. 

Especially Asian tourists are excited about this” (ML 2004 7: 75).

The accounts of animals and their attributes were numerous. Strange or exotic as a depiction was 

used commonly and rare or endangered was mentioned oftentimes as well when describing the 

animals in the zoos. Often it was even mentioned how many rare or endangered animals the zoo 
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has: “Of course the big beasts of the north are represented but what makes the place interesting is  

that no less than 38 of the species are also listed as endangered!” (ML 1999 1: 45). It was also 

very common to mention how many individual animals and how many species in total the zoo 

has. I counted that numbers of individual animals and numbers of different species were 

mentioned in approximately every third story of captive-settings.

Scary or dangerous animals got a lot of attention too in the writings: “Alongside the sharks, the 

most interesting animals are the so-called poisonous fish like the moray eel and electric ray 

which electricity level can go all the way up to 220 volts” (ML 2000 2: 68). Cute and cuddly 

types of notifications and babies were not mentioned as many times as I would have expected. 

Mentions of sympathetic animals were somewhat common but they referred to many different 

species. Admiration was quite seldom and if noted, then mostly to big animals, like wolves, big 

cats etc. Colorfulness was pointed out with birds but not in many occasions.

Zoos are still places of entertainment and not education, even if the idea of protection is 

promoted. This has also been confirmed by earlier studies: even if people consider education and 

learning about the animals important, not to mention the conservation ideas, still the main focus 

is to have a fun day out with one's family. No educational experiences were really had except for 

one account and the encounters were not engaging enough to be escapist. Experiences were 

mostly related to entertainment and aesthetics and they were provided by the attributes of the 

species.

Altogether not many memorable experiences were evoked in zoos according to the data. Where 

in riding the activity overcame the importance of the species itself, in zoos it was the other way 

around: the species and their attributes were highlighted and seen as the most worth mentioning. 

Species status or story were the main elements but also the surroundings and their authenticity 

played a big role. The perception of animal well-being was crucial and the bad living conditions 

were decreasing visitor satisfaction. The more exotic the species, the rarer and admirable, the 

more emotions or experiences were had: “In Korkeasaari I had bad luck since all the strangest 

animals and birds were napping during my visit and only the familiar Finnish animals were 

awake” (ML 1999 1: 33). This refers to the element of contrast, the domestic animals are too 

familiar to be able to create a contrast for the tourists. The many mentions of strange and exotic 

animals are related to the feeling of something new, something that creates a contrast. Hardly any 
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deeper interaction was had with the animals in captivity, with the exception of dolphins that 

indeed evoked some strong emotions.

Domestic (farm animals) were not enough to create experiences just by watching them but the 

need for touching and feeding rose. Also, the mentions of suitability for children were noticeable. 

Familiar everyday animals are not interesting enough for only to be observed, at least not for 

adults, either interaction like touching, feeding or close connection in other way is needed or then 

the suitability is only for children. Exotic farm animals like ostriches, however, were considered 

interesting but still it was said that unfortunately one cannot feed or touch them, for this other 

animals were offered (ML 1996 3: 32).

Safaris on land

Articles about safaris were often long and descriptive. Safaris mostly took place in the national 

parks in Sub-Saharan Africa, both on the east and west coast and the south (Botswana, South 

Africa, Kenya, the Gambia, Ghana, Tanzania, Kongo). One national park, Chitwan, in Nepal was 

mentioned four times. Some safaris took place in other parts of Asia (Thailand, Malaysia, India, 

Mongolia) and some in South and Central America and in the Caribbean (Peru, Bolivia, Brazil, 

Costa Rica, Chile, Barbados, Panama), two in Australia and one in Antarctica. Also Finland, 

Canada and Alaska had their share of safaris.

Much more description was written of the safaris than zoos for example. Animals were the main 

attraction for safaris and usually a safari trip took longer than just one day. Animals were watched 

from cars, by trekking or riding an elephant – even from hot air balloons, but mostly cars. 

Photographing was an activity closely tied to watching animals on a safari. “In Serengeti the 

theme is to hunt leopards – not with guns, but with cameras” (ML 2003 5: 89). The scenery was 

not so much described as it was with riding and clearly of the wildlife the animals play the 

biggest and most important role at least in the savannahs. There are some exceptions like the lush 

jungles or Antarctica where landscape was often commented on. 

Settings do matter though: oftentimes the proximity to the animal was mentioned: “I try to get a 

picture of the penguin but my camera does not focus – the chinstrap penguin is too close” (ML 

2008 10: 64). Getting so close to wild – even dangerous animals –  felt unrealistic by the writers. 

Being close was also in this case related to the safety. “Everything went well, the creature 
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[elephant] went away, but my stomach was mixed of the excitement” (ML 1997 4: 54). The 

dangers of the wild animals were pointed out multiple times, with lions, elephant, rhinos etc. 

To get to experience a safari was described in the magazines to be “a once in a life time 

experience” or “a life long dream”. Multiple times the safari was referred to as “a dream come 

true” or a memorable, unforgettable experience. To see a certain species for the first time in the 

wild was as well often noted. Safaris mostly took place in protected national parks and more 

often than not the species to be encountered were protected too. This was referred to in many 

articles. “The park [Chitwan national park] was established for the protection of unique flora 

and fauna of Terain and for saving the one-horned rhino” (ML 1999 2: 12). Yet, education and 

leaning were seldom mentioned, even the guides where hardly talked about. The background 

information in the stories of the areas and their animals was plenty though.

Since animals were the focal attraction, species played a big role in the stories like they did in 

watching animals in captive-settings. Admiration was one of the elements I noticed early on: 

writers admired the wild animals and usually the large and dangerous ones: lions, elephants, 

rhinos etc.”It is not a surprise that lion is often regarded as the king of the animals, such an 

impressive sight it was” (ML 2004 6: 80). 

Attributes “rare” and “endangered” were mentioned quite many times but not as often as in 

captive-settings. There was another species status though that had possibly replaced partly the 

rare and endangered status: the big five. The writers often wrote about how lucky they were to 

see the big five or a tiger or other rare species. “I was lucky to see four out of the big five already 

on the first day --- even the guides thought it was a rare achievement” (ML 2006 6: 80). Cuteness 

or cuddliness was hardly mentioned except when it came to baby animals. Babies were seen in 

safaris every now and then but the amount of mentions was not significant. The amount of 

animals and how many different species there were to be seen in a destination was often told to 

the reader. Detailed descriptions and long lists of species were mentioned.

Disappointment was mostly mentioned implicitly: when a specific species was not seen. 

Sometimes even explicitly: “We leave Chitwan disappointed: no tiger, no leopard. At least the 

elephants were there, our safest rides” (ML 2004 3: 45). Other negative experiences were not 

mentioned. “We were convinced that no one leaves Ngorongoro disappointed. I had my doubts 
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until we drove near, almost to touching proximity of zebras, antelopes, buffaloes, elephants, 

jackals and baboons” (ML 2000 1: 116).

Experiences had in the safaris varied from aesthetic to escapist and educational. The elements 

evoking the emotions and experiences were definitely closely related to the attributes of the 

species and the story or the species status behind the animals. Close proximity and the thrill and 

intensity provided by it, and the successful feelings one gets from seeing specific animals, 

contributed to the experience too. 

Watching is not considered traditionally as “active” doing but the case of safaris is different. The 

experience is very engaging, immersing and considered participatory: tourist actively takes part 

in the safari, “hunting” the animals with his/her gaze (and/or camera). Because of the tourists 

involvement in the animal-based tourism in these kinds of attractions, the experience can be 

stronger: the main purpose is to see animals, the focal attraction of the trip is this, and so seeing 

them fulfills the expectations and experiences are had. The probability to see them is often high 

on the arranged safari trips. 

Organized trips also have many possibilities to enhance the elements evoking experiences: they 

can provide education and learning by guiding, they can evoke the experience by stories of the 

animals: enhancing the species status. I do think the experiences were somewhat educational 

even if it was not explicitly mentioned: the vast background information of the animals and the 

nature implies that even if the learning did not happen on site then at least it happened afterwards. 

The settings of the encounters are natural since safaris happen in national parks or other natural 

and protected areas. In the relevant studies it was found that natural settings are something 

tourists consider important. Animals in these encounters are wild and to get close to them is 

considered a unique experience as well as thrilling. It probably even contributes to the feeling of 

success or overcoming fears.

Marine safaris

So many articles and detailed stories in wildlife watching were about whale, dolphin and other 

cetacean watching, that I decided to consider them as class of their own. In this class I also 

included seal safaris though these did not include any depiction, just a mention. 17 articles were 

counted as primary valued data while only ten were secondary. It seems that these encounters 
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made the writers describe the encounter more than with other encounters. These kinds of safaris 

are of course also focused very much on the animals, they are the main attraction. The difference 

with the safaris mentioned above is that there are possibly only a couple of species to be seen. 

Reynolds and Braithwaite called this kind of animal-based tourism specialist animal watching.

“Swimming with the dolphin is undeniably a marvellous experience, it swims really close and 

doesn't seem to mind the noises of the boats. One shouldn't touch it though because then it can 

swim further away” (ML 2001 4: 21). As in the captive-settings was seen, swimming with 

dolphins is very popular and emotion evoking, and so it also is in the semi-captive and wild 

settings. Even simply seeing dolphins from a close proximity and interacting with them is an 

element causing strong emotions and experiences. “Wild and free dolphins keep company for the 

snorkelers and, if one is lucky, they present themselves, play and sing in a touching proximity. 

Touching them is forbidden though. It is said that these rascals are drawn to the bellies of 

pregnant women and they like to kiss the bellies” (ML 2009 11: 13). 

Learning was usually included in the trip as well as a guarantee: if you do not see whales or 

dolphins that day, you can try your luck again the next day. Also, a lot of background information 

was usually written about the different species of whales and dolphins and their habits. The 

protection of the species was mentioned quite many times as well. “A rare sweet-water dolphin 

lives in the waters of the park. The Tharus of Nepal consider the Ganges dolphin as holy but in 

India it is being fished close to extinction” (ML 1999 2: 15). In one article also the interest to hunt 

whales was expressed which was quite a contrast to the other articles.

“But an experience above all is the whale safari” (ML 2008 6-7: 135). Six out of 17 articles 

mention that seeing whales or dolphins was a memorable experience. This is a relatively big 

number. The species, whales and dolphins, were considered as sympathetic, exotic and playful. 

The gracefulness and beauty of dolphins was admired in many articles. “Soon a couple of 

dolphins fly around me effortlessly. I can hear their whistles and I admire their gracefulness. I 

can see an expressionless smile on their faces and their eyes gleam with wonder and intelligence” 

(ML 2002 3: 42). Especially dolphins were considered as playful and fun to watch. Intelligence 

was an attribute given to both whales and dolphins. Also both species are described as creatures 

that we do not know so well yet, animals we do not have so much information on. “The sperm 

whale is one of the most mystical creatures of the sea” (ML 2003 1: 92). Very strong emotions 
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were had according to the writers: “The dolphins playing next to the boat bring tears to my eyes 

and this experience is never forgotten” (ML 2010 1-2: 32). Even though the species were not 

many in this classification, a lot of attributes and emotional qualities were attached to the animals 

while the surroundings were not given so much space in descriptions. 

As I mentioned in regards to safaris on land, watching can be very engaging and participatory and 

the same applies for marine safaris. Experiences have elements of all the levels: aesthetic, 

educational, entertaining and escapist. Education and learning were mentioned with these trips 

but also the wide background information that was given about the species and their living habits 

implicates that the writer has either learned the information on the trip or has found out all the 

information later on. Animal attributes contribute most for experiences like aesthetic and 

entertaining, but even a more meaningful role is played by the intense interaction with species 

that are considered intelligent and mystical. Bulbeck (2005) wrote in her book a lot about the 

need to interact with animals and especially with dolphins because of their perceived intelligence 

and the feedback we get from them: we want to see the animals but we also want attention from 

the animals and to feel that they accept us and understand us. We define ourselves through them. 

People think highly of the depth of the interaction with these creatures and to have this 

interaction makes the experience so diverse that it can fall into all of the levels presented. It is 

something to learn from, aesthetic as well as entertaining and also escapist because of the contrast 

and the uniqueness of it. Dolphins were the third most mentioned species in the magazines and 

whales the seventh. It is clear that these encounters are longed for and for a reason.

Underwater watching

Snorkeling and diving were highly popular activities in the travel magazines. The destinations 

included many mentions of the Red Sea and the Great Barrier Reef in Australia. Also Thailand 

and Malaysia were mentioned quite many times. Other destinations, that were mentioned only 

once, were all located in the warm waters except for one article that talked about diving in 

Alaska. I only counted the articles that mentioned fish or other animals because sometimes even a 

long article about diving would not mention animals: just the activity and learning the activity. 

But like in riding, once the person doing the activity gets the hold of it, he/she can focus on the 

surroundings. Quite many times snorkeling and diving were mentioned only in a list of activities 

available in a destination but also many detailed descriptions were written.  
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Diving and snorkeling are activities where the diver participates actively but also focuses on the 

surroundings and the wildlife. Animals are focal also for this kind of animal-based tourism. 

Settings were clearly very important and the underwater world was often admired “We dove 

under the surface and the view of colorful vegetation and corals opened in front of our eyes. The 

underwater world was full of colorful fish and plants. One could have spent hours watching the 

diversity and wonders of nature” (ML 2002 6: 27). Often the duration of the encounter was 

mentioned and loosing the sense of time underwater happened to many writers.

Almost all the recounts of the underwater animal watching included the depiction “colorful fish”. 

Colorfulness and beauty were definitely the most important elements when describing the 

experience “The clear water and the colorful strange fish are an experience beyond 

compare”(ML 2001 4: 21). The number of species was also often mentioned and how the corals 

look. Some experiences were considered educational but this was seldom the case. Notes on 

protection and conservation were mentioned in some cases, usually concerning the well-being of 

the sea and its creatures “Then again, the years have left their mark on the corals of the Red sea. 

Something good is happening though: the government of Egypt has realized the fact that the sea 

and the beaches are the absolute attraction of the Red sea and they must be protected with 

different laws concerning the sea, corals and nature” (ML 1998 1: 33). 

Exotic, unique and fantastic were often used adjectives when describing the surroundings or the 

fish. But fish were not the only animals mentioned. Specific species of fish were seldom 

mentioned but sea turtles, sharks and rays were important alongside them. Turtles seemed also to 

evoke strong emotions regarding their “cuteness” and “rareness”. One writer for example 

described a euphoric feeling after seeing a turtle for the first time in his life (ML 2011 10: 70). 

Sharks were mentioned couple of times and once or twice the safety/danger factor was included. 

“Between two big coral reefs is a three meter long shark, hiding behind the rocks. We got a bit 

scared of it” (ML 2004 6: 29). Also manta rays and other rays (also large animals of the sea) were 

something that caused admiration because of their size and gracefulness. Other animals that were 

mentioned on snorkeling or diving trips, but only once or a couple of times, included: seals, 

dolphins, moray eels and clams. Getting to a close proximity of an animal was a cause for 

exhilaration in underwater watching too. A big, highlighted text in an article said “I got so close 

to a turtle!” (ML 2005 6: 80).  
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The experiences were above all escapist: a whole new world was opened by going under the 

surface. “One can at the same time admire the most peculiar fish, in the waters of Phuket one 

feels like diving in a big aquarium” (ML 2000 1: 15). Aesthetics were an important factor in both 

the animals and the settings too. Species of fish did not mean so much but larger animals like 

sharks, rays and turtles did play an important role. The intensity and thrill to see large animals, 

even scary and dangerous ones, provided the diver with experiences. Multiple senses were used 

in diving and snorkeling, for example the warmth of the water was often mentioned. 

 

Active participation and immersing into the activity also had their contribution to make to the 

experience. Duration, like in riding, did not seem to be a factor in the experience saturation: as a 

matter of fact tourists seemed to be so immersed in the experience that they lost their sense of 

time. The experiences were closest to the escapist experiences where one looses the sense of his 

or her own world but also aesthetic experiences were had.

Birdwatching and other watching encounters

Birdwatching is quite a popular “sport” and would also be classified as specialist type of animal-

based tourism. It was often mentioned in the magazines but mostly in listings of destination 

activity possibilities like snorkeling or fishing. Watching turtles hatching in nature and in semi-

captive settings was written a good deal about. Penguins alongside turtles were good at evoking 

experiences because of their “cuteness”. Both, watching penguins and turtles, would fall either 

into the habitat specific tours category or specialist watching category by Reynold & Braithwaite. 

Monkeys and other animals played a role here as well but these encounters were somewhat hard 

to categorize because of the unclarity of the encounter: whether it was intended or unintentional. 

Of the categories by Reynold & Braithwaite these encounters would be classified as nature-based 

tours. This category is mixed because of the many different types of encounters but the mentions 

in each category were too scarce to separate them.

More than in the case of safaris, the nature and the settings were described. Also, other senses 

than visual were written about: “In the mornings we wake up with the screaming of parrots and 

the racket of howler monkeys” (ML 2004 1: 84).  The articles in this category were more general 

and talked more about nature tourism: animals came with it. Headlines were for example 

following: “The wonders of nature: New Zealand” (ML 2003 1: 65). Educational and learning 

elements were scarce in this class as well but protection was noted multiple times – more than in 
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any other class – as well as the well-being of animals. “Our programme is totally safe for the 

birds”, was mentioned in an article about seeing owls in the wild (ML 1997 3: 15). The articles 

were often discussing ecotourism and its contribution to the conservation efforts of the areas and 

wildlife.

Conservation issues were especially important when it came to turtles: “One cannot take a 

flashlight nor film the turtles with flash because the hatching of the rare leatherback sea turtle 

isn't to be disturbed”  (ML 2004 1: 86). In the articles about turtles protection aspect was often 

mentioned and even adopting turtles for protection was talked about. “Also tourists get to save 

the endangered sea turtles in Crete's newest holiday village”, said the headline of one article (ML 

2005 4: 20). Their living habits and rareness is mentioned in most of the recounts and ecotourism 

is also tied to this. 

Feeding was longed for but some learning had been achieved: “I felt like feeding the opossum but  

gladly I remembered the grave warnings about feeding animals. Apparently they easily become 

dependent on humans and can't make it in the wild anymore” (ML 2004 7: 75). Feeding was 

mostly done by the locals to attract the animals for the tourists to see. There were only a couple 

of mentions of the writer feeding wildlife. Texts also included mentions of for example penguin 

encounters where tourists were being watched over so that they would not touch the animals. 

In riding, the saturation happened when the activity did not feel new and exciting anymore. The 

saturation of an experience can also happen not by time but the amount of times an animal is 

seen: “The bird [swan] was like from a Finnish movie with its clean white feathers and thin neck.  

The fairytale like atmosphere did vanish little by little when the swans were so many – more than 

seagulls” (ML 1999 3: 30).

The description of a saved sea turtle called Toby and its release back into the wild stirred up some 

emotions: “Many people shed a tear when it took a deep breath and left to the open sea with 

great applause” (ML 2005 4: 22). Seeing turtles while diving caused strong emotions but also to 

see rare turtles laying their eggs was something many wanted to see. “The laying of the eggs and 

covering them is a fantastic show of nature. It is a rare occasion to get to observe it. --- The 

audience followed the show quietly and respectfully. --- One turtle fan happily told me about her 

dream coming true. She had been waiting for seven years for an opportunity to see this and now 
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she finally saw it” (ML 2003 4: 17). 

“One can find many creatures in Australia that some consider “icky” but most of the people like 

koalas and kangaroos”. “Disgusting but very common creatures were the toads” (ML 2006 7: 91)

In the texts about Australia especially, the dangerous and scary and even “icky” animals were 

oftentimes mentioned. The interest in the scary animals was expressed openly: “The snake 

church is a unique attraction of the island and of whole Greece, that rather pulls visitors than 

scares them away” (ML 1998 2: 38). Species played a big role in this category. “To Oamaru we 

came exactly for these adorable little creatures”, it was written about the case of seeing penguins 

(ML 2007 5: 70). Penguins were often described as funny and strange but also sympathetic like 

koalas and wombats. Birds and butterflies were often described by their beautiful colors or other 

aesthetic qualities: “The different Morpho butterflies whose wings twinkle clear blue in the 

sunlight are unbelievably beautiful” (ML 2004 1: 84).

The rareness and being endangered was noted not just with turtles but also especially with 

animals in Australia. “Many of the Australian animals are species that are not met anywhere else 

in the world” (ML 2007 10: 66). The mentions of many individual animals and multiple species 

were often tied to birdwatching. “Malaysia and especially Pahang is the dream destination of 

birdwatchers. In the small village of Fraser's Hill, approximately 100 km north from Kuala 

Lumpur, live 250 species of birds” (ML 2009 1-2: 110).

Negative experiences were scarce but for example one article about turtle protection questioned 

the authenticity of the conservation and the way it was presented for tourists. “The 

conservationists were sneaking behind the slowly moving animal, but is it really necessary for 

people to help the animal dig its nest? At times the action seems more like a performance anyway  

while the beach is full of rubbish and waste when you walk a couple of kilometers from the site” 

(ML 2010 1-2: 19). The usefulness and the authenticity of the action is questioned and the 

settings are noted.

Like with snorkeling, only the general word “fish” - and in this case “birds” - was used to 

describe the animals in many cases. I think that it is too specialized, not too many of the readers 

know many species of birds or fish. Birdwatching among whale/dolphin watching was considered 

as specialist type of watching. As aforementioned the market for this, according to studies, is 
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growing but for the magazines it could be too detailed. 

What is relevant for birdwatching is the feeling of success. It is the main element to cause 

experiences: to “hunt” for rare or yet unseen species and then succeeding in that. Species have a 

big meaning of course but probably not because of the other attributes than rareness or being 

endangered. Other attributes were hardly mentioned. Turtle and penguin watching were kind of 

habitat specific tours where the species themselves play the biggest role. As mentioned before, 

the categories are a bit overlapping. With both species, the attributes of the animals were crucial 

elements for causing an experience. The status of turtles being rare or endangered and enhancing 

the importance of the animal encounter by focusing on the protection and conservation played a 

huge role. Tourists felt that the encounter was even more special because of this. This is a kind of 

a story, one of the important elements in producing experiences. The conservation issues and the 

tourists' contribution to the conservation probably makes the tourists feel good about themselves. 

In this, both learning and acting for something good can cause strong experiences, maybe even 

life altering ones: one can change one's lifestyle to a more sustainable direction or one can start 

promoting or supporting conservation. Educational experiences, though not specifically focused 

on in the texts, must have happened because of the vast amount of information written about the 

importance of conservation and the living habits of the animals. 

Penguins were mostly seen as cute and cuddly and the depictions of them are shorter than the 

depictions of the turtles (that usually filled the whole article or at least a chapter). Still, they 

attract a lot of attention from tourists and as quoted earlier, even the course of the trip can be 

planned just for seeing them. In the case of penguins there must be something more to it than the 

cuteness of the species. Penguins are something quite exotic because they do not even exist in the 

Finnish zoos. Maybe the contrast these animals bring has its contribution. The descriptions of 

penguin encounters happened to describe the specialness of the event where a rookery of 

penguins comes back to land after a day of searching for food from the sea. The movement of the 

penguins was closely described: the waddling way the penguins walk. It could be that there is 

something else in this event that makes it even more special (since it was every time called as a 

memorable experience) but it is not described in the texts – or it could be just be the sight of the 

many, cute waddling penguins. 

Other type of watching here would fall into the category of nature-based tours where the focus is 

in part on wildlife but animals are not the focal attraction. This also explains the bigger focus on 
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settings and their conservation. Animals in this case are a nice addition to the experience and can 

even be an element to provide experiences but they are not the main deal – like in safaris.

In conclusion, watching animals as an encounter was strong in evoking experiences though more 

emphasis was definitely put on watching animals in natural settings than in captivity. The 

numbers of mentions of captive and wild-settings did not differ a lot but the descriptions were 

clearly on the wild-settings' side. Animals and the species played a specifically big role in this 

category and many descriptions were of the animals themselves. In nature-based tours, 

underwater world and in captive destinations settings were noticed more often than in safaris. 

Rare and endangered species were often mentioned in captive-settings but also in wild-settings, 

though in safaris also other statuses were given to animals: they were admired, aesthetics played 

a big role and rare or endangered status was partly replaced by the big five. Interaction and close 

proximity was mentioned in both captive and wild settings and they were seen as important 

elements. Feeding and touching were not mentioned that often, mostly in captivity. Safety aspect 

was mostly mentioned in safaris on land alongside the close proximity or underwater when 

talking about sharks. 

5.3.3 Shows

The fourth most popular animal encounter type, shows, has some variations as well. Bullfighting 

and cockfighting were mentioned altogether 11 times. Other types of shows included animal 

performances where animals did tricks or performed with people. Shows were located in various 

destinations though always in captive-settings. Dolphin shows were still popular even if seeing 

dolphins in the wild was also common. Not many adjectives were used with the shows in general. 

They seemed not to evoke strong emotions unless they were seen as cruel to the animals. The 

depictions were often like the following: “In the park I saw many things: boxing monkeys, 

cycling parrots, dolphin shows, wild animals and many other things” (ML 1998 5: 44).

Bullfighting was the most written about show type and also very contradictory. Almost all of the 

stories mentioned the dualism of bullfighting: “Usually you either love it hate it; rarely one meets  

a person who has a neutral opinion on bullfighting” (ML 2004 4: 18). It was often described as 

brutal, cruel or bloody but also traditional and enjoyable for the Spanish. “This absolutely cruel 

and bizarre sports has always fascinated the Spaniards” (ML 2004 4: 18). Also cockfighting that 

was mentioned three times was seen as quite dualistic but similarly traditional and often as a form 
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of sport: “If one wants to experience different kind of gambling and 'sports' one should go to the 

front row to see trained roosters fighting in Gallera, a cockfighting place” (ML 2004 5: 65). 

Often the surrounding were not mentioned in other ways than describing the excited atmosphere 

in the arena or the venue. The dangers of bullfighting and bull running were noted but other 

safety related issues hardly rose: “The Spanish belittle the dangers of bull running, even though 

already 20 men have died since the 1924” (ML 2005 4: 144). Completely negative responses 

were given to shows where wild animals were being chained, like bears for example or where 

animals did not seem well. “Surely not everyone enjoys the shows of tremulous, scared monkeys 

and the trainer cracking the whip” (ML 2002 2: 37).

Positive experiences in shows of wild animals were scarce, and they were mostly just shortly 

described as funny or entertaining experiences: “In the show arenas they have fun bird and 

penguin shows” (ML 1998 5: 44). Domesticated animals used in shows were responded to in a 

more positive way. Horse shows were quite popular and often not only the skills of the animal 

were admired but also the trainer of the animal or a person performing with one.“Elephant show 

is a true tour de force both from the elephant and the trainer. Young elephants are trained to do 

the most peculiar tricks and to collect money after a successful show” (ML 2003 5: 9). The 

responds to using elephants for shows was overall positive. Elephants are not counted as 

domestic animals, at least in Western society, but the extensive use of them in tourism (in 

captivity) has possibly made them seem more as companions to people than actually wild 

animals. 

I already presented some emotions related to encounters with dolphins since the encounters 

happened in many different settings (captive and wild) but in the shows the same deep interaction 

was present when people got to be part of the show. The tricks performed were considered worth 

seeing and entertaining. 

Species in general played a role, but in different way than in the other classes. The use of 

domesticated animals for even cruel shows was seen as justified because of the traditional status, 

but domesticated animals were also in general more accepted to perform for tourists. Penguins 

(cute animals) and parrots (beautiful, colorful) were also seen in shows but the large wild animals 

like tigers or lions seemed to be missing, only one mention of a bear used for performing in 

Russia was found. I contemplated this and thought about the admiration given to big cats for 
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example when they are seen in the wild. To use these cats for shows would be demeaning to them 

and taking away the admiration. Seeing a bear in chains was considered as a sad event, probably 

seeing big cats would be too. Domestic animals and the cute, beautiful ones are considered okay 

to be used for performing since they are already “tame”. Dolphins are said to be playful by their 

nature and they jump and “perform” in the wild as well. I think this is the reason that makes the 

tourists accept using dolphins for tricks and shows.

The experiences in this class seem to fall quite undeniably to the entertainment experiences, no 

traces of escapist or educational experiences were found but aesthetics possibly played some 

part: in seeing dolphin's graceful performances or cute and pretty birds. The little popularity of 

shows or the little experiences and positive emotions they evoked could possibly be explained by 

the overabundance of entertainment provided these days as mentioned by Pine & Gilmore (2011: 

3-7). What do the animal performances have to offer that one has not already seen on TV? Mostly 

the surroundings did not play a role according to the articles and since there were no participatory 

elements the shows did not fulfill what was needed to evoke experiences. Some horse shows and 

dolphin shows did amaze the writers by the very skilled performances but still the experience 

seemed to be quite shallow.

Bullfighting and cockfighting awoke some emotions and even though contradictory, still 

implicitly positive: it was considered as something one should experience even if it is cruel. 

Surprising was the justifying of the blood sports with it being “traditional”: it was seen as okay 

because it is “authentic” and it has always been done. In my opinion, the contrast in this kind of a 

show is the key to why people want to experience it: it is something we cannot see at home 

because it is illegal (even in some of the places that have these shows) and killing and dying are 

something we do not see everyday. Also, in bullfighting the danger of the show brings the thrills 

for the observer, the intensity here mattered. Multiple senses came into question when one sees 

the show but also heard and felt the excitement of the other observers in the arena. Whether one 

liked it or not, the fighting left one with an experience. 

5.3.4 Fishing and hunting

Fishing and hunting are here presented in the same category even if before I talked about their 

differences. The reason for presenting them together is the lack of mentions of hunting. Fishing 

was the third popular form of animal-based tourism but hunting was seldom mentioned and only 
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once was any description really written of it. Experiences and emotions were related to fishing in 

multiple articles but also fishing was often simplified as one of the available activities in a 

destination. 

Like in riding, the surroundings were very important and often noticed – in good and in bad 

“Älvkarleby's best fishing area is only a couple of kilometers long. Instead, the rivers of Lapland 

are hundreds of kilometers long and there one can fish in peace. Unfortunately Älvkarleby is 

quite crowded when the salmon goes upriver in the summer” (ML 2003 4: 58). Usually the 

peacefulness and beauty of nature was noted and admired with long descriptions. “It's the start of  

an exotic fishing trip to Kuola's untouched fishing places, every fisherman's dream-come-true” 

(ML 2001 2: 71).

Also the closeness to nature and relaxation were elements that were mentioned often. These point 

to escapist experiences: getting away from your everyday world to a new world in nature mixed 

with active participation and immersing deep into the surroundings and the atmosphere. Negative 

experiences included disappointment of lost catches and the crowded fishing areas but these were 

not many and even a lost catch did not make the whole experience negative.

For hunting a guide was recommended but otherwise fishing and hunting did not include any 

educational elements. Also, as was mentioned by Newsome et al. (2005: 86) hunting (and fishing 

in this case) is a skill challenging activity where feedback is instant: you either get a catch or you 

do not. The thrill and excitement as well as the success were often readable from the stories: “The 

calm discussion changes into headless running around when one of the rods bent down and the 

break of the reel sings. --- After the challenging and rewarding fishing trip...”(ML 1999 4: 76). 

The feeling of success is not only related to size of the catch or the amount of fish but also often 

to the long fighting and tiring of the fish. In three articles the unsuccessful fishing day and the 

gloomy atmosphere turned to excitement when there was a sudden catch: “The first rainbow trout  

of the day awakes the interest on the other side of the lake: the belief that there really is fish adds 

to the enthusiasm to continue with the fishing” (ML 2003 4: 53).

The only description of hunting was located in Mauritius and the experience was described as 

“interesting and different for men who have only been hunting in Finland before” (ML 2004 7: 

71). It was mentioned with hunting (and often fishing too) that one needs permits and only 
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specific types of animals are allowed to be killed.

Species play a big role and often all the possible different catch fish were listed in the articles. 

Some species were more preferred than others but not the same rules apply as in the other animal 

encounters – except the size: the larger the animal, the better. Legends of “giant pikes” or record 

big fish like blue marlins are mentioned.  As noted earlier, the experiences in fishing were close 

to escapist and at least they were skill-enhancing if not otherwise educational. The surroundings 

(their authenticity and naturalness) played a major role and the feeling of excitement, success and 

challenge were crucial for a successful fishing experience. 

6. Discussion: producing experiences in animal encounters
In this chapter I try to conclude an overview of animal-based tourism according to this study and 

see the contemporary situation, to sum up the experiences that the presented encounters created 

and the multiple reasons behind these experiences. I also contemplate the reliability of the data. 

The purpose of this study was to find out the elements which are crucial for producing 

experiences and to get information on the kind of experiences there are. These are important 

matters to untangle for enhancing visitor satisfaction as well as animal welfare. 

According to Ooi (2005, cit. Valtanen 2008: 25) it is almost impossible to offer only one product 

that would suit everyone's needs. However, it is still possible to chart the typical elements of the 

products and think about the possibilities of enhancing the experience. How could some of the 

encounters be improved for the sake of visitor satisfaction and animal well-being? Which 

elements are crucial and what needs to be maintained? I give my own thoughts on that and draw 

from the already presented literature.

The difficulties of the data were seen in the attempt to study the trends in animal-based tourism, 

unfortunately the data should have been gathered from even longer time period for this. Since the 

magazine Matkalehti has not been published before 1996, this was not possible. The 

representations of animals in tourism from a longer time period could maybe be studied from 

other sources, other countries' travel magazines for example. This would be a very interesting 

study, to see whether the encounters and the descriptions of the encounters have changed in time.

It also needs to be understood that many of the destinations are chosen for the magazines for the 

sake of them being interesting for Finnish people, they are destinations Finnish people usually 
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travel to, and they are not necessarily chosen for their wildlife qualities or other related reasons. 

This means that the destinations do not represent all the animal-based tourism destinations in the 

world, nor the most popular or best ones. I cannot claim that these are the most popular animal-

based tourism destinations for Finnish people but I can say that these destinations maintain 

animal-based tourism, and in some it is the main attraction, in some an iconic image builder and 

in some an attraction among other attractions.

A very good example of the difficulties of the data is the fact that one of the most important 

wildlife destinations, the Galapagos Islands, was not mentioned once. I mention this example to 

show that one can see the focus points in the results and see the clear importance of some 

destinations, but one has to keep in mind the possible flaws in the results. Another good example 

are the many mentions of bullfighting. Spain, where bullfighting mostly take place, is a very 

popular destination and presented many times in the magazines, so it is clear that bullfighting 

might be mentioned more often because of this. The results need to be proportioned. Yet, I find it 

is interesting that bullfighting is still seen as a very normal and attractive event. The research I 

did on this phenomenon revealed some reasons behind the popularity of it. For studying the 

experiences, the data works very well (though of course not perfectly) but for studying changes in 

tourism and the destinations etc. one has to keep in mind the limitations too. 

Other elements that are probably somewhat distorted are the small numbers of touching and 

feeding. I presume touching and feeding happens more than the numbers show, I think it is 

simply not mentioned in the writings. A couple of articles did not mention touching in the text but 

the pictures revealed that the animals were also handled. The reasons could be numerous: it does 

not suit the text or maybe it is just not considered important. Also, in regards to riding, it could be 

possible that bonding with the animals is not mentioned that often because riding is seen as the 

main activity, not the interaction with the animal. The biggest missing factor is perhaps the 

educational experiences part. I assume that learning happens more than what is written in the 

articles. It is easy for the writer and interesting for the reader to go through the aesthetic 

experiences or even escapist ones, but personal learning can be difficult to put in words. To 

acknowledge the presented factors and the fact that the data is not perfect, to understand that the 

purpose of the study is not to try and build a whole picture but to gather the crucial and most 

important pieces, these things do not affect the meaningfulness of the research. 
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I was pondering the effect of the possible target market of the magazine on choosing the subjects: 

for example if the readership is young women then hunting would not be presented etc. Both 

riding and fishing were mentioned numerous times in the magazines. Fishing is typically seen as 

an interest of men while riding is seen as women's hobby. This would refer to the fact that the 

readership does not play such a substantial role and the results are more reliable. The general 

concept of animal-based tourism was very similar to the one presented in the literature so this 

should also add to the reliability of the data.

In the results I defined the most mentioned encounters, levels of confinement, species and regions 

and drew some general lines what happens and where, with which animals and in what kind of 

settings. The destination region and its qualities provided the possible environments, attractions 

and settings for the desired animal encounters. Region's pull factors are of course different for 

different visitors with different home regions (and hence with different push factor backgrounds) 

but clear regional similarities in the data were found and they matched very well the presented 

backgrounds drawn from literature. African savannahs lured the ones interested in seeing plenty 

of species and animals, the Red Sea and the shores of Thailand and Malaysia attracted divers and 

the Azores provided the tourists with their rich marine life. Specific countries were mentioned 

many times because of a certain type of animal-based tourism and indeed some countries could 

be placed on the highest hierarchical level in wildlife tourism (e.g. Kenya, Tanzania) and some 

countries like Thailand, Egypt and Australia had vast and various animal-based tourism 

attractions even if these were not the main pull factors, other pull factors and attractions must 

have played a role too though this is something that was not included in the study. 

Even if the emphasis on the animal encounter, pull factors and reasons for traveling differed, and 

many things could affect them, the encounters with animals were had and they were deliberately 

sought after is what is common in all the cases. Finland differed from the international 

destinations as an animal-based tourism destination: riding and fishing had a far greater role in 

Finland than in other countries. Also, wildlife watching happened more often in captivity than in 

nature, unlike abroad. The popularity of watching animals in captive-settings was to me 

surprisingly high and watching animals in the wild on the other hand quite low. Not all zoos can 

be replaced with watching the animals in wild-settings like in the UK's case with dolphins. There 

they had an alternative ready, wild dolphins in nearby proximity and more easily available for 

watching. With many other species this is not possible. The popularity of fishing and riding is not 
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such a surprise since the vast amount of rivers, lakes and seashore and the wide countryside 

provide the environments for these activities. 

Encounters were various and despite the many specific encounter types, all the categories were 

found. Watching, as the most diverse type in regards to the levels of confinement, species, 

destinations and settings, was by far the most popular (the exception being Finland where fishing 

and riding came very close). Watching had the possibilities to evoke multiple experiences 

because of the numerous elements attached to it. Depending on the observer and his/her level of 

interest in the encounter, just seeing a specific animal could provide experiences. Generally, a bit 

more was needed though. Most of the elements played roles in creating experiences in watching 

animals. Contrast, story, feelings of success, uniqueness, authenticity and intensity seemed to be 

crucial elements though this was dependent on the settings and the encounter.

Contrast, story and feeling of success were all tightly connected to the species, while intensity 

and authenticity were more to do with the settings. Uniqueness was seen in both settings and 

species. Contrast was provided by the exoticism and strangeness, or even scariness and 

dangerousness of the animals while the story behind animals was the purpose for seeing them. 

The usual and most popular story was the status of being rare or endangered. Story and species 

status in this case are the same element. Being rare or endangered also refers to the contrast: these 

kind of animals are a contrast to our everyday lives because one seldom gets to see them. 

Contrast can also be provided by the settings, the thrill or anything that is clearly emotion 

evoking and differing from the everyday life. Feelings of success happened when spotting a 

certain species or daring to ride on the back of an animal. Uniqueness and authenticity were quite 

strongly related to the atmosphere the settings provided, though also certain species could also 

bring uniqueness to the table. Interaction with animals brought up many things even if it was an 

element itself; interaction could be unique, authentic and a contrast. All of these work in such 

limited ways, that clearly defining which element is related to what is quite artificial because the 

settings, species and encounter all work together in one experience.

Story seemed to be especially important in captive-settings which cannot provide the authenticity, 

feelings of success, or uniqueness of seeing animals in their own environment. Animals are 

provided to be seen by captive-settings, it is not a unique case and almost anyone has the chance 

and possibility to do this. Therefore, captive-settings have to offer something else, they have to 
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compensate these missing elements to create visitor satisfaction. Many negative ideas are 

attached to the captive-settings and the moral judgment of keeping animals in cages brings an 

extra challenge. Justifying this by conservation was noted in the literature, but in this research 

conservation was not mentioned many times with captive-settings, only in Nordic countries. 

Learning aspect was not very highlighted either.

Providing contrast or intensity in a place which is available to everyone and where encounters are 

strictly and tangibly controlled is not easy. The positive part of the cages is that they provide the 

possibility to get close, to see animals without effort and with no fear because safety is provided. 

The way of bringing multiple senses, unique and new ways of seeing and presenting animals 

could help captive-settings with the visitor satisfaction. For its unique and safari type of settings 

Kolmården in Sweden was admired often. It is a good example of an innovative zoo setting. Also, 

increasing the important messages, learning and conservation, could be a way of enhancing the 

experience part of zoos. However, as places of recreation and fun, the lightness and easiness 

needs to be kept in the air of zoos too. Easy availability attracts people whom are not so engaged 

in the encounters, and so education can be something that does not contribute to their experience.

The numbers of animals, species and even the endangered species were often mentioned in the 

articles about zoos. This was as if to advertise the possibilities of the zoo: animals are the main 

attraction there and these numbers let people know what to expect. Certain species, especially the 

charismatic mega-fauna and rare and endangered ones (the ones with a story) attract visitors. But 

could it be possible to enhance the attractiveness of other species too? Even domesticated ones? 

Domesticated animals were not primary objects of gaze because of the lack of contrast. Instead, 

they were good for children, touching and feeding or shows and riding. Thrill, intensity and 

stories are impossible to come up with without any reality base, but with right branding anything 

is possible. Telling about the long history that farm animals have with people, and the origins of 

this history, could make them more interesting. Finding interesting facts and appealing sides from 

other animals than the charismatic mega-fauna should be possible: innovative interpretation and 

interactive settings could be the way lift up the appeal of the other animals too. This is important 

for providing more to the visitors as well as for practical managing of the spaces and their use in 

zoos, the visitor management.
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Using multiple senses in exhibits, touching and other interaction are difficult matters because of 

the welfare of the animals, which again is crucial for successful animal encounters and of course 

ethically required. With interaction and especially with shows and touching, the problem also lies 

with the possibility of audience receiving a wrong impression and unnatural ideas of the animals. 

The respect and naturalness of the encounters need to be considered. Traditional shows with 

animals performing did not evoke many experiences unless domesticated animals and skilled 

performances were shown. The naturalness of the surroundings and the natural behavior of the 

animals was missing, and apparently this was not considered amusing, especially with large, (in 

the wild) admiration evoking animals or animals with similarities to humans (e.g. monkeys, 

apes). When animals are seen live, even if in cages, they are preferred to be seen acting naturally, 

as was also noted in many studies. This brings us back to contrast but also to the interaction 

element where social factors cause experiences. I think that the wish to see animals act naturally 

is because one does not want to demean them or make them suffer, people have social 

responsibility over them. Also, these shows do not amuse people because they consider them 

rather wrong. This depends on the tourists, some people still enjoy the shows and experience 

entertainment and amusement. Bullfighting and cockfighting in the magazines were good 

examples of this. Even if causing contradictory feelings, they were still considered as amusing 

and justified events, and surely they did cause experiences. Contrast again was the key. They also 

stirred up some contemplating whether the bloodsports are right or wrong. Unlike the other 

animal encounters, they did make the tourists think about the ethical issues. 

In my opinion, imaginative, unique and innovative settings that work both for the benefit of 

animals and visitors are needed for the zoo industry as well as controlled interaction, natural 

behavior supporting performances, interactive interpretation and good stories. Educational and 

conservation factors should be promoted but in a way that those not so engaged in the experience 

could also benefit from it. 

Rare and endangered animals were interesting in captive-settings like they were in the wild, they 

often contributed to the discussion of protection and conservation. Story factor was of importance 

in watching animals in the wild as well, especially with the specialist animal watching where the 

whole success is dependent on seeing specific animals: watching dolphins, whales and birds for 

example. In land safaris animals played a big role as well, however, the species were so diverse 

that the whole focus was not only put on one animal. One factor is connecting all the groups: the 
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level of participation and interest. Seeing animals is the main focus (other type of animal 

watching was nature-based touring where nature and surroundings overcame the importance of 

animals). The engagement and excitement was seen in the mentions of memorable experiences 

and life long dreams coming true. The feeling of success was possibly the most meaningful 

element: to succeed in seeing a certain animal, succeeding in taking a picture and succeeding in 

interacting with the animals. The mentions of numbers of species and animals in the destination 

provide for the success factor and implicate if the place is worth visiting (in a similar way than in 

captive-settings, as advertising in a way).

In these groups, the surroundings were not as described but the settings did matter. To get to a 

close proximity, to feel the thrill and even danger of it was adding to the experience. The 

contrasting feature of this kind of experience is substantial because our normal lives are not 

constructed of being in a touching proximity of big beasts or having dangerous encounters, nor 

deep and emotional ones with intelligent animals of species other than ours. These encounters are 

safety-wise a lot less controlled than the ones in captive-settings. Also, these are unique and 

authentic experiences. Touching and feeding did not come up in these categories probably 

because there was no need to do this or maybe not even the possibility to. With dolphins 

especially, it was the dolphin who got to choose whether to encounter in touching or not. With 

dolphins and whales the attributes of the animals had a significant role (other attributes than rare 

or endangered). They have a different story, a perception of being intelligent, playful and fun, 

mystical and otherwise admirable. This adds to the interactive experience with these animals, 

they understand us and they choose to touch us or to interact with us, not the other way around. 

The popularity of dolphins and whales was seen in the part of the most mentioned animals in the 

magazines.

These kinds of animal watching encounters seem to obtain a great deal of experience evoking 

elements and, indeed, they created many kinds of experiences and strong ones too in the 

magazines. What needs to be kept in mind with watching and interacting with wildlife in the 

wild, is the maintaining of the authenticity and naturalness of these encounters, to go on the 

animals' terms but also to teach the visitors about the animals' true natures (not just to enhance 

the perceptions). Education and conservation are things that can be integrated into the experience: 

the tourists are already interested in the animals and are making an effort to see them. With 

guides or other type of interpretation, it should be easy to add the conservation ideas into the 
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picture. With turtle watching this has been done in a very efficient way: the whole experience is 

about protection and conservation but still offers the same possibility to see these rare animals. 

Because seeing the animals is crucial for these types of animal watching experiences, a guarantee 

was promised in some cases. This is also a good way to guarantee visitor satisfaction.

In nature-based tour types of encounters, as mentioned before the settings and surroundings 

played a greater role because the animals were not the main focus point. Conservation issues 

were brought up more and perhaps exactly because the focus was not only on animals but also on 

their living areas. In these circumstances, animals brought added value to the experience but were 

not the main factors evoking of them. 

In underwater watching, fishing and riding the surrounding nature had a special meaning for the 

experiences, it offered a contrast to everyday life's surroundings. In underwater watching, the 

landscape under the surface brought the tourist to a whole new world, in fishing the escape was to 

get back to nature and in riding the scenery offered the satisfaction. All of these amount to 

escapist experiences. Species attributes and stories play a role too though somewhat differing 

depending on the encounter. In underwater watching, the fish were usually not mentioned by 

species, like the birds in bird watching. This is most likely because of the lack of knowledge of 

the readership. The big, impressive, scary and rare animals like turtles, sharks and rays were the 

ones noted (along the anonymous fish). These species can be used as the charismatic marine-

fauna for marine area conservation because of their noteworthy nature. Sea turtles, as was 

mentioned, have already been well harnessed for the conservation and protection purposes of the 

species. 

The possibilities of Finnish wildlife watching are clearly not used as well as they could be. 

Riding and fishing were almost as important as watching though compared to many European 

countries Finland has vast wilderness areas and exotic wild animals that could be offered for 

interested observers. The iconic role of reindeer and huskies should not be forgotten either.

In fishing, all the possible catch fishes and the stories about the big catches were recalled, as a 

similar phenomenon to the mentions of numbers of animals and different species it is possible to 

see in safaris, captive-settings and in birdwatching destinations: the success of a fishing trip also 

lies in the “hunt” and the success of the hunt. The intensity and excitement happens when a fish 
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takes the bait and the feelings of success when the fish is fished out of the water. One gets direct 

feedback of one's skills. The same goes for hunting. The important part in producing experiences 

in fishing is the authenticity and naturalness of it, the surroundings and their peacefulness and the 

way of catching the fish. Fishing in a fish pool with nets would not bring the same feeling of 

success -  like watching animals in zoos does not add up to seeing animals in the wild. Finland 

especially has vast amounts of possible places for fishing but it is important to keep them not too 

crowded, clean and peaceful, to ensure the creation of escapist experiences. For engaging visitors 

into the experience, one must not forget the powerful role of story which in fishing especially 

tells tales about the big fish that have been caught and the ones that still await the fishers.

In riding the excitement and thrill of the activity was the element to bring the feelings of success 

and overcoming fears. Species of animals had to do with either adding to the thrill or decreasing 

it by their attributes and qualities as “rides”. After overcoming the excitement of the travel style, 

the interest of the tourist moved on to new things like scenery. The iconic role of animals was the 

clearest in riding: the camels belonged to the Middle East and North African countries, while 

reindeer and huskies were formed as the icons of Lapland. Thailand and India on the other hand 

were the countries of elephants. The iconic animals speak in behalf of the story element. 

Interaction and bonding were elements related to riding as well, and the authenticity of the 

animals as a way of transportation. As a contrast to cars or buses, the animals added something 

more to traveling, they made the experience unique and authentic. To enhance the riding 

experience, some extra activities should be thought of and they should be authentic and consistent 

with the activity as a whole. For people who do riding as a hobby, even focusing on the school 

riding might be enough but the market for this is not as big. The activity itself should be safe but 

not at all boring and some element of adventure should be included. As was noticed, the duration 

of the experience is not long and once the tourist gets hold of the activity and feels more 

comfortable riding, the thrill passes and other experiences are sought for. This is why taking the 

surroundings and the extra activities into consideration is important.

Animal-based tourism in the magazines followed more or less the guidelines given in the 

background of the study. Experiences did the same: natural settings and behavior (watching 

animals in the wild) provided multiple and strong experiences. Rare and endangered species were 

held in a higher value than others, like the other studies had found out. Magazines did not show 

much touching and feeding but when they occurred they created experiences: the dualism that 
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was also noted in the relevant research. In this study and in the earlier studies, captive-settings 

were preferred as naturalistic and beautiful, but also when they were perceived as good for the 

animals. The entertainment factor was still strong in zoos but conservation and education are 

making their way: starting from the Nordic countries. The thing that differed from the literature 

and earlier research was the popularity of bloodsports. It seems to be quite far apart from the 

animal rights and naturalness that were sought after in other categories. Does the desire to see and 

feel the excitement of bullfighting exceed the ideas on animal rights? Are the animals not seen as 

worthy of rights because they are domesticated? Animals are killed everyday for food, perhaps 

bloodsports do not even cross limits of animals rights? This is difficult to answer but definitely an 

interesting finding. 

Other interesting findings were the ones on riding and fishing, their popularity and the 

experiences they evoked, because of these, I did not find earlier studies. The search for nature and 

escaping to nature was found in my study especially from fishing and riding. In the other studies 

similar notion was made though in regards to wildlife watching. Riding as an activity was 

engaging and fishing provided the feelings of success as was noted in the literature (though 

mostly in case of hunting). Hunting seemed to have given way for other activities like 

photographing wildlife. Maybe this also refers to the adaption of animal rights ideas. The 

findings on species reflected the findings of earlier studies (popularity of dolphins, attributes of 

domesticated animals, the high importance of rareness and being endangered etc.) but what was 

supported by this study was the role of scary and dangerous animals. Kellert (1989, cit. Woods 

2000: 28) did not explicate whether dangerousness was a preferred characteristics or not. Ryan 

(1988, cit. Woods 2000: 26) claimed that dangerousness of animals appeals to wildlife viewers 

and so it seemed to be also in my study, it was even written in an explicit manner. More 

information was revealed of the specialized sides of animal watching and of the meaning of 

different surroundings: which special elements the surroundings brought along to the visitor 

experience. Watching happens in so many environments and the environments evoke a whole 

different set of experiences. Studying animal watching only from captive or wild settings' point of 

view seems very biased, especially when studying experiences they produce: underwater world, 

marine species and watching wildlife from elephant back have their own elements to add to the 

experience.
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7. Conclusions
This is the last chapter and the concluding chapter of this study. I reflect the research process to 

the results and the discussion and the overall view of this research. 

Many experiences and vast amount of elements evoking them were found in each encounter type. 

Some elements played a bigger role than the others, specific species had a big meaning as well as 

the participation level of the tourist. All of the main “signifiers”: encounter type, level of 

confinement and species, worked together in the experience making. Settings defined the level of 

confinement, the type of activity, the species to be seen and the way they were seen. Captive-

settings provided availability, close proximity and many even rare and endangered, exotic and 

strange species but not necessarily uniqueness and authenticity nor the feelings of success as the 

natural settings did. Captive-settings could also provide deep interaction with the species but this 

was not uncommon in natural settings either. Natural settings again needed more engagement 

from the tourist because of the more difficult availability and they needed to provide the animals 

for the tourists to see, which is not always guaranteed. When successful though, the thrill of 

getting to a close proximity of a wild animal or to find the long sought species brings perhaps 

more experiences than zoos could ever provide: unique, authentic, intensive and feelings of 

personal success. Wild settings and naturalness were definitely considered more experience 

creating in watching but important in also riding and fishing.

Animal welfare is crucial, and natural settings and the naturalness of encounters are the key for a 

good experience, as was also noted in many earlier studies. Touching and feeding were not in a 

big role but for example some deeper bonding and interaction was had with dolphins and even 

with camels, and these truly evoked strong emotions. The dualism of touching was also seen in 

earlier studies: it was not considered important and it did not happen often but when it did 

happen, it had a big meaning for the tourist. Shows on the other hand did not quite reach the 

experiencing level except for the bloodsports that caused some dualistic experiences and 

contemplating on the matters of right and wrong concerning the tradition. 

Education, learning and conservation are elements that could be enhanced in almost every 

encounter. Education and conservation are a part of wildlife tourism and educational experiences 

are sought, for hence it would be a natural addition. Alongside settings, encounter types and 
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species, what is crucial is the tourists' interest in the encounter, visitors' level of participation. 

Different things matter for different tourists and for those with high interest in the encounters, 

education and conservation can be things that contribute highly to the experience. Further studies 

on visitors and their interests should be done, deeper and more qualitative ones, not only 

statistics. The meaning and possibilities of interpretation in captive-setting settings would be an 

interesting subject to study more. Some studies have already been made of interpretation in zoos, 

but studying this in regards to the tourists' level of engagement to the encounter would indeed be 

revealing.

Riding was surprisingly the second most mentioned encounter type but still, it hardly exists in the 

literature. This study revealed a great need for further studies on the subject but also contributed 

to some basic understanding on the experiences and experience elements in riding as an animal 

encounter. Also, Finnish animal-based tourism could be studied and developed more. There is a 

lot of potential for wildlife watching in Finland. There is plenty of nature, many attractive large 

species (or charismatic mega-fauna) and surely even the know-how for establishing programme 

services. Some research and planning has been made recently by the Finnish Tourist Board on 

wildlife watching opportunities and development, so maybe this form of tourism is going to be 

growing (MEK 2008).

Using experience theory alongside the animal-based tourism's theories worked very well and in a 

fluent manner. The triangle model brought more elements (alongside the ones of Reynolds & 

Braithwaite that were explicitly suited for animal-based tourism) to contemplate the matters with. 

One bigger and more covering (but also more simplified) framework could be built from the parts 

presented in this study for the further studies on animal-based tourism. Perhaps my framework, 

with all the many elements, could have also been simplified now after seeing how it works. This 

is of course part of the learning process of a thesis like this.

A lot of interesting things were probably missed due to the nature of the data but also many 

interesting facts were revealed because of it. Some of the missing things are for example the 

visitor demographics and types. It would be highly important to study the types of tourists that 

use animal-based tourism services. This is to better understand the tourism markets, economic, 

social and ecological impacts of animal-based tourism, and the development possibilities. Typical 

wildlife tourists are physically and rather younger but Finnish society is aging and more 
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accessible options for elderly and also but children could be developed. Rural tourism offers 

these options already but available and accessible wild-settings would widen the possibilities for 

a bigger market.

Interpretation always leaves room for other kinds of revelations depending on the time, the 

situation and the reader. My interpretations were made leaning on the backgrounds and the 

theories studied for this research but perhaps also my own experiences, ideas and worldview 

brought their share. This is part of humanistic and hermeneutic way of interpreting the world. By 

providing solid justifications and opening up my view on the matters, the results should be 

scientifically acceptable and agreeable.

Compiling a thesis such as this is a learning process that is both challenging and rewarding. I 

would have done things a bit differently, chosen different categories and signifiers (not countries 

but regions for example), and focused on certain things from the very beginning if I would have 

had the knowledge then, but perhaps it was the long process that took me to these conclusions: 

there are no short cuts. In this study I had a vast amount of data, multiple, descriptive texts with 

experiences and a wide, consistent background and theoretical framework to reflect it with. The 

need for this kind of research was established by Valentine & Birtles (2004: 17) and I strove to 

answer this need in the best possible way: I answered the research questions in a holistic manner 

and contemplated possible applicability of the results of this study. Without a doubt, animal 

encounters have the ability to evoke strong and multiple experiences – the ones that are so greatly 

desired and sought after in tourism.
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